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Introduction
Numismatic History of the Wheaton College Permanent Collection
As institutions have a tendency to do, Wheaton College began to acquire cultural objects
from the time of its founding as Wheaton Female Seminary in 1834. Among the first items given
to the college were landscapes and portraits, which were displayed throughout the early campus.1
In time, objects were donated or purchased with pedagogical intent, but a unified institutional
collection, one carefully compiled and curated for the education and betterment of its students
and community, would not be established until much later.2 The foundation of such a campus
collection was a direct result of an unexpected bequest of coins and other antiquities.3 What is
now the Wheaton College Permanent Collection, its history, and ongoing research into the
collection, have since been intertwined with numismatics and with a bequest from Adra Marshall
Newell (1885-1966).
By the 1960s, Wheaton College had amassed often large, but disparate, collections of fine
art, biological specimens, and decorative art, including glass and textiles. Yet, after more than a
century of accumulating objects, the college had neither a system for tracking new donations as
they were given, nor for recording and caring for the objects it already had. Most objects were
held and cared for by individual departments or faculty, but many items had also been
haphazardly placed on public display or in storage across campus.4 When the Art Visiting
Committee (AVC) was formed in 1961 as an advisory board for what was then called the Art

Leah Niederstadt, “Building a Legacy for the Liberal Arts: Deaccessioning the Newell Bequest, Wheaton College,”
in Is It Okay to Sell the Monet: The Age of Deaccessioning in Museums, ed. Julia Courtney (Lanham, MD: Rowman
& Littlefield, 2018), 107, 113.
2
Ibid, 113-114.
3
Mrs. Newell’s lawyer had informed the college in 1953 of her intent to bequest some items, but because no system
for tracking such donations existed yet, the news of the bequest in 1966 was a pleasant surprise; Ibid, 112-114.
4
Niederstadt notes that objects were found in “attics basements, barns, and garages, as well as in offices,
classrooms, and faculty and staff housing.”; Ibid, 114.
1
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Department,5 an early item of discussion was the formation of a teaching collection and
development of gifts-in-kind and collections management policies.6 Discussions continued with
few tangible results until 1967, when the primary directive of the AVC was drastically altered by
what is now referred to as the Newell Bequest.7
Adra Marshall Newell died in September of 1966, leaving behind an astonishing
numismatic library, the lifetime correspondences of her and her late husband, and a collection
consisting of thousands of coins and antiquities.8 She had been a member of the American
Numismatic Society (ANS) since 1910; and, following the untimely death of her husband in
1941, Mrs. Newell became an active presence in the organization.9 Her husband, Edward T.
Newell (1886-1941), who was one of the most prolific numismatists of the 20th century, served
as president of the society from 1916 until his death,10 whereupon he left the society “one of the
largest and finest groups of [coins] in the world.”11 Although Mr. Newell is by far the more wellknown collector, his wife also actively collected, either from dealers in New York City, where
they maintained a residence, or during their travels abroad.12 In addition to amassing her own
collection, Mrs. Newell inherited the bulk of her husband’s estate, including 1,000 coins of her
choosing from his world-renowned numismatic collection.13 When she died, Wheaton College
was notified that Mrs. Newell has left a significant bequest of ancient coins, ancient glass, books
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Ibid, 115.
Ibid, 115-116.
7
Ibid, 116.
8
Ibid, 118.
9
Ibid, 111-112.
10
Ibid, 110-112.
11
Briggs Buchanan, “The Newell Collection of Oriental Seals: An Important Addition to the Yale Babylonian
Collection” The Yale University Library Gazette 43, no. 2 (October 1968), 91, quoted in Leah Niederstadt,
“Building a Legacy for the Liberal Arts: Deaccessioning the Newell Bequest, Wheaton College,” in Is It Okay to
Sell the Monet: The Age of Deaccessioning in Museums, ed. Julia Courtney (Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield,
2018), 110.
12
Niederstadt, “Building a Legacy for the Liberal Arts,” 113.
13
Ibid, 111.
6
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(Figure 1), and assorted antiquities to the institution.14 It remains the single largest gift of objects
in the college’s history.15

Figure 1: Bookplates of Adra Marshall Newell (left) and Edward T. Newell (right) from books held by the Wheaton College
Madeleine Clark Wallace Library

After it arrived on campus in February 1967, the AVC was tasked deciding the fate of the
Newell Bequest. The committee decided that it should be maintained for a five-year period
during which the collection would be used for teaching and research. Such a period also provided
time to catalog and analyze the gift to determine which objects were of use to faculty, students,
and nearby scholars.16 Though it had been well used by community members over the five-year
period, such collections are expensive to maintain, so in late October of 1972 the AVC voted to
sell a (then undetermined) portion of the Newell Bequest to establish endowments for the
acquisition of new Graeco-Roman art and for the care and maintenance of the collection.17
Multiple private sales were attempted, including a potential sale of the coins in 1974 and
another of the ancient glass in 1977.18 This latter attempt was particularly hopeful, as the buyer
had promised to keep the objects available to the public; in the end, however, he was unable to
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Ibid, 107, 118.
Ibid, 114.
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Ibid, 116.
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Ibid, 119-120.
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Ibid, 119-120.
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pull together the necessary funding. With no other private sales seeming imminent, Wheaton
College decided to auction the ancient glass in the Newell Bequest. With the exception of a few
items that were kept for teaching purposes, most of the collection’s glass was sold at Sotheby
Parke-Bernet in New York on December 14, 1978. The auction was well timed, coinciding with
the opening of Treasures of Tutankhamun exhibition at the Metropolitan Museum of Art; the
glass sold for $174,525 gross total, almost $100,000 more than the proposed sale a year earlier.19
Final proceeds from the auction (and a later sale of books from the bequest) has since have since
been used to acquire and care for objects in the Permanent Collection, with a focus on
purchasing object related to Classical Studies and Ancient Art.20
Importantly, the Newell Bequest forced Wheaton College to address the thousands of
objects that had been donated, purchased, or abandoned on campus since its founding. Having
decided to keep most of the Newell Bequest and having realized the importance in a single
unified collection, Dr. Ann H. Murray, then an Art Department faculty member and Gallery
Director, was tasked in 1974 with compiling and organizing most campus collections to form the
Permanent Collection.21 Along with providing valuable educational and research material, the
Newell Bequest forced Wheaton College to develop clear ethical policies regarding accessioning
and deaccessioning, establish storage for the collection, and fund the acquisition of new objects
which would not have otherwise been affordable.
Most monetarily valuable among those educational materials was the majority of Mrs.
Newell’s personal collection of coins. It can be safely assumed that most of her collection was
acquired during her marriage to Edward Newell, as the condition and scope of the collection are

19

Ibid, 123.
Ibid, 124-125.
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Ibid, 114.
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both of extremely high quality. The majority of the collection is comprised of Hellenistic silver
coinage,22 the exact type of coin in which Edward Newell specialized.23 A fair number of gold
and bronze pieces are also included, though the bronze coins are greatly underrepresented (see
Discussion). With the exception of a few low-grade pieces, Mrs. Newell’s bequest of ancient
coins was published in 1981 with the ANS.24 Additionally, a valuable selection of medieval
coins and glass coin weights were part of her collection, though they were not published with the
ancient coins.
While Adra Marshall Newell’s coins are by far the most valuable coins owned by
Wheaton College, a number of different donations add to the college’s numismatic holdings. In
the early 1930s, the ANS donated twenty-eight coins in gratitude for assistance from Professor
Eunice Work and her students.25 In May 1945, eleven more coins were purchased from the ANS
when collector Arthur Dewing returned his honorarium from a guest lecture.26 In 1955, Professor
Work donated twenty of her own coins to the college.27 In 1983, Rhoda A. Hendricks donated
314 lower-grade, mostly bronze, ancient coins (see History of the Hendricks Bequest).28 Finally,
in 1998, Reginald M. Norris donated approximately 256 coins29 in honor of his wife, Sue Norris,
Class of 1962.30 The majority of his donation consisted of Hellenistic silver, including a number

22

J. David Bishop and R. Ross Holloway, Wheaton College Collection of Greek and Roman Coins, Ancient Coins
in North American Collections (New York: American Numismatic Society, 1981).
23
Niederstadt, “Building a Legacy for the Liberal Arts,” 110.
24
A few lower grade coins were not included in the publication, and these were recently discovered along with
another small collection of about 35 later Roman imperial bronzes from an unknown source.
25
J. David Bishop and R. Ross Holloway, Wheaton College Collection, Forward.
26
Ibid.
27
Ibid.
28
Ann W. Caldwell to Rhoda A. Hendricks, November 15, 1983, Hendricks File, Donor Files, Wheaton College
Permanent Collection Records.
29
While the exact number of coins has never been counted, I counted 256 individual accession numbers given to his
coins upon receipt of the collection; Intake Records Duplicate with Accession Numbers, Norris File, Donor Files,
Wheaton College Permanent Collection Records.
30
Ann H. Murray to Reginald M. Norris, Jr., May 14, 1998, Norris File, Donor Files, Wheaton College Permanent
Collection Records.
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of stunning types absent from Mrs. Newell’s collection.31 Some other smaller and singular
donations were made over time, including a single coin donated in 1976 by the Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston.32
These donations, consisting mostly of Hellenistic and other Greek silver coins, reflect
early- and mid-19th century collecting standards, disproportionately underrepresenting bronze
and base metal coinage, which was the majority of all coinage circulated in the ancient world.
However, the Hendricks Bequest includes a number of bronze coins that nicely balance out
Wheaton College’s numismatic holdings. Additionally, the various collections are diverse in
their condition. Many coins from the Newell Bequest and the Norris donation represent well
preserved ancient coinage, and coins from the Hendricks Bequest represents coins as they have
often come to us, worn and corroded.33 In addition, Norris and others donated non-ancient, nonmedieval coins, which help to further diversify Wheaton’s numismatic holdings.34

31

Intake Records Duplicate with Accession Numbers, Norris File, Donor Files, Wheaton College Permanent
Collection Records.
32
J. David Bishop and R. Ross Holloway, Wheaton College Collection, Forward.
33
John Wilson Betlyon, “Guide to Artifacts: Numismatics and Archaeology,” The Biblical Archaeologist 48, no. 3
(September 1985): 163,165, https://doi.org/10.2307/3209933.
34
Intake Records Duplicate with Accession Numbers, Norris File, Donor Files, Wheaton College Permanent
Collection Records.
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History of the Hendricks Bequest
On November 15, 1983, Ann Caldwell, Vice President for Resources at Wheaton
College, notified Rhoda A. Hendricks that that the college’s Gift Committee had accepted her
offer to donate a collection of Greek and Roman coins.35 The letter also initiated plans for the
gift’s delivery. While it remains unclear when discussions of the donation began or when the
offer was first made, it seems likely that Ms. Hendricks was preparing the donation over a year,
as she had her coins appraised on July 1, 1982.36 Three days after Ms. Caldwell’s
correspondence, Sandra Davidson, then Interim Director of Watson Gallery, and Morag Murray,
then Assistant Curator of the Permanent Collection, contacted Ms. Hendricks to thank her for the
donation.37 It must be stated at the outset that although the coins discussed in this thesis were
given while Rhoda A. Hendricks was alive, they have been cataloged as part of the Hendricks
Bequest, and I will refer to them as the coins of the Hendricks Bequest or of the Hendricks
Collection interchangeably.
On December 10, 1983, Ms. Hendricks replied to Ms. Davidson, informing her that
“several factors,” would delay her donation of the coins until the next calendar year.38 On
January 9, 1984, Davidson and Morag confirmed that this change would not affect the college’s
acceptance of the gift.39 On January 23, 1984, Ms. Hendricks wrote that the coins would be

35

Ann Caldwell to Rhoda A. Hendricks, November 15, 1983, Hendricks File, Donor Files, Wheaton College
Permanent Collection Records.
36
Ann Caldwell to Rhoda A. Hendricks with attached Appraisal by Ariadne Galleries, Inc., August 28, 1984,
Hendricks File, Donor Files, Wheaton College Permanent Collection Records.
37
Sandra Davidson and Morag Murray to Rhoda A. Hendricks, November 18, 1983, Hendricks File, Donor Files,
Wheaton College Permanent Collection Records.
38
Rhoda A. Hendricks to Sandra Davidson, December 10, 1983, Hendricks File, Donor Files, Wheaton College
Permanent Collection Records.
39
Sandra Davidson and Morag Murray to Rhoda A. Hendricks, January 9, 1984, Hendricks File, Donor Files,
Wheaton College Permanent Collection Records.
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shipped the following week.40 A note, presumably written by Ms. Davidson, is attached to a
letter dated January 30, 1984. It appears to have arrived with the coins, informing Ms. Davidson
of how many coins were enclosed. Davidson’s note states that the coins arrived on February 2,
1984 and notes the official count of the coins upon arrival.41 The count of coins is recorded in the
Coin Number Tables.
In this official count, four coins were missing; three coins from the bag labeled “Late
Roman Bronzes” and one from the bag labeled “Alexandrian and Imperial Roman Bronzes.”42
The appraiser counted 318 coins, but all counts upon their arrival, including my own, have
totaled 314. This is likely a result of a miscount by the appraiser. Appraisers have little time to
work with each collection, and therefore are more likely to make a mistake in haste, while Ms.
Hendricks had no reason to alter the contents of the donation by removing coins. Ms. Davidson
notified Miss Hendricks of the coins’ arrival on February 13, 1984,43 and on August 28, 1984
Ann Caldwell notified her that the Gift Committee had accepted the final gift.44 Caldwell’s letter
also enclosed a corrected appraisal which accounted for the missing coins.45 Unfortunately, the
correction also mistakenly stated that an additional ten Sicilian coins had been donated, leaving
the new appraisal at a higher value even though coins were missing.46 That “corrected” 1984

40

Rhoda A. Hendricks to Sandra Davidson, January 23, 1984, Hendricks File, Donor Files, Wheaton College
Permanent Collection Records.
41
Rhoda A. Hendricks to Sandra Davidson with attached note, January 30, 1984, Hendricks File, Donor Files,
Wheaton College Permanent Collection Records.
42
Exact names on bags are abbreviations, but the full names of each bag recorded here are found on the original
appraisal from July 1, 1982 by Ariadne Galleries Inc.; Rhoda A. Hendricks to Sandra Davidson with attached note,
January 30, 1984, Hendricks File, Donor Files, Wheaton College Permanent Collection Records.
43
Sandra Davidson to Rhoda A. Hendricks, February 13, 1984, Hendricks File, Donor Files, Wheaton College
Permanent Collection Records.
44
Ann Caldwell to Rhoda A. Hendricks with attached Appraisal by Ariadne Galleries, Inc., August 28, 1984,
Hendricks File, Donor Files, Wheaton College Permanent Collection Records.
45
The appraisal listed price per coin for each bag. This allowed the exact appraised value of the four coins to be
removed and a new total calculated.
46
An internal letter from Ann Caldwell to Sandra Davidson that was sent on February 2, 1984 has notes of a later
recount finding this error. It is unclear if Ms. Hendricks was every notified; Ann Caldwell to Sandra Davidson,
February 2, 1984 with edit on unknown date, Hendricks File, Donor Files, Wheaton College Permanent Collection
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appraisal, along with my calculation of how should have appeared and the final counts by bag as
I found the collection, have been included after the Coin Number Tables. Two final letters by
Alison Lahnston, Director of Planned Giving, both dated April 4, 1985, conclude the Permanent
Collection’s records of correspondence with Ms. Hendricks. The first letter, sent to Sandra
Davidson, states that a letter from Hendricks and dated March 29 of an unidentified year
(presumably 1985) requested that the coins be given “in memory of [Professor] Eunice Work,”
and that previously donated funds that had been added to the Pooled Income Fund be
incorporated into her bequest.47 The second letter, sent to Ms. Hendricks, confirms that the
records office48 and Ms. Davidson had been notified of her request to make her donation in
memory of Professor Work.49 It also informed her that because she had donated a sum over
$10,000 to the Pooled Income Fund, she was eligible to establish a named fund. No other records
have been found in the Permanent Collection files, although additional archival research may
indicate whether or not Ms. Hendricks established a named fund.
After an inventory of the Permanent Collection was started in the summer of 2010,
Mollie Denhard, who then served as Assistant Curator, rediscovered the Hendricks’ collection in
a white box at the back of a shelf in the Collection Study Room. In June 2013, a count by
Professor Leah Niederstadt, who serves as Curator of the Permanent Collection, found only 283
of the 314 coins were present.50 The location of the 31 remaining coins was unknown at that

Records; Ann Caldwell to Rhoda A. Hendricks with attached Appraisal by Ariadne Galleries, Inc., August 28, 1984,
Hendricks File, Donor Files, Wheaton College Permanent Collection Records.
47
Alison Lahnston to Sandra Davidson, April 4, 1985, Hendricks File, Donor Files, Wheaton College Permanent
Collection Records.
48
It is not clear to which records office is being referred. Ms. Lahnston refers to it as “our records office,” so it may
mean the records held by the Office of Planned Giving.
49
Alison Lahnston to Rhoda A. Hendricks, April 4, 1985, Hendricks File, Donor Files, Wheaton College Permanent
Collection Records.
50
Date of count listed on coin bags and initialed LLN. See Hendricks File, Donor Files, Wheaton College
Permanent Collection Records.
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time. During the Spring 2018 semester, I began working with the Hendricks Collection, initiating
the project described in the next section. In April 2021, while reviewing the Hendricks’ donor
file, I began to believe that some number of coins had already been accessioned (or partially
accessioned) into the Permanent Collection. Sixteen accession files, numbered c92.157 to
c92.172 were included in the Hendricks file, each labeled Hendricks Bequest and depicting coins
with which I was unfamiliar.51 I had hoped that this might account for some of the missing coins.
A search of the collection was initiated to find them.

Figure 2: Tray R8 as found within the "old Antiquities Cabinet

On April 16, 2021, the accessioned files were matched to coins stored in tray R8 of what
is now referred to as the “old Antiquities Cabinet” (Figure 2) in the Collection Storage Room.
Along with 16 coins labeled c92.157 to c92.172, another 15 ancient coins, 31 in total, were being
stored on tray R8. Among these were three coins of Characene, labeled B92.334A-C. I had

51

Hendricks File, Donor Files, Wheaton College Permanent Collection Records.
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already identified ten coins of Characene while working with the coins that had been
rediscovered in 2010, but the 1982 appraisal from Ms. Hendricks listed 13 coins of Characene.52
This suggested that all of the coins in the tray, not just those labeled c92.157 to c92.172, belong
to the Hendricks Bequest. Additionally, tray R8 also included a tombstone from an unidentified
exhibition, stating, “Bronze coins // Greek and Roman // Hendrixcks collection.” Given these
indicators, I felt confident that these were the missing 31 coins of the Hendricks Bequest. While
the exact history of their sequestration from rest of the collection is not entirely clear, my best
reconstruction of this history is as follows.
Ms. Davidson’s February 13, 1984 letter noted that an unidentified “senior art history
major, who is particularly interested in classical art, has already started cataloguing [the
coins].”53 It is my belief that this student attempted to catalog nos. 33, 34, 35, 75, 137, 158, 167,
177, 178, 182, 183, 187, 189, 191, 193, 196, 197, 202, 205, 207, 208, 210, 213, 214, 215, 216,
217, 225, 226, 227, 230, which were then sequestered at that time, though no record of her work
has been identified. The first record of these 31 coins comes from notes by an unidentified person
dated December 2, 1992.54 This note is headed with the title “Hendricks Collection –
Accessioned and un-numbered coins.” It suggested that the coins had accession numbers but not
those that matched any of the coin numbering systems used for the Permanent Collection at that
time,55 or that they only had basic accession forms and/or information but no final accession

52

Mistakenly listed as Elymais; Ann Caldwell to Rhoda A. Hendricks with attached Appraisal by Ariadne Galleries,
Inc., August 28, 1984, Hendricks File, Donor Files, Wheaton College Permanent Collection Records.
53
Sandra Davidson to Rhoda A. Hendricks, February 13, 1984, Hendricks File, Donor Files, Wheaton College
Permanent Collection Records.
54
12/2/92 is the exact notation of the note, though American date order seems likely; “Hendricks Collection –
Accessioned and un-numbered coins,” Hendricks File, Donor Files, Wheaton College Permanent Collection
Records.
55
The oldest numbering system appears to have been put in place by the Classics Department when they cared for
the college’s numismatic holdings; and the second is the numbering system given to the coins in Bishop and
Holloway publication.
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numbers. This is the first appearance of the accession numbers ranging from c92.157 to c92.172.
It is my belief that these numbers were given when the writer of the notes discovered the coins in
collection. However, for an unclear reason, twelve of the coins were not numbered.56
More strangely, however, these coins are absent from an appraisal of all coins held in the
Wheaton College Permanent Collection which began three weeks later on December 16, 1992. 57
By isolating entries in the appraisal that correspond to the Hendricks Collection, it is clear that
these 31 coins were absent. While the exact count of Hendricks coins by the appraiser is unclear,
only 10 coins were listed from Characene, though the count would have been 13 if the
sequestered 31 coins had been included.58 It does appear that this error was caught sometime
after the appraisal was finished, as a post-it note reading “4 coins in Drawers Bronzes L2 // Coins
R8,” was attached to the appraiser’s final valuation letter.59 Regardless, these appraiser’s notes
are the first reference to the Hendricks collection as a whole since the collection was donated in
1984. The appraisal was concluded on January 8, 1993.60 It seems likely that the Hendricks
Collection was at that time placed on a shelf in the Collection Studies Room, eventually being
pushed to the back.

56

The last three coins, those from Characene, were not listed in this note. When we pulled tray R8 on April 16,
2021, the coins of Characene were separated from the other Hendricks coins. If they had been this way on December
2, 1992, the individual writing the notes may have not realized they were part of the Hendricks Collection, hence
given them different numbers.
57
The Permanent Collection has on record what I believe to be the original notes by the appraiser, and the first of
these notes is dated “Dec 16/92”, which agrees with another letter saying that the appraisal took place between 1992
and 1993; “Dec 16/92 – appraisal,” page 1, Newell File, Donor Files, Wheaton College Permanent Collection
Records.
58
“Dec 16/92 – appraisal,” page 8, Newell File, Donor Files, Wheaton College Permanent Collection Records.
59
Martin J. Deeran to Robin Jenkins, January 8, 1993, Newell File, Donor Files, Wheaton College Permanent
Collection Records.
60
Martin J. Deeran to Robin Jenkins, January 8, 1993, Newell File, Donor Files, Wheaton College Permanent
Collection Records.
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Additionally, tray R8 included two notes, both dating to February 27, 1994, that discuss
the rehousing of coins from an exhibition curated by a student named Sarah whose surname is
not identified. I think some of these sequestered Hendricks coins were used in that exhibition,
which would explain the presence of the tombstone. The last time the sequestered coins were
referenced was a note dated March 7, 1996, with one line reading “Boxes 28 [illegible]
Hendricks Coll,” which I interpret as a reference to the 28 non-Characene Coins in tray R8.61
The three coins of Characene are not mentioned in this note. No other records of the Hendricks
Collection are known after March 7, 1996 until the rediscovery of the white box by Ms. Denhard
in 2010.

61

Unnamed file, March 3, 1997, Newell File, Donor Files, Wheaton College Permanent Collection Records.
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Introduction to Project
I began working with the Hendricks Collection during the spring semester of 2018.
Unlike other student employees working for the Permanent Collection, the Hendricks was my
sole project, though I helped with other projects as needed. In the beginning, it was understood
that I would do my best to identify as many coins as possible while teaching myself any
necessary material within the field of classical numismatics. The relationship was, in the spirit of
an education collection, symbiotic; I provided identifications and the Permanent Collection
provided the untouched materials needed for me to teach myself. It was, as I describe in the
following sections, a long and slow process during which I made my fair share of mistakes. In
fact, in the first year and a half, progress was so slow that I never imagined bringing this project
to its logical conclusion, a completed catalog.
However, in time, the speed of my progress increased rapidly. During the fall semester of
my junior year, I nearly doubled the number of fully-identified coins, completing over 100
identifications that semester. I was able to continue my research at an understandably slower
pace during study abroad the next semester and the summer that followed. As I began my senior
year, fewer than 60 coins needed to be processed, and many were unidentified hopeful holdouts.
My project was nearly complete and well within my ability to finish by the end of the fall
semester of my senior year. At the end of the summer, in consultation with Professors
Niederstadt and Relihan, I decided to make this project the subject of my honors thesis.
Unfortunately, the nature of my research neither fits neatly within Museum Studies nor
Classics, and so the topics covered by my thesis would have to tread a fine line between them. It
was certain from the onset that my thesis would include not only the catalog of coins, but also an

18

in-depth description of the process I have used to identify them and the decisions I have made
during that process. The latter serve not only to explain my method, something necessary for any
academic work, but also to explore the way in which I have actively participated with and gained
from an academic collection. It is my claim, informed both by my own work and by observation,
that academic collections will be important contributors to the ongoing shifts happening in the
field of classical numismatics and related fields.
Within that lens, I began to ask myself what place the Hendricks
Collection might have in the future of numismatics and academic collection. I
questioned what it has left to offer future students, since these coins, which are
aesthetically underwhelming, now have no need of further identification. In a
sense, I began to consider their worth currently and in the future. Worth, in an
academic setting, rarely is permitted to have any connotation of monetary value,
but in this case, it is one of the necessary and implicit meanings. In her December
10, 1983 letter to Sandra Davidson, Rhoda Hendricks writes, “Since these bronze
coins will probably have a somewhat limited use, I hope that you will feel free to
sell some or all of them if that seems desirable at any time and put the money to
use elsewhere in the field of classical art.”62
While the ability to freely deaccession objects, even with some strings attached,
offers great flexibility to any collection, it is never a consideration taken lightly,
particularly for an academic collection. At the end of the day, I have no say in what
happens to the Hendricks Collection going forward, but it is my hope that by exploring

62

Rhoda A. Hendricks to Sandra Davidson, December 10, 1983, Hendricks File, Donor Files, Wheaton College
Permanent Collection Records.
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their worth, both monetarily, theoretically, and pedagogically, I can give some guidance
as to what that future should be.
With this in mind, I have chosen to conclude my thesis with a discussion of worth
of numismatic collections in general. I will explore what purpose academic collections
currently serve and how the relationships with their parent institutions are changing. I
will examine how numismatics is currently utilized by three related fields: Art History,
Classics, and Archaeology, and consider how that utilization is changing. On the basis of
that discussion I will evaluate how numismatics can generate value for university
collections in the future. Finally, from those considerations, I will look at what value
Hendricks Collection has to the Permanent College and compare that to the financial
value that could potentially be generated from the sale some, or all, of the coins it holds.
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Identification of Ancient Coins
The identification of ancient coins is nothing like the clean categorical identifications of
modern coins, with their clear dates, countries of origin, distinct denominations and value
markings, and relatively few numbers of types within each denomination. Ancient coins often
lack some or all of these things, making the process of their identification quite complex. While I
have developed some methods for this process in my time working on this project, it is neither
perfect nor self-contained, relying heavily as it does on the whims of external sources and
references and a bit of luck. Additionally, the way I approach an unidentified ancient coin has
changed in the three years that I have worked on this project, my method developing as my
knowledge and understanding of ancient coins and how we talk about them grew. I will do my
best to accurately describe both this development and my current method in this section. For a
list of technical terms in the following discussions and their definitions, consult Numismatic
Terms of Note.
First, let us discuss the identification of Greek coins and most non-Roman, non-modern
coins. The Greek coins of the Hendricks Collection consists almost entirely of base-metal
coinage, or coinage which has no silver or gold in its metallurgical makeup and usually consists
of a bronze alloy. Greek gold and silver coins almost always included some identifying features;
some have mint marks, dates, or the name of the issuing ruler, and almost all have either the
name or an abbreviation of the issuing state. Some very special issues even included the die
engraver’s name, like this late fifth century tetradrachm from Syracuse, Sicily (Figure 3).63 But
many bronze coins of the ancient world, particularly early Greek issues, lacked some or all of

Numismatic Guaranty Corporation, “Masterpieces of Kimon and Euainetos,” CoinWeek (blog), December 5,
2015, https://coinweek.com/ancient-coins/ngc-ancients-masterpieces-of-kimon-and-euainetos/.
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Figure 3: Syracuse, Sicily. AR Tetradrachm, reverse depicting Arethusa. Die Carved and signed on headband by master-carver
Kimon. 406 BCE - 405 BCE. ANS 1997.9.56 American Numismatic Society.

these attributes, like this rare Bronze AE of Knossos, Crete (Figure 4), which only shows a
portrait on either side with no other details or identifying marks. Additionally, because most of
the coins in the Hendricks Collection are in poor condition, most legends,64 once holding the
names or abbreviations (called ethnics) of the issuing city state, are partially or entirely worn.
And so, with these challenges before me, I have done my best to identify the coins of the
Hendricks Collection by the following methods.

Figure 4: Hendricks Collection No. 60, AE of Knossos, Crete. 4th Cent. BCE

64

Bronze is a rather unstable alloy, unlike gold and silver which are highly non-reactive. Because of this, bronze
coins begin to break down to their baser metals from the moment they are struck through the process of corrosion,
unless they are saved by the formation of a patina. Legends are one of the weakest points of a coin, not only
showing signs of wear most easily, but also succumbing to corrosion the most quickly; Lynch Doyle, “The
Restoration and Conservation of Ancient Copper Coins,” Dig the Bible, accessed May 7, 2021,
http://www.digbible.org/restoration.html.
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Long before I could read Greek and certainly well before I could understand the
abbreviations of city names often found on the limited space of a small bronze flan, I relied on a
process of iconographic and stylistic comparison. When I first began working with the Hendricks
Collection, I focused on the Greek coins that were better preserved. I also tried to isolate coins
with less common iconography; as beautiful as some ancient depictions of an eagle are, that
ever-present symbol of Zeus serves as a horrible parameter for a web search. With a selection of
coins amenable to my lack of experience in hand, I identified the iconographic or symbolic
elements of each coin. These identified elements were then used as keywords to generate a
Google search. This coin of Kainon, Sicily (Figure 5) would generate a search in Google along
the lines of, “griffin horse Greek coin.” By adding and removing keywords I would then try to
find examples that were stylistic matches to the coin in hand.

Figure 5: Hendricks Collection No. 110, AE of Kainon, Sicily. 365 BCE - 360 BCE

If a stylistic match was not able to be made by this method, I would move on to the next
coin and begin the process again. But if, by some chance, I was able to find a match, I would
begin to record the known details of the coin. If the description found was not sufficient or if the
source was clearly not reliable, then I would use the initial find to inform a better set of
parameters, which would then almost always yield a trusted source. By this point in my research,
I was still was not aware of exactly what information was critical to record as part of a full
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numismatic identification, but I would typically record at least the city of production, date range,
and basic description. At this initial completion of a coin’s identification, I would move on to the
next coin.
Throughout this early process I began to find trusted sources, including those whose
descriptions had consistently been accurate and well-cited, and whose sites were well laid out for
the type of research that I was doing. These sites included Wildwinds, VCoins, acsearch,
CoinArchives, NumisBids, Edgar L. Owen, Ltd., and the American Numismatic Society’s
MANTIS.65 In time, I developed a more sophisticated use of available sources and a greater
understanding of how scholars and collectors discuss and describe ancient coins, both of which
allowed me to begin to refine my search parameters. For example, I learned that when narrowing
a search by metal you should do separate searches for “bronze” and “AE,” which are used
interchangeably to describe bronze and brass coins. If I were only to search using the keyword
“bronze,” then I might exclude an identification that described the coin as “AE” instead. These
developments not only allowed me to more accurately discuss the coins that I had earlier
identified, but they also allowed me to identify other poor-condition coins at a faster rate than
before.
As with many learned skills, I hit a distinct plateau from where I was unable to make
progress on new coins. I had hit a knowledge limit and my method was no longer sufficient. By
this point, I had spent dozens of hours working with the collection and had quite the mental
library of the coins that had stumped me. I looked through catalogs like The Weber Collection of
Greek Coins, searching the plates of coin images hoping to find something which that I might
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All URLs for these sources are given in the Bibliography. A deeper discussion of the sources used and why some
were trusted more than others can be found in Sources and Citations.
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recognize. While this was certainly the least sophisticated method I employed for identifying
Greek coins, it provided multiple identifications and; for very little effort, it exposed me to a
great diversity of coin types.
In time, however, this method exhausted itself as well. I was forced to take a hiatus from
working with the Greek coins, and instead devoted myself to the Roman coins in the Hendricks
Collection, as will be discussed later in this section. After spending a bit less than a year on
hiatus from working with the Greek coins, two important developments occurred that allowed
me to move forward and complete my work: joining Facebook groups that specialized in ancient
coins and learning Ancient Greek. Joining these Facebook groups provided me with daily
exposure to images of and information about a vast array of coins that I could not otherwise
easily study on my own. It allowed me to participate in some of the theoretical and practical
discussions on numismatics with other collectors and scholars. Most importantly, however, it
gave me a community where others could help me identify coins that had stumped me; and, in
turn, where I could help others when they were stuck.
Finally, learning Ancient Greek allowed me to decode the legends found on some ancient
Greek coins. By gaining even a novice’s understanding of the Greek language, I was enabled to
understand these legends and some monograms. With this, I gained an increased comfort in
effectively using these legends as search parameters, allowing me to more quickly and easily
identify new coins. And though many of Hendricks Collection coins are in such poor condition
that entire legends are illegible, fragments certainly were; and these fragments provided
additional search parameters. For example, on this coin from Gortyn, Crete (Figure 6) I was able
to make out a legend fragment in the left field under the arm of Athena: ΓOP//(?)Ω or
TOP//(?)Ω. Then, using the comprehensive list of Greek coin-producing cities found on the
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Figure 6: Hendricks Collection No. 58, AE of Gortyn, Crete. 2nd - 1st Cent. BCE

Wildwinds website, I was able to create a list of all cities with “gar” or “tor” in their name.66
Then, I narrowed that list by removing cities that could not have produced this coin, either
because they only produced silver or Roman coinage, or because that region’s style was
drastically different. This short list allowed me to tailor my searches to specific cities, allowing
this very poorly-preserved coin with a common design to be easily identified.
In one particular example, these two developments worked in unison to help identify this
coin from Abydos, Troas (Figure 7). It has distinct and clear obverse and reverse designs, both of
which are relatively common, although the combination of the two is rare. This should have
made it quite easy to identify with a quick Google search or a few minutes in an auction
database; however, I was unable to identify any records of the coin. In time, I realized that the
reverse had a clear legend saying ABY, which was quickly confirmed as being almost
exclusively used by Abydos, Troas (modern-day NW Turkey). However, this did not, in turn,
yield an identification as was found for the above coin from Gortyn. The coin seemed to be
entirely unrecorded. So, hoping someone had a reference for this coin, I presented my theory of
the coin being minted at Abydos to the Facebook group which tends to be frequented by more
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Ctrl + F was one of the most important research tools for this entire project, allowing me to quickly scan hundreds
of city names in seconds.
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experts. Fortunately, they were able to confirm that it was an unrecorded type, but one other
example is known and held in the Münzkabinett (Numismatic Collection) of the Berlin State
Museums (Inventory No. 18268317).

Figure 7: Hendricks Collection No. 140, AE of Abydos, Troas. 120 BCE - 50 BCE

While I cannot give a simple or truly comprehensive set of steps that I followed to
identify every coin in the Hendricks bequest, I think the above adequately and accurately
outlines my process, particularly near the end of my project. The end goal, however, is not to
simply find a match for every coin, but to record and utilize the individual data contained within
the identifications. The fruits of this data collection are displayed in the Tables.
Once the cataloging project became the subject of my thesis, I began confirming my
identifications by cross-referencing with recent auction records and well-accepted reference
works. That is not to say that these checks were absent before; but, in this final step, I brought to
bear my more advanced experience and a higher level of academic rigor. I began this process by
identifying as many corresponding entries for each coin as possible on auction record sites like
CoinArchives and acsearch. I would then determine the consensus for each data point, weighing
both the raw number of identifications but also the number of different auction houses in
agreement. So, for example, if the portrait on a coin was listed as being of Hera by some auction
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houses and of Artemis by others, I might count and find that the Hera identification is slightly
more frequent. However, I might additionally find that all of the Hera identifications come from
the same auction at the same auction house, and therefore might be against the more widelyaccepted consensus. In this hypothetical situation, I would lean towards the more agreed-upon
although less frequent Artemis identification. In this stage, I also began to reference all the Greek
coins to the Catalogue of Greek Coins in the British Museum (hereafter BMC) and other major
reference works (see Sources and Citations), which gave me another set of data points for
comparison.
Once I had a grasp of the general consensus, having gathered up my references and
identifications, I began to record the final version of my identifications for the Tables. The major
decisions therein are recorded as follows. I rarely found disagreement about the city of origin of
a coin, and the city name was recorded easily with a preference for the Greek spellings of the
city name over the Roman, as listed in the BMC. At times, a potential mint was also listed in a
minority of auction sales (some Macedonian coins sales come to mind). Mint data, particularly
for bronze coins, is unclear though it is also backed up by significant numismatic research.
Because of this lack of clarity, many auction houses are wary of listing it, so good data can come
to be underrepresented. For that reason, so long as a significant number of auction houses, say
three or more, list the potential mints, I would record this as well, making sure to note that these
are only possible mints.
The legend was taken from whatever source most accurately and clearly recorded the
information visible on the highest-grade surviving copies. Mistakes are often made in the
recording of the legend, from misinterpretations and even typographical errors; therefore, I have
not favored any source over another, instead recording what I could objectively see before me. I
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also made any notational changes necessary for the consistency of my legends and added any
additional location notes as I saw necessary. Even if no part of a legend is visible, the most likely
legend is listed based on extant examples. For the obverse and reverse descriptions (all parts of
the relief or incuse not found in the legend), I favored the descriptions in the BMC so as to
maintain a level of consistency in the use of my sources. However, when I found the BMC
descriptions to be lacking or even incorrect, I have not hesitated to make necessary changes or to
use descriptions from other sources.
As for the denominations of the Greek coins, I altogether found the BMC to be an
untrustworthy source. Many of the volumes of the BMC were written over 100 years ago and
they display many errors on those rare occasions when the denominations of bronze coinage
were given. Today, bronze denominations are still chronically understudied and poorly
understood. We might guess that hundreds of local bronze denominations existed, but with no
written records explaining what these were, numismatists have largely thrown up their hands and
simply classified all bronze coins together.67 This is in contrast to silver and gold coinage, which
was, for the most part, produced on a small number of well-recorded standards. This makes the
collection of this data point very difficult. Some exceptions exist, of course; the bronze coinage
of Syracuse, Sicily had several periods with well-recorded and very clear denominations, though
these exceptions only serve to highlight the gap of our knowledge for other types.
Few improvements have been made in our understanding of bronze denominations since
the publication of the early BMC volumes, and it is rare to find any auction listings that include a

Grant notes that “not less than 300 towns in the Roman Empire struck their own bronze coinage.” (73), and the
RPC Online says that these bronze coins were largely “made in local denominations.” From this we can begin to
infer the hundreds of local bronze denominations which might have existed before Roman colonization; Michael
Grant, Roman History from Coins (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1958).
67
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denomination. On the rare occasion when a denomination is included, it is common for various
auction houses to disagree, often listing different units from the same standard. If only a small
number of auction houses list any denomination—three or fewer, perhaps, for a single coin—I
have not recorded a denomination. If more than three auction houses list a denomination,
indicating that some significant literature exists on the denomination of a given coin series, then I
identified consensus for the denomination, and recorded this information. On the occasion that
two denominations were listed with near equal prevalence, then I recorded them both. If three or
more denominations were regularly cited, then I do not believe a consensus exists for that type,
and I do not record any denomination.
The dating for Greek coins was also recorded at this time, but I feel that the dating of
ancient coins is worth its own discussion (see Dating of Ancient Coins). Similarly, a final
reference was given at this time, often from the BMC, but I have discussed the nature of my
sources and reference works in another section (see Sources and Citations). Finally, the weight
and diameter of every coin was recorded. The diameter, measured in millimeters, was recorded
with a ruler, as this measurement only needs to be accurate within a millimeter or so. The weight,
measured in grams, was measured on a scale accurate to one-one-hundredth of a gram, though
accuracy within one-tenth of a gram would have been sufficient. These measurements were taken
at the same relative time for all coin types, and the same measurement standards were maintained
for the entire Hendricks Collection. Additionally, all coins, both Greek, Roman, and
Miscellaneous, were photographed together throughout this late stage of research.

I have always found Roman coins altogether easier to identify and record than Greek
coins. This is not because Roman numismatics lacks any series that are particularly difficult to
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identify—those certainly exist, though I have been fortunate enough to avoid them—but instead
because Roman coins have a natural system of organization that has made the study and
compilation of Roman types and series very easy. The (mostly) linear ascension of emperors not
only gives us a clear order in which coins appear, but also distinct dynasties into which they can
be sorted. Provincial coinage is another matter entirely, but I shall give a few words to them at
the end of this section.
For imperial coins, however, their identification can almost always be given by what is
known as their RIC number. Roman Imperial Coinage (RIC) is the most extensive and most
recognized catalog of imperial types to date. While the original volumes can be difficult to work
with, the American Numismatic Society, in association with the Institute for the Study of the
Ancient World at New York University, created the Online Coins of the Roman Empire (OCRE)
database. OCRE is nearly an exact digital copy of the RIC, displaying the data in a simplified,
modern form, while turning all data points into searchable parameters. This allows even highly
deteriorated coins to be narrowed down to a concise list of possible identifications. For example,
this coin of Constans (Figure 8) has only a portion of the reverse legend and none of the mint
mark visible. The majority of the obverse legend is also visible, and the rest can be easily
inferred by spacing and comparing to possible legends. While the reverse legend is not visible,
based on the reverse design and the line break determined by the remaining legend fragment, the
original reverse legend can also be determined. Then, using just the elements visible as my
parameters, this coin was narrowed down to one of five possible RIC entries (Figures 9-10).
Importantly, this even was able to tell me that this coin had to be minted at Rome, Italy even
though the mint mark was totally obscured. Most coins do not yield such definitive results, but
this displays the benefits of the OCRE database nonetheless.
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Figure 8: Hendricks Collection No. 270, AE 2 or AE 3 of Constans, Mint of Rome. 333 CE - 337 CE

Figure 9: Search criteria in OCRE for Hendricks Collection No. 70

Figure 10: Search results in OCRE for Hendricks Collection No. 170

That is not to say that OCRE is without its difficulties, including what can be a steep
learning curve to use such a precise database. In fact, when I began working with the Hendricks
Collection, I discovered OCRE rather early in the process, but found it unhelpful for the work
that I was initially doing. Part of my novice logic was that I did not yet understand the
thoroughness required in identifying a Roman coin and I found OCRE to unhelpful excess of
mystifying data. This is in part because I began working with the Roman coins before the Greek
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as I felt they were more approachable. That is, I began working with them at the time when my
knowledge of classical numismatics was least developed, and my efficient use of resources was
non-existent. For example, some of my earliest identifications had no diameter listed; worse,
some did not even include legends for clearly identifiable types. In a sense, at the start of my
project, I was including whatever information seemed most important to me in the moment.
In time, of course, I grew to understand the way Roman coins are discussed by
professionals through exposure, observing not only the data that was considered important but
also the abbreviations and technical jargon used by experts. In turn, this enabled me to better
read and use academic resources such as OCRE and some of the older printed reference works.
At the rare moments when I suspected a mistake within OCRE, I was compelled to learn to read
the source material, the RIC. By the time that I was able to comfortably use the RIC as a research
tool, my identifications of Roman coins were of acceptable quality and merit, in part because I
had crossed a major threshold in understanding the field and was able to use more complex and
advanced sources.
While I found this path to increasing technical competence much easier for Roman than it
was for Greek coins, I do not want to trivialize the processes. Some Roman coins have had as
many as three or four identifications, each correcting the mistakes of the prior. While it was a
more straightforward and linear process of growth, it was not a short one, taking nearly three
years of learning through mistakes. Finally, once I felt confident in my ability to identify Roman
coins, I reviewed all of my identifications, correcting mistakes from earlier work, and recording
the information for my thesis.
That said, I have perhaps too much preference for the information found on OCRE.
Unless obvious mistakes were made or any clarifications were needed, all legends and
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descriptions for Roman coins were copied directly from OCRE. The same is true for date, mint,
authority, and denomination, though these were found to be inaccurate less frequently. This is
not to say that I was not critical of my source. With over 40,000 individual entries in OCRE,
mistakes were inevitable; but I certainly trust the accuracy of OCRE much more than any one of
the individual resources I consulted for identifying Greek coins in the Hendricks Collection. RIC
numbers were copied as structured on OCRE with particular care taken to clearly list subtypes
when they appear. Additionally, in line with standard practice, any unrecorded variants were
listed as such with the closest matching RIC entry, simply noting the nature of the variant. For
the Hendricks Collection, this mostly included unpublished line breaks, officina marks, or other
small differences, many of which were already recorded on sites like NotInRIC. Finally,
diameter and weight were recorded in line with the standards listed above.

Figure 11: RPC I, 5404, Uncertain Provincial. Agora Auctions, Auction 67 Lot 186, 20.06.2017

By contrast, Roman provincial coinage is much more elusive, maintaining many of the
difficulties in identification from before these regions were colonized. Provincial coins often had
denominations based on traditional Greek standards, leaving us as unsure as we are with the
original Greek standards. Many types have no clear city of origin, and some even lack a clear
Emperor under whose authority they were issued. For example, this provincial coin (Figure
11)has named magistrates, the aediles L. Lic(inius) and M. Lae(…?), who issued the series, but
no other information is known. Just as the Greek coins before them, the designs used for Roman
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provincial coinage seem to have been used as long as possible, with few or no changes over the
reign of an emperor, making specific dating very difficult. Finally, even the best reference work
on provincial types, the Roman Provincial Coinage (RPC) catalog, is far from exhaustive; at best
it only serves to record major types and some published variants. As the desire for an exhaustive
catalog of provincial types is still young, many unpublished and unrecorded variants still sit in
old collections or large hoards, waiting for someone to inquire into their existence.68 My time in
Facebook groups and auction sites made it clear that unpublished types and variants are not so
common as to render the RPC useless, but they are not entirely uncommon either. Furthermore,
the RPC is not yet finished, with volumes V.1-3 and volume X still in progress, meaning that
some coins of the Hendricks Collection require identification from more specialized regional
reference works.
Overall, Roman provincial coins were identified in a very similar manner and process to
Roman imperial coins. However, like the Greek coins, I cross-referenced with additional sources
outside the RPC to ensure accuracy. The identifications were then recorded as follows. While
some Roman provincial coins have disputed cities of origin, none of the coins in the Hendricks
Collection are currently in dispute, and so the city and region were easily recorded from the
RPC. Similarly, while many Roman provincial coins have unclear dates, all such coins in the
Hendricks Collection could be dated to specific emperors. That said, most Roman provincial
coins are only datable to a particular reign, not to a single year or date range. As such, the RPC
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Grant imagines the ease of finding new unpublished coins in the markets and bazaars of what once made up the
Roman colonies (74). While some new coins still are still to be found in these markets, they are now sold by
scrupulous merchants to attentive collectors, ever flowing into the now prevalent holding place for these
unpublished types, private collections. While Grant is pessimistic that the full extent of provincial coins can even be
cataloged in one place, I am altogether optimistic it will happen during my lifetime. Of course, Grant wrote Roman
History From Coins before the invention of the internet databases, so we should not hold his pessimism against him;
Michael Grant, Roman History from Coins (Cambridge England: University Press, 1958).
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only lists the reigning authority for these types, but I have listed the agreed dates of the
emperor’s reign for clarity. The few Roman provincial coins for which I identified specific dates
have been recorded as listed on the RPC or, in the case of the Alexandrian types, as given by the
regnal year. Furthermore, unless otherwise stated in the RPC, the denominations have been left
blank, as these are rarely known for Roman provincial coins.
With the exception of the Roman provincial coins of Alexandria, Egypt, I have copied the
legends and obverse and reverse descriptions directly from the RPC, making small changes as
necessary. The Hendricks Collection includes several late potin69 Tetradrachms of Alexandria, a
series that the RPC will not cover until the publication of Volume X, which remains
forthcoming. Therefore, all identification material for this set of coins had to be sourced
elsewhere. Milne’s Catalog of Alexandrian Coins has long been the specialized authority of
Alexandrian provincial types. I have therefore preferred to use its legends and obverse and
reverse descriptions over the RPC’s, even on the earlier types that have already been published
by the RPC. Of course, those Alexandrian types present in the RPC were still cross-referenced to
ensure accuracy. Finally, diameter and weight of this set of coins were recorded in line with the
standards listed above.

Potin is a debased silver. Sometimes used interchangeably with billon, a less debased silver; “Potin,” NumisWiki,
accessed May 6, 2021, https://www.forumancientcoins.com/numiswiki/.
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Dating of Ancient Coins
Coins have long been considered one of the most important tools for dating in classical
archaeology.70 They provide a hard date that their stratigraphic units cannot possibly predate and,
given average circulation times for a coin, a soft date beyond which their stratigraphic units are
unlikely to date. In other words, a coin of Augustus (r. 27 BCE – 14 CE) could not have been
buried in the ground before he was born; and it likely found its final resting place well before the
time of Constantine (r. 306 CE – 337 CE). Since most ancient coins do not have any form of date
on them, how can they be accurately dated? Will the dates of some coins need to be reassessed in
the future?
Numismatists date coins by many methods, but they are too various and lengthy to be
given more than a cursory glance in this thesis. What should, however, be understood is that
these methods are imperfect and involve a distinct margin of error. It is important to avoid any
temptation to over-precision. Different coins require different methods of dating, and arriving at
a plausible date or range of dates requires paying close attention to each method’s limitations.
For example, many Seleucid coins were minted with dates in the Seleucid Era dating
system, which starts with year one in 312 BCE.71 Ptolemaic coins were minted using a similar
system except with regnal dating, meaning each ruler starts their reign with year one. Roman
provincial coins of Alexandria continued this regnal dating system. This dating system is highly
accurate, with very little room for error. A ruler had no reason to lie about what year it was; a die
John Wilson Betlyon, “Guide to Artifacts: Numismatics and Archaeology,” The Biblical Archaeologist 48, no. 3
(September 1985): 163, https://doi.org/10.2307/3209933; “Coins and Archaeology,” Archaeological Institute of
America, August 7, 2007, https://www.archaeological.org/coins-and-archaeology/; C. H. V. (Carol Humphrey
Vivian) Sutherland 1908-1986., Ancient Numismatics: A Brief Introduction. (New York: American Numismatics
Society, 1958).
71
“NGC Ancients: Dates on Ancient Greek Coins,” NGC, accessed May 7, 2021,
https://www.ngccoin.com/news/article/6144/ancient-coins/.
70
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carver had no incentive to lie either and is unlikely to have made such a mistake without it being
caught contemporaneously. While these dating systems may have been misinterpreted, both the
Ptolemaic and Seleucid dating systems are incredibly well attested, as are the reigns of their
rulers, which makes such misinterpretation highly unlikely.72
While Roman coins were not dated to individual years, we can often find highly specific
date ranges, many of only a few years and some of only a few weeks or months. While several
methods can be used in concert to date Roman coins, the most basic one is the evaluation of
legends and titles. Throughout his life an emperor would gain titles and honors, start additional
consular positions, adopt ceremonial names and drop others. These changes have been recorded
in archaeological and written records and on the legends of coins. So, for example, a coin of
Vespasian with “COS III” in the legend must date to 71 BCE because that year he held the
consulship for the third time.73 While not all dates given by legends are so specific, numismatists
have used this method to determine the date ranges for most Roman types to a high degree of
certainty. Further, some of these wider date ranges can be narrowed by using other details of a
coin, e.g., style, type, die studies with more specific types, weight, although these methods have
more room for human error.
Nonetheless, Roman imperial coins rarely have their dates reassessed, and I trust the
dating found in the RIC and on OCRE. For these reasons—both the specificity of the primary
sources, i.e., coins, archaeology, textual and the minimal room for human error on the scholar’s
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Numismatic Guaranty Corporation (NGC) does note that since most Ptolemaic silver coins look almost identical,
with only slight differences in style and fabric, it can be difficult to distinguish between rulers and therefore figure
out which regnal dating cycle applies. The dating system, however, is not in question. Rather, this is a stylistic
complication for this particular series, and a great deal of additional research has been done to resolve it; “NGC
Ancients: Dates on Ancient Greek Coins,” NGC, accessed May 7, 2021,
https://www.ngccoin.com/news/article/6144/ancient-coins/.
73
Swoveland Michael S., “READING ANCIENT ROMAN COINS,” accessed May 7, 2021,
http://www.wnccoins.com/0022.htm.
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end—I have simply copied the dates found on OCRE with little scrutiny. I have no reason to
doubt my reference’s sources. This luxury, however, was not afforded to Roman provincial
coins, with the exception of the Alexandrian coins mentioned above. These were primarily
recorded with the widest possible date range: the length of the emperor’s reign. This is,
unfortunately, as accurate as numismatists are able to discern, as few other dating indicators are
given.
Most Greek bronze coins, however, do not even have an emperor’s portrait to date them.
As far as we can tell, the same designs were used over long periods, depicting common symbols
of the city where it was produced, often with minimal or no stylistic change over time. The
Numismatic Guaranty Corporation (NGC), a coin grading and identification service, states that,
“for many [Greek] coins, it is possible only to estimate when [a coin] was struck based on hoard
evidence, style and fabric… or historical context.”74 Not only do individual coins provide little
evidence for the time of their minting, but the other methods for their dating are mostly
subjective. The result is that many Greek coins, particularly base coinage, can only be dated with
very large – often centuries-long – ranges. Additionally, based on the interpretation of what little
information these coins provide, date ranges can vary wildly from numismatist to numismatist.
Such varying assessments are not necessarily right or wrong; they simply disagree either to
which period a coin belongs, or on what margin of error is acceptable.
Regardless of the decisions made in dating a coin, these deliberations are taken by
experts who have studied specific regions for years, if not decades. I have no authority to claim
some decisions right and others wrong, first because my limited experience does not yet qualify
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“NGC Ancients: Dates on Ancient Coins.”
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me to do so. Second, I did not have enough time to do such intensive research on each and every
coin within the Hendricks Collection. Instead, for Greek coins in particular, I worked to
determine which date range is currently most accepted for each coin. Like the process described
in the Identification of Ancient Coins, I identified as many recent auction sales of each coin as
possible. Then I looked for a consensus of data, weighing both occurrences of each given date
range and the number of different auction houses in agreement. If a single date range was almost
universally given — although outliers always occurred - then it would be recorded.
If many dates were given, but one was clearly favored by enough auction houses from
recent sales, then that range was recorded. Sometimes, if I still feel that the consensus is not
strong, I might list the date as “maybe [date range].” If, on the other hand, many dates are given
but no one date is clearly favored, then I recognized that a consensus does not exist. Therefore,
since I prioritized being both accurate over being precise, I determined the smallest possible date
range that incorporates all given dates after excluding clear outliers. This often, though not
always, meant listing a coin’s date range in centuries rather than specific dates. Unidentified
Greek coins were similarly given wide date ranges in centuries, though they are not listed in the
Tables.75 Nevertheless, the Wheaton College Permanent Collection requires these data for its
digital and paper object records, so I have listed these date ranges on the coin holders.
If only two date ranges were listed, and neither seems to be the consensus over the other,
then one of three things generally happened. If both date ranges were specific, typically meaning
that disagreement exists as to which of two distinct events or periods a series belongs, then both
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The Tables serve to give all information that is known about a coin, and I do not feel that my rough estimates fall
within that level of authority or academic integrity. Obverse and reverse descriptions are given because they are
visible and definable characteristics, listed so plainly and broadly as to ensure accuracy. That is a surety which I
cannot impart on date ranges of those coins. For this reason, they have been left out of the Tables.
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dates were recorded. If both date ranges were broad, then a date range that combined both earlier
date ranges was listed. For example, if the ranges 2nd Century BCE and 100 BCE – 67 BCE were
given, then a new range of “200 BCE – 67 BCE” might have been recorded.76 I used the same
method when no consensus regarding dates could be identified. Finally, if a large range was
given and a specific range was given which sits within the first, then the broader range was
recorded with the smaller more specific range listed in parentheses with “maybe” before the date
range. For example, if the ranges 2nd – 1st Centuries BCE and 100 BCE – 67 BCE were given,
then I might have recorded “2nd – 1st Centuries BCE, (Maybe 100 BCE – 67 BCE).” This is also
the notation for when auction houses were split between two date ranges, but one was distinctly
more agreed upon, but not so much as to be the consensus.
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In this example one hard date is known, but this is still a broad and generalized date range. These ranges are not
specific to any given type.
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Sources and Citations
My sources can largely be divided into three types: traditional reference works,
numismatic and auction databases, and miscellaneous online sources. How I identified and used
these sources is addressed in the Identification of Ancient Coins. In this section, however, I
discuss the inclusion and exclusion of certain sources, my notes on individual references, and the
citations mentioned in the Tables. This section is not comprehensive, although every source is
included in the Bibliography.
Traditional reference works are usually printed catalogs, either encyclopedic or
collection-based, and they form the base of numismatic research and referencing. The Catalogue
of the Greek Coins in the British Museum, or BMC, for example, straddles the line between
exhaustive and collection-based. The museum’s collection of Greek coins is the largest in the
world, and the publication of this series amounts to the most complete publication of such
coins.77 This BMC’s exhaustive nature makes it an optimal reference work for the Hendricks
Collection, which spans almost the whole of the Greek world. Unfortunately, the BMC is also
quite outdated, especially in its bronze coin identifications. Most legends and descriptions are
accurate, but most bronze coins in the BMC are not dated and the denominations, for the few
bronze types where it is known, are unlisted.
These issues notwithstanding, the BMC is one of the most cited references for Greek
coins, and I saw no reason not to have used it in my own work. It did, however, require
supplementation, additional sources to fill in the gaps and make corrections. Those supplemental
sources consisted mostly of various online resources and databases, and their implementation to
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“Plates of the British Museum Catalog,” Snible, accessed May 8, 2021, http://snible.org/coins/bmc/.
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determine accurate dates, denominations, legends, etc. is found in the Identification of Ancient
Coins and the Dating of Ancient Coins. A discussion of these sources themselves is found later in
this section. It should be assumed that every BMC entry has been supplemented, at least in
dating, by either acsearch.info (hereafter acsearch), CoinArchives.com (hereafter CoinArchives),
or VCoins.com (hereafter VCoins); only the BMC, however, is listed as the citation in the
Tables,
I also planned to support the BMC with another widely-cited reference work, hoping that
by doubling my citations I might outweigh the weaknesses of my individual source. The Royal
Collection of Coins and Medals, Danish National Museum also known as Sylloge Nummorum
Graecorum, Copenhagen (hereafter SNG Cop.), is a collection-based catalog and one of the most
cited reference works for Greek coins.78 SNG Cop. lists many rare coins that are missing from
the BMC, including a number of those found within the Hendricks Collection. It is also a newer
source, and suffers the faults of the BMC to a lesser extent.79 Unfortunately, due to the COVID19 pandemic, I was unable to access a copy of SNG Cop. through either Interlibrary Loan or
through Wheaton College’s partnership with Brown University.
For traditional reference works, I have only cited volumes that I was able to consult
directly, in either hard or digital copy. For this reason, I have not used SNG Cop. at any time in
this thesis even though it lists some of the rare coins found in the Hendricks Collection. These
instead were referenced using auction records when a BMC reference was not available. These

“SNG Copenhagen,” NumisWiki,
https://www.forumancientcoins.com/numiswiki/view.asp?key=SNG%20Copenhagen.
79
The BMC was published from 1873 to 1929 and SNG Cop. was published from 1942 to 1979; Ibid; “Plates of the
British Museum Catalog.”
78
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auction records themselves cite SNG Cop., but as these are often miscited, being off by one or
two reference numbers, I have not copied them.
Inevitably, I was forced to use the BMC as my primary reference for Greek coins; and for
the most part, it was sufficient. While its identifications are particularly deficient in dating and
denomination, it is altogether quite accurate and covers the necessary span for my work. The
BMC volume on Ptolemaic coins, however, was well below the quality needed for my work.
Fortunately, Ta Nomismata tou Kratous ton Ptolemaion (hereafter Svoronos) by Ioannis
Svoronos has been translated from its original Greek into English and fully digitized. It is the
most comprehensive reference work on Ptolemaic coins even though it was published from 1904
to 1908.80 I have therefore relied on Svoronos in place of the BMC when discussing referencing
Ptolemaic coins. As discussed in the Identification of Ancient Coins, I also used some other
traditional reference sources such as The Weber Collection of Greek Coins for inspiration in
early stages of my research, but they have had very little significant use since and are not cited in
the Tables. Nonetheless, I have listed them in the Bibliography.
I should also note that coins referenced with the BMC do not list the volume from which
they are cited. A coin minted in Syracuse, Sicily and cited BMC 29 is understood to mean the
29th entry listed under the city of Syracuse within BMC vol. II: Sicily. I have followed traditional
notation on this matter, though it can cause confusion for some cities because the volume in
which they are discussed may not be clear. Akarnania, Oiniadai, for example, is listed in BMC
vol. VII: Thessaly to Aetolia, which may not be apparent to many readers just as it is not a fact
memorized by me. I have, with other such confusing situations, not hesitated to adjust traditional

“Svoronos,” NumisWiki, accessed May 8, 2021,
https://www.forumancientcoins.com/numiswiki/view.asp?key=svoronos.
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notation for clarity, but in the matter of BMC volumes I regret not making the necessary
change.81 By the time I had realized that such a change should be made, it was too far into the
project and I did not have time to change course.
For Roman coins, I largely used a single traditional source, The Roman Imperial Coinage
(hereafter RIC), which is widely accepted as the most comprehensive catalog of Roman imperial
coins to date.82 The RIC has almost none of the issues that plague the BMC and is largely
considered accurate enough to stand on its own as a reference work. All coins referenced with
the RIC list the volume number. This is not yet the traditional notation, though it is becoming
more common. I do not, however, differentiate between the individual books within a volume
despite the fact that some volumes were published in multiple parts. Early in my time working
with the Hendricks Collection, I also used Coins of the Roman Empire in the British Museum, the
accompanying work to the BMC, but quickly found that its contents were fully encompassed by
the RIC.
Roman Provincial Coinage (hereafter RPC) is the most comprehensive traditional
reference work for Roman provincial coins, but many of its volumes are still in publication.83 For
that reason, I have used the Roman Provincial Coinage Online database (hereafter RPC Online)
in place of the RPC because the RPC Online is publishing new volumes ahead of their print
publications. However, the RPC Online is also not quite complete, and I have had to supplement
this source with Milne’s Catalog of Alexandrian Coins and Emmett’s Alexandrian Coins. The
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If I were to revise this thesis, I would add volume numbers to the BMC references found in the Tables.
“Roman Imperial Coinage,” in Wikipedia, March 26, 2021,
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Roman_Imperial_Coinage&oldid=1014271606.
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“RPC — Volumes,” Roman Provincial Coinage Online, accessed May 8, 2021,
https://rpc.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/volumes.
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RPC and RPC Online share reference numbers, and therefore all citations in the Tables are
abbreviated with RPC though for me they came directly from RPC Online.
Because they cover such diverse periods and regions, I have had to cite the miscellaneous
coins individually; and I have done my best procure the preeminent sources in each field.84 The
Byzantine coins are cited from Catalogue of the Imperial Byzantine Coins in the British
Museum, which is also abbreviated to BMC, and just as with the Greek coins, the volumes
referenced are understood by context. While I am certain a newer and more accurate list of
Byzantine coins exists, I had easy access to the complete set and saw that it was regularly cited,
making me comfortable in its use. Coins from the Artuqids of Mardin and Cilician Armenia are
cited with reference works specific to their period. The coin from the Norman Kings of Sicily,
however, is cited with an alternate source, as I was not able to acquire the commonly-cited
reference work for that coin due to COVID-19.
If traditional reference sources have been the skeleton of my work, then numismatic and
auction databases are the flesh and muscle, giving it form and holding everything together.
Auction records most visibly do this for the identifications of Greek coins. While the BMC is a
fantastic source for citation, it lacks in accuracy, as discussed above. Major auction houses have
a financial incentive for accuracy, and given that they are often staffed by leading experts, they
are able to keep up with current literature and adjust their auction listings when discoveries are
made. On the other hand, auction houses and databases lack any central organizational structure,
making them poorly suited as general reference works. Therefore, I used auction records as
citations when other more structured works are insufficient. Though every Greek coin was cross-

I looked up each coin’s recent auction records and attempted to determine the most cited work for each. This
generally will yield whatever source is currently most respected at the time, but this method must also be taken with
a grain of salt.
84
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referenced with major auction databases, only the general reference (such as from the BMC) is
given in the Tables. This is because, following numismatic and academic standards, I would
have to list enough auction records to show why I was comfortable making my full identification
(see Identification of Ancient Coins), not only increasing the number of citations three- or fourfold, but also bloating the Tables and making things less clear in the citation column.
I would also consider Wildwinds.com (hereafter Wildwinds) to be a database since it
seeks to list as many Greek coin types as possible in a simple, organized, and searchable manner.
While it is not cited anywhere in the Tables, Wildwinds was very helpful in the identification
process, often both directly identifying coins and giving me new ideas of where to go next when
working with difficult coins. It is also a great example of how the internet is democratizing
numismatics. Wildwinds is managed by a small group of private individuals and it is not
produced in association with any major numismatic groups. Despite this fact, it is widely
regarded as an excellent source and has been given many awards by the numismatic
community.85 It is important to note that I have held my sources to this very high standard, and
when I use sources of lower quality, I do so with a careful and very critical eye.
I also consider the PtolemAE project (ptolemybronze.com) to be a database. It attempts
to list all bronze coins produced in Ptolemaic Egypt in a clear organized manner, sorting them by
series and denomination. Unlike other databases which list an individual coin with its
description, the PtolemAE project lists a coin series and discusses its identification, dating, etc.
followed by all of the coins found in that series. While it may be presented slightly differently, it
functions almost identically to other databases like Wildwinds. Additionally, it links each entry
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“Homepage,” Wildwinds, http://www.wildwinds.com/.
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to the appropriate Svoronos entry, which is particularly helpful when working with coins that
have been reattributed since Svoronos was published. This often allows you to see why the coin
has been reattributed while still providing the central citation that was needed for my work.
The major online databases for Roman coins, like RPC Online discussed above, follow
very closely to the major sources. While I had access to the RIC, I only used it directly on rare
occasions. Instead, almost every Roman imperial coin was identified using Online Coins of the
Roman Empire (hereafter OCRE). OCRE is produced by the ANS and follows the RIC exactly.86
It is not cited in the Tables, like the auction records for Greek coins, its inclusion is assumed. I
also used NotInRIC on a few occasions to determine if unlisted officina marks and other errors
had been recorded by others. It lists all errors—typos, incorrect line breaks, etc.—found in the
RIC and all types and subtypes which are absent from the RIC. Though an unlisted officina
mark, for example, might be listed in NotInRIC, it will simply be noted as not listed in RIC
without any mention of NotInRIC. This is because its presence or absence in NotInRIC says
nothing about the coin in front of me, only about if others are known. Other emperor-specific
databases exist, such as the Severan Database Project87 and Probvs.net.88 I have used these
resources in the past, but I have not used them in this thesis, and so they are not included in
citations of the Bibliography.
To continue the analogy, my miscellaneous sources are the skin of my project, giving it
texture and clarity. VCoins, for example, is a coin-selling platform for individual vendors. It is
less reliable than the auction database, but it provided another avenue for identification and
citation when needed. NumisWiki is fantastic for quick definitions, discussions of different

“Online Coins of the Roman Empire,” http://numismatics.org/ocre/.
http://hennarot.forest.usf.edu/main/other/severan/.
88
https://probvs.net/probvs/.
86
87
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sources, and other articles. It has functioned both as a dictionary and a reference work of other
resources used in my research. Respected private sellers, such as FORVM Ancient Coins, which
hosts NumisWiki, Edgar L. Owen, Ltd., also served as great resources. As with VCoins, it is
difficult to cite from these miscellaneous online sources because they do not have stable, longterm reference numbers. No doubt many other miscellaneous online sources have aided me in
my work, and while I have done my best to capture as many of them as possible here and in the
Bibliography, though regrettably, I am certain that some have been forgotten over the three years
of this project.
Finally, I wish to discuss when I have used alternate sources in the Tables. Instead of
listing auction records in the Tables for coins that do not appear in the traditional reference
works mention above, I list them as “alternate sources” that are then presented in Alternate
Sources at the end of the Tables. At times, when a coin is nearly identical to an entry in one of
the traditional reference works, it will be listed as similar. This is common for Greek coins, as
the BMC does not list all known variants for some types, though it may list the overall type. For
Roman coins, if a listing would have been included within an existing RIC entry, such as with
unlisted officina, then I only list the RIC number and make a note. An alternate source was only
used if the coin’s identification was wholly unreconcilable with any entry within another
reference that I was currently using. It does not mean that a coin’s identification is entirely
unpublished, as several examples can be found in other reference works such as SNG Cop. A
few, however, are truly unpublished variants, in which case Alternate Sources lists any other
known copies.
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Data Presented
The Tables serve to present the most accurate information possible about each coin,
listing all fair and reasonable possibilities while never going so far as to guess. While I may, for
some particularly poorly-preserved coins, have a guess or two as to their identifications, these
guesses do not belong in the Tables. Instead, this displays only the information that is necessary
to properly identify, understand, and evaluate each coin. The data presented are as follows
•

Coin Number Initially, each coin was given an arbitrary number to help keep the coins
organized. However, upon the completion of the Tables, once all the coins were in order,
they were given new numbers ascending from 1 for the first coin to 314 for the last. A
table converting the new numbers to old is given in the Coin Number Tables.

•

Diameter The diameter in millimeters at the widest part of each coin is given. Accurate
to within 1 millimeter.

•

Weight The weight in grams of each coin is given. Accurate to within one-onehundredth of a gram.

•

Metal The full name of the metal type is given as opposed to the common abbreviations.
The metals found within the Tables are: silver, bronze, orichalcum (gold-colored bronze
alloy), copper, billon (debased silver), potin (greater-debased silver), and leaded-bronze.

•

Denomination When known, the denomination of a coin is given. If it is unknown,
nothing is listed.

•

Obverse and Reverse Descriptions The legend and full description of both sides of a
coin are given. A discussion of the notation used can be found in Notation in the Coin
Tables. See Identification of Ancient Coins for more information.

•

Date The most accepted date or date range for a coin is given. See Dating of Ancient
Coins for more information.
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References Whenever possible, at least one reference is given for each coin. If no
reference exists in any form, then one is not listed. This is common for partially identified
coins with missing mints, features, etc. If a reference cannot be found in a major
reference work, but exists elsewhere, then it is listed as an “Alternate Source” and given
in detail in the Alternate Sources section.
I have, however, chose not to include several data points that I consider to be unnecessary.
This is not meant to devalue these measurements, as they can be valuable pieces of data for very
specific research projects, particularly ones which focus on a particular series, region, etc. They
do not, unfortunately, serve enough of a purpose in a generalized catalog such as this to be worth
the space needed to provide them. For this reason, the following measurements have been
excluded.
•

Die/Axis Rotation This measurement shows how well aligned the obverse die is to the
reverse die. This measurement is maybe the most useful of those omitted. It can often be
used as one method for detecting ancient contemporary forgeries.

•

Thickness This is an uncommon measurement often used for particularly thick types.

•

Minor Axis While I normally record the diameter at the widest point, also known as the
major axis, this measurement records the diameter at the narrowest point. This can be
helpful for coins that are not particularly circular in shape, though it is rarely recorded.
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Notation in the Coin Tables
Mint Mark Notation For Roman coins, the only place where this notation appears in this work,
there are typically one or two fields and the exergue between which the mint mark is located.
When given in a linear or in-line notation, the fields are broken up by a single forward slash, and
the exergue is separated by a double forward slash. Within a field, if objects are stacked, it is
described verbally within parentheses. Objects not easily shown with standard in-line symbols,
i.e. Unicode or another easily-typed character, are also described. The graphic below (Figure 12)
shows common linear notation, the block notation found on coin holders, and the corresponding
coins.

Figure 12: Various notations of Roman Mint Marks. Coin images from American Numismatic Society
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Or All objects in a list separated by “or” are relatively equally likely.

Maybe All objects in a list which follow the word “maybe” are less likely than the options
which proceed it. However, all options in the list are still distinctly possible.

(possible information ?), (?), and ? Denotes a gap in understanding or a lack of clarity, often
due to the deterioration of the coin’s condition. A parenthetical statement ending in a question
mark is used to show specifically what aspect of the description is unclear without making the
entire description unclear or garbled with stray question marks. (?) denotes that the clause to
information immediately preceding it is unclear; and, as above, it resides in quotations to avoid
any grammatical confusion. I have also used this at the end of an unclear legend, so as not to
confuse a simple question mark as part of the legend. A simple question mark at the end of a
description, or in part of a description, means that the entire section lacks clarity.

[…?] This notation has a similar use as above, but it is used when a significant portion of a
legend is unclear. This notation is not used when entire legends are unclear, instead I simply say,
“legend unclear”. Sometimes it might have been reasonable to use this notation, but by some
means (spacing, traces of letters, etc.) I have taken an educated guess as to the legend and noted
the unclear section within the (…?) notation instead, see above.

[Legend or Legend Segment] Used to show what I suspect is the correct legend or portion of a
legend of uncatalogued types. While I may be able to take an educated guess at the legend based
on similar types, the part of the legend that is cut off or unclear due to the condition of the coin is
listed in brackets. This notation is also commonly used to show what parts of the legend are not
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visible on a coin, often due to off center strikes. However, given the poor condition of most of
these coins, more parts of legends would be within brackets than outside, so I did not find it
useful to the readers understanding of the coins in this work. For that reason, I have not kept with
standard notation on this issue, and only used [Legend Segment] notation in this restricted way.

Line Breaks Between words, line breaks are denoted by a space-dash-space (legend – legend)
structure. In-word line breaks are denoted by a dash without spaces (leg-end). Regardless of
word breaks, some legends with complex orientations are split with the space-dash-space
structure because further locational descriptors are given in parentheses after each legend
section. A stacked linear legend can also be described using the same notation as mint marks,
seen above. However, a simple one-line linear legend across fields will be broken with either a
dash (if an in-word break) or by the space-dash-space structure (if between words), rather than
with mint mark notation.

“ Denotes that a description or data point is exactly the same as above. Obverse and reverse
descriptions use two quotation marks to denote that both the legend and description are the same.
Thus a single quotation mark ( “ ) followed by a description means that the legend is the same
but description is different and vice versa. This notation is never used for coin diameter and
weight, as these are unique to each coin.

† Placed after the coin number for all coins that were discovered in tray R8, sequestered from
the rest of the Hendricks Collection. Not only do these coins have a history separate from all
others in the Hendricks Collection, which alone would be enough to warrant this note in the
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Tables proper, but they also have an increased risk for mistakes. While I am confident in all my
identifications for these coins, I would be remiss not to note a potential point of error. These
coins were processed in haste with fewer checks than all other coins, though I was very cautious
because I knew that I would have no time to double check my work.
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Numismatic Terms of Note
Die Stamps used in pairs to strike impressions onto the flan
Ethnic A legend that simply names the state issuing the coin
Exergue The lowest part of a coin, divided from the rest by a horizontal line
Fabric Refers to the flan characteristics: metal composition, thickness, edges, concave or
convex faces, etc.
Fields Blank flat areas of a coin 's obverse and reverse. Some elements are described as being in
the field(s). Example, “M in left field”
Flan Blank disk that is struck to produce a coin89
Incuse A mark made by a punch, sometimes engraved, into the coin. Opposite of relief
Legend Words on a coin, usually located around the outside of the coin
Officina Workshop or station within a Roman mint. Marks, often in the exergue, were used to
differentiate which workshop a coin comes from.
Portrait/figure, direction Denotes the direction that something is facing. Example, “Athena,
standing, head right,” means the head is facing to the right. “Portrait of Nero, draped, cuirassed,
left,” means the portrait of Nero is facing left. “Head of Rhodes, three-quarters facing,” means
that the head is looking almost at the viewer but turned slightly to the side.
Relief All raised surfaces of a coin
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All definitions come from NumisWiki and Forvm Anceint Coins.
https://www.forumancientcoins.com/numiswiki/view.asp.
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Aeolis
Kyme, Aeolis
Aristomachus as Magistrates
1

16 mm
2.69 g

Bronze

Diademed head of Amazon Kyme, K Y (above) – APIΣTOMAXOΣ
right
Forepart of bridled horse. Onehanded cup to left.

250 BCE – BMC 54
200 BCE

Argos
Argolis, Argos
2

15 mm
2.39 g

Bronze
Triobol

Forepart of wolf, right

Large A within shallow incuse
square with upper incuse being
deeper. Other markings unclear

5th – 2nd
Similar BMC
Cent. BCE 62

Attica
Aegina, Attica
3

12 mm
1.66 g

Bronze

Two dolphins swimming upwards; Incuse square in skew pattern
A in lower center

4th Cent.
BCE

BMC 206

Athens, Attica
4

14 mm
3.18 g

Bronze

Head of Athena, wearing ornate
crested helmet, right

AΘE in exergue Two owls face
to face on thunderbolt, all within
olive wreath

130 BCE - BMC 537
90 BCE

5

14 mm
4.21 g

Bronze

Laureate head of Apollo or
Artemis, right

A/Θ//-/H

86 BCE 71 BCE

BMC 614

AΘH – NAIΩN Athena
264 CE Parthenos standing facing with
267 CE
head to left, wearing crested
helmet and long chiton with
diplois and aegis; she holds Nike
with right hand, and with left hand,
which holds a spear, rests on a
shield placed upon the ground
beside her

BMC 684

Cicada

Pseudo–Autonomous, Time of Gallienus
6

21 mm
6.39 g

Bronze

Head of Athena, wearing crested
Athenian helmet, right
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Boeotia
Federal Coinage
7

11 mm
1.84

Bronze

Boeotian shield

BOIΩTΩN up left Ornamented
trident; to right, a dolphin

338 BCE - BMC 108
300 BCE
(maybe
300 BCE 250 BCE)

8

13 mm
0.80 g

Bronze

Boeotian shield

legend to left? Ornamented
trident; to right, a dolphin

4th – 3rd
Similar BMC
Cent. BCE 1081

Maybe Mint of Thebes
9

16 mm
4.02 g

Bronze

Head of Demeter or Kore, threeBOIΩTΩN Poseidon, naked,
quarters facing right, wearing corn standing left, resting right foot on
wreath
rock and leaning on trident.

220 BCE - BMC 81
197 BCE

Thebes, Boeotia
10

19 mm
3.09 g

Bronze

ΘHBAI-ΩN

Boeotian shield

ornamented trident 315 BCE - BMC 208
288 BCE

Brettium
Brettii, Bruttium
11

20 mm
Bronze
Head of Zeus, laureate, right
6.98 g Reduced Unit
or Unit

BPETTI-ΩN Eagle, standing
left on bar, wings open; in left
field, thunderbolt upright

216 BCE - BMC 81
203 BCE

12

14 mm
1.72 g

BPET-T[IΩN] Owl, standing
right, head facing

214 BCE - Uncatalogued
211 BCE 2
Similar
Alternate
Sources 1

Bronze
Obol or
1/6 Unit

Helmeted head of Athena, right

Lokroi, Bruttium

1

13

18 mm
4.33 g

Bronze

14

18 mm
5.09 g

“

15

21 mm
8.47 g

Bronze

Jugate busts of the Dioskuri, each
wearing laureate pilos surmounted
by stars, draped, right
“
Laureate head of Zeus, right

Unclear due to corrosion.
Unrecorded with head of Athena right.

2

ΛOKPΩN Zeus seated left on
throne, naked to waist, holding
patera and sceptre; behind,
cornucopiae
“

“

Eagle standing left on rock

350 BCE - BMC 40
300 BCE

“

“

300 BCE - BMC 218
268 BCE
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Campania
Neapolis, Campania
16

20 mm
6.46 g

Bronze

17

19 mm
6.77 g

“

NEOΠOΛITΩN head of
Apollo, laureate, left; O behind

Man-headed bull, standing right,
275 BCE - Similar BMC
head facing. Above, Nike, flying
250 BCE 2133
right, crowning bull. Beneath bull,
IΣ. unclear legend in exergue,
maybe unpublished.

“ head of Apollo, laureate,
left; nothing behind

Man-headed bull, standing right,
head facing. Above, Nike, flying
right, crowning bull. Beneath bull,
IΣ. Nothing in exergue

“

BMC 218

Caria
Halicarnassus, Caria
Unclear Magistrate
18

17 mm
4.54 g

Bronze

Bearded head of Poseidon, right

AΛIKA or AΛIKAP[...?] up left.
Unclear name of magistrate up
right. Trident; owl (maybe
basileion of Isis) at lower left.

120 BCE - Alternate
90 BCE
Sources 2

Knidus, Caria
Autokrates as Magistrate
19

16 mm
3.42 g

Silver
Drachm
(Rhodian
Standard)

Head of Aphrodite right, wearing
stephane, earing and necklace

KNI below - AYTOKPATHΣ
above Forepart of lion

300 BCE - BMC 40
190 BCE

Rhodes, Caria
20

9 mm
1.15 g

Bronze

21

10 mm
1.15 g

“

Head of Rhodes, right, wearing
stephane, earing and necklace
“

P – O Rose, bud in right field.
Unclear object or letter to left.
“

“

4th Cent.
BCE

BMC 74

“

“

Ainetor as Magistrate
22

3

16 mm
1.79 g

Silver
Drachm

Head of Helios, unradiate, threequarters facing left, loose hair

AINHTΩP above. P - O across
fields Rose with bud to right;
caduceus to lower left

205 BCE - Alternate
200 BCE Sources 3

While the legend in exergue is indiscernible, it does not appear to match any know legends or monograms for this type.
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Characene
Reign of Maga, Son of Athabiaos (c. 195 CE – 210 CE)

4

23

25 mm
Bronze
Aramaic Legend in fields4 Bust
15.14 g Tetradrachm of Maga, draped, right, with
pointed beard, wearing diadem and
tiara. Unclear Greek monogram to
lower right.

Aramaic legend around5 Male
head, right, not diademed, with
pointed beard and hair in 6 thick
rolls and long plait on top.

24

25 mm
15.58 g

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

25

28 mm
15.60 g

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

26

28 mm
16.36 g

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

27

26 mm
16.64 g

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

28

27 mm
16.47 g

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

29

26 mm
15.49 g

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

30

24 mm
15.55 g

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

31

26 mm
15.23 g

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

32

26 mm
15.12 g

“

“

“

“

“

“

“6

33†

25 mm
13.90 g

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

34†

29 mm
16.38 g

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

35†

26 mm
14.62 g

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

195CE210CE

Sear 5932,
BMC 16 or
similar

Sear has a nice translation for the legends, while the BMC has the Aramaic legends and common variants listed.
Sear has a nice translation for the legends, while the BMC has the Aramaic legends and common variants listed.
6
While I have not listed exact varieties of this series due to may lack of expertise in this area, I should note that this coin has a distinct
variation in the Aramaic on the obverse. Some of the characters in the right field appears to be inverted.
5
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Cilicia
Seleukia ad Calycadnum, Cilicia
36

22 mm
6.28 g

Bronze

ΣA to left Helmeted head of
Athena, right; branch before chin.

ΣEΛEYKEΩN TΩN ΠPOΣ TΩI
KAΛYKAΔNΩI Nike walking
left, holding wreath and palm
branch. AΘH above O in left
field

2nd-1st
BMC 6
Cent. BCE

Corinthia
Corinth, Corinthia
37

13 mm
2.61 g

Bronze

Pegasus, flying left, Ϙ below

Trident upward. Σ in left field and
branch (source 1) or thunderbolt
(source 2) in right field

4th - 3rd
Cent.
BCE,
maybe
later

38

11 mm
1.81 g

Bronze

Pegasus, flying left, Ϙ below

Trident upward. unclear
symbol/letters in fields

4th - 3rd
BMC 434 –
Cent. BCE 471

39

11 mm
1.25 g

Bronze

“

“

“

“

40

13 mm
1.86 g

Bronze

“

“

“

“

41

13 mm
2.26 g

Bronze

“

“

“

“

42

15 mm
1.88 g

Bronze

“

“

“

“

43

11 mm
1.51 g

Bronze

“

“

“

“

44

11 mm
1.92 g

Bronze

“

“

Pegasus, flying right, Ϙ below

Alternate
Sources 4

BMC 423 433

Crete
Chersonesos, Crete
45

13 mm
2.83 g

Bronze

46

16 mm
3.73 g

Bronze

Head of Athena, wearing crested
Corinthian helmet, right

Large

g

XE above

prow, right

Eagle standing left, wings spread

300 BCE - BMC 11
220 BCE
300 BCE - BMC 12
220 BCE
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Gortyn, Crete
47

17 mm
4.16 g

Bronze

ΓOP Europa, wearing peplos
ΓOPTY-NI-ИΩ Europa, seated
over lower limbs, seated in tree,
right on bull, galloping left; all
right; behind her on tree, eagle left, within wreath.
looking back; her right hand rests
on tree, left hand raises vail.

3rd Cent. BMC 41
BCE
(maybe
250 BCE 221 BCE)

48

15 mm
6.56 g

Bronze

ΓO-P Europa, wearing peplos
ΓOPTYNI-ИΩ Europa, seated
over lower limbs, seated in tree,
right on bull, galloping left; all
right; behind her on tree, eagle left, within wreath.
looking back; her right hand rests
on tree, left hand raises vail.

3rd Cent. BMC 45
BCE
(maybe
250 BCE 221 BCE)

49

12 mm
1.71 g

Bronze

Diademed head of Zeus, right.

220 BCE

Alternate
Sources 5

50

16 mm
2.03 g

“

“

“

“

“

51

13 mm
4.10 g

“

“

“

“

“

52

13 mm
2.54 g

Bronze

53

14 mm
2.95 g

“

“

“

“

“

54

13 mm
1.95 g

“

“

“

“

“

55

10 mm
1.78 g

“

“

“

“

“

56

13 mm
2.56 g

“

“

“

“

“

57

12 mm
1.84 g

“

“

“

“

“

58

19 mm
5.64 g

Bronze

Laureate head of Zeus, right; A
below (?)

ΓOP/TY//NIΩ/N across fields
Athena, helmeted and wearing
chiton with diploïs, holding owl
and spear; shield at side.

2nd - 1st
Similar BMC
Cent. BCE 61

59

14 mm
2.61 g

Bronze

Head of Hermes, wearing petasos,
right.

ΓOP (above) - TY (in exergue)
Bull butting left, caduceus above.

85 BCE 82 BCE

Alternate
Sources 6

Alternate
Sources 7

Head of Apollo, right, laureate.

Europa, riding bull which is
galloping left, holding billowing
veil floating above.

ΓOP (above) - TYNI (in exergue)
Bull butting right

200 BCE - BMC 69
67 BCE

Knossos, Crete
60

11 mm
1.35 g

Bronze

Laureate head of Apollo, right

Head of Artemis, right, wearing
stephane.

4th Cent.
BCE

61

13 mm
3.45 g

Bronze

Head of Apollo left, laureate.

KИΩ (?)

350 BCE - BMC 41
220 BCE

Square Labyrinth

65

Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Kydonia, Crete
62

16 mm
1.14 g

Bronze

Head of young male with short
hair, right

KY – ΔΩ

Hound seated right

4th Cent.
BCE

BMC 16

Lyttos, Crete
63

17 mm
4.23 g

Bronze

Head of Zeus, laureate, right; in
right field E.

ΛYTTI-ΩN Eagle standing
right, wings open; in right field,
boar's head right; E between legs.

3rd Cent.
BCE

BMC 23

64

14 mm
3.75 g

Bronze

Head of Zeus, laureate, right

ΛYT Eagle standing right,
wings open

3rd Cent.
BCE

BMC 26

65

14 mm
3.36 g

“

“

“

66

11 mm
1.65 g

Bronze

3rd Cent.
BCE

BMC 29

“

“

“

ΛYT (above) - TIΩN (below)
Boar's head left

Eagle flying right

Phaistos, Crete
67

17 mm
4.63 g

Bronze

Winged Talos, right, hurling stone
in right hand, and holding another
stone in left hand

ΦAIC (above) – TIΩN (below)
Hound walking right, sniffing
ground

350 BCE – BMC 27
250 BCE

Phalasarna, Crete
68

12 mm
1.16 g

Bronze

Large Φ

Dolphin left

69

12 mm
0.87 g

“

“

Dolphin right

300 BCE - BMC 7
270 BCE
“

Similar BMC
7, Alternate
Sources 8

Priansos, Crete
70

15 mm
3.31 g

Bronze

Head of Artemis (?), hair rolled,
right

ΠPIAN Poseidon, advancing
left, striking left with trident held
in right hand; Chlamys hanging
from left arm; Dolphin below.

3rd Cent.
BCE

BMC 11

71

16 mm
3.18 g

Bronze

Head of Artemis, wearing
stephane, right

Palm tree with cornucopiae to
right

3rd Cent.
BCE

Alternate
Sources 9

Tylisos, Crete
72

11 mm
1.47 g

Bronze

Head Hera, wearing stephane,
right

A – Π or A – Γ

Lyre

3rd - 2nd Alternate
Cent. BCE Sources 10
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Cyclades
Paros, Cyclades
73

21 mm
3.12 g

Bronze

Veiled head of Demeter, right

ΠAPI Goat standing right;
disputed object to right, maybe
wheat.

3rd - 2nd BMC 27
Cent. BCE

Ptolemaic Egypt
Alexandria, Egypt (Post Monetary Reform)
Reign of Ptolemy II, Philadelphus
(r. 283 BCE to 246 BCE)
74

28 mm
19.81 g

Bronze
Diobol

Head of Zeus, laureate, right

ΠTOΛEMAIOY BAΣIΛEΩΣ
265 BCE – Svoronos 465
Eagle standing left on thunderbolt, 246 BCE
wings closed. Θ (or O) between
legs

Alexandria, Egypt or Kyrene Libya
Reign of Ptolemy IV, Philopator
(r. 221 BCE to 204 BCE)
75†

36 mm
42.23 g

Bronze

Head of Zeus-Ammon, diademed,
right

ΠTOΛEMAIOY BAΣIΛEΩΣ
221 BCE – Svoronos
Eagle Standing left on thunderbolt, 204 BCE 1148
wings open, head reverted. Σ or S
between legs

Alexandria, Egypt
Joint Reign of Ptolemy VI and Ptolemy VIII
(r. 163 BCE – 145 BCE)
(maybe sole reign of Ptolemy VI)
76

26 mm
12.96 g

Bronze

Head of Cleopatra I (maybe
Cleopatra II) as Isis, wearing
grain-ear wreath, right

ΠTOΛEMAIOY BAΣIΛEΩΣ
160 BCE – Svoronos
Eagle standing left on thunderbolt, 145 BCE 1384
wings open. R to left.

Ptolemy IX through Ptolemy XII
77

21 mm
7.98 g

Bronze

78

17 mm
5.32 g

“

Head of Zeus-Ammon, diademed,
right

“

ΠTOΛEMAIOY BAΣIΛEΩΣ
Two eagles, wings closed,
standing left on thunderbolt. At
left, (double?) cornucopiae
“

“

116 BCE - Svoronos
51 BCE
14267

“

Svoronos
14278

Previously dated to Ptolemy VI to (or joint with) Ptolemy VIII; Thomas Faucher and Catharine Lorber, “Bronze Coinage of
Ptolemaic Egypt in the Second Century BC,” American Journal of Numismatics, 22 (2010): 49.
8
Previously dated to Ptolemy VI to (or joint with) Ptolemy VIII; Thomas Faucher and Catharine Lorber, “Bronze Coinage of
Ptolemaic Egypt,” 49.
7
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Elis
Olympia, Elis
79

21 mm
Bronze
Laureate head of Zeus, right
5.12 g Tetrachalkon

FA // ΛEI // ΩN within wreath;
uncertain letters below

Mid 2nd
BMC 149
Cent. BCE

Ionia
Ephesus, Ionia
80

11 mm
1.51 g

Bronze

Bee

Λ - Θ?

81

17 mm
1.48 g

Bronze

Bee

Unclear

Head of stag

405 BCE - Similar
390 BCE Alternate
Sources 119
4th-1st
Cent. BCE

Melitos, Ionia
Unknown as Magistrate
82

18 mm
3.28 g

Bronze

Laureate head of Apollo, right

Magistrate's name unclear in
2nd Cent.
exergue Lion standing right,
BCE
looking back at stars of eight rays;
all within laurel wreath

BMC 124133

Smyrna, Ionia
Unknown as Magistrate
83

18 mm
4.51 g

Bronze

Turreted bust of Tyche, right

ΣMYPNAIΩN down right Late 2ndunclear and/or unrecorded
1st Cent.
magistrate's name (in two lines?)
BCE
down left field. Aphrodite
Stratonikis, wearing polos,
standing facing, resting left arm on
column and holding Nike.

Similar BMC
20

Teos, Ionia
Polythros as Magistrate
84

16 mm
3.25 g

Bronze

Griffin leaping right

THIΩN or THΩN above. ΠOΛY
(to left) - ΘPOYΣ (to right)
Lyre or collapsible anchor

3rd - 1st
Alternate
Cent. BCE Sources 12

The reference appears to be an unrecorded type, though it is not described as such. The Λ in the left field of the referenced coin,
however, seems to be a close match to this example in the Hendricks collection. Normally these coins should read E – Θ across fields.
9

68

Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Kyrenaica
Kyrene, Kyrenaica
85

9 mm
1.04 g

Bronze

Horse galloping right?

Unclear legend up left or around
Oval wheel with four spokes and
hub, seen in perspective

Late 4th
BMC 189 or
Cent. BCE 204 or
similar10

Lydia
Sardes, Lydia
86

16 mm
6.12 g

Bronze

Head of beardless Herakles, right,
lionskin around neck

ΣAPΔIANΩN Apollo, naked,
Before 133 Similar BMC
standing left, holding crow (?) in
BCE
22
right hand and laurel branch in left
hand. All within laurel wreath; to
left

B

11

Thyateira, Lydia
87

15 mm
2.85 g

Bronze

Laureate head of Apollo right

ΘYATEI (above) // PH - NΩN
(across fields) Double-bladed
Lydian axe

After 200
BCE

BMC 6

Macedon
Philippi, Macedon
88

17 mm
5.92 g

Bronze

Head of Herakles, wearing
lionskin, right

ΦIΛIΠΠΩN Tripod; in left
field, ear of corn or wheat above

356 BCE - BMC 11
345 BCE

Q
Kingdom of Macedon
Reign of Kassander (r. 305 BCE – 297 BCE)
Uncertain mint, maybe Pella or Amphipolis
89

10

16 mm
2.53 g

Bronze

Head of Herakles, right, wearing
lionskin

BAΣIΛEΩΣ (above) //
KAΣΣANΔPOY (below) Lion
walking left, breaking spear. P?
below

305 BCE - Alternate
297 BCE Sources 13

This is a very tentative identification. The oval wheel was only used in very few ancient types. This is the only one found which was
a possible match, but due to the corrosion of the coin and the damage to the edge of the flan (the flan is likely 3-5 mm smaller than
when first minted) it may be impossible to be certain.
11
Monogram listed in BMC for previous series (BMC 19).
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Reign of Demetrios I Poliorketes (r. 294 BCE – 288 BCE)
Uncertain mint
90

15 mm
3.42 g

Bronze
Half Unit

Helmeted head of Athena, left

Prow right. (b?)

BA above
below.

306 BCE - Similar
283 BCE Alternate
Sources 12 14

Reign of Antigonos II Gonatas
(r. 277 BCE – 274 BCE, 272 BCE – 239 BCE)
Uncertain mint, maybe Pella or Amphipolis
91

17 mm
3.92 g

Bronze
tetrachalkon

Helmeted head of Athena, right

Pan, standing right, erecting

N

trophy. B - A across fields.
below. K over Φ or some other
unrecorded digram to left.

277 BCE - Alternate
239 BCE Sources 15

Uncertain mint in Macedon
92

17 mm
3.90 g

Bronze
tetrachalkon

Head of Herakles, right, wearing
lionskin

Youth on horseback, prancing
277 BCE - Alternate
right, crowning horse. B - A across 239 BCE Sources 16

N

upper fields.
below. Unclear
monogram to right.

Mysia
Gambrium, Mysia
93

11 mm
3.93 g

Bronze

Head of Apollo, laureate, right

Γ-A-M

12-pointed star

4th-3rd
BMC 2
Cent. BCE

Kingdom of Pergamum, Mysia
Reign of Attalus II Philadelphus (r. 159 BCE – 138 BCE)
In the Name of Philetairos (r. 282 BCE – 263 BCE)
94

13 mm
2.57 g

Bronze

95

15 mm
3.52 g

“

Head of Athena right, wearing
helmet ornamented with griffin
“

ΦIΛETAIPOY Serpent coiled,
head right. M, L or M to left.
“
Serpent coiled, head
right. unclear monogram to left.

159 BCE - BMC 78 – 82
138 BCE
“

“

Probably Pseudo-Autonomous Under Roman Control
96

12

19 mm
8.52 g

Bronze

Head of Asklepios

Unrecorded with head of Athena left.

AΣKΛHΠIOY (down right) ΣΩTHΡOΣ (down left) Serpent
of Asklepios coiled right round
netted omphalos

133 BCE - BMC 158
27 BCE
(Maybe
190 BCE 133 BCE)
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Oiniadai
Akarnania, Oiniadai
97

23 mm
6.51 g

Bronze

98

23 mm
7.41 g

“

Laureate head of Zeus, right; Λ
below, eagle behind
“

OINIAΔAN to left head of
river-god Acheloös (man-faced
bull), right; trident above head
“

“

219 BCE - BMC 12
211 BCE
“

“

Phliasia
Phlius, Phliasia
99

12 mm
0.95 g

Bronze
Chalkous

Bull butting left, head facing

Large Φ in slight incuse with dots
in each corner

400 BCE - BMC 16
360 BCE

Phokis
Elateia, Phokis
Federal Coinage
100

16 mm
3.93 g

Bronze

EΛ above? Bull's head, facing,
bound with sacrificial fillets.

ΦΩKEΩN behind head of
Apollo, laureate, right

2nd Cent.
BCE

BMC 105

Phrygia
Apemeia, Phrygia
Attalos and Bianoros as Magistrates
101

25 mm
6.90 g

Bronze

Bust of Athena right wearing high
crested Corinthian helmet and
aegis

AΠAMEΩN (above) - ATTAΛOY 57 BCE // BIANOPOΣ (below) eagle,
53 BCE
alighting right on meander pattern,
flanked by caps of Dioskuri and
two stars above.

BMC 54

Pisidia
Komama, Pisidia
102

13 mm
2.02 g

Bronze

Jugate heads of laureate, bearded
males, right

KO in exergue

lion leaping right 1st Cent.
BCE

Alternate
Sources 17
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Sicily
Aetna, Sicily
103

18 mm
7.11 g

Bronze
Tetras

Radiate, draped bust of Apollo,
right

AITN – AIΩN Warrior standing After 210
left, head right wearing helmet,
BCE
holding spear and shield. Three
dots in left field.

BMC 2

Akragas, Sicily
104

20 mm
8.99 g

Bronze
Tetras

105

21 mm
7.66 g

“

AKPA Eagle, wings spread,
right, holding supine hare in its
claws, and attacking it with its
beak
“

“

Crab; crayfish left, below; three
dots between.

Crab; crayfish left, below; (three
dots between?)

425 BCE - BMC 102
406 BCE

“

“

Reign of Phintias (r. 287 BCE – 279 BCE)
106

16 mm
2.67 g

Bronze

Laureate head of Apollo, left

Eagle standing right, head turned
back

107

22 mm
6.23 g

Bronze

Head of Persephone left, crowned
with barely. N behind.

ΒΑΣΙΛΕΟΣ (above) - ΦΙΝΤΙΑ (in
exergue) wild boar charging left

287 BCE - Similar BMC
279 BCE 13313
“

BMC 135

Time After Phintias (c. 279 BCE – 210 BCE)
108

22 mm
6.20 g

Bronze

Laureate head of Zeus, right

AKPAΓANTINΩN Eagle
standing on thunderbolt facing,
wings spread, head right.

240 BCE – BMC 155
212 BCE
Or 213
BCE – 210
BCE

Gela, Sicily
109

16 mm
3.23 g

Bronze
Tetras

Head of young river god, Gelas,
right with grain ear to left

ΓEΛAΣ Bull walking left, head
lowered; three dots in exergue

420 BCE - BMC 73
405 BCE

Kainon, Sicily
110

13

20 mm
9.18 g

Bronze

Griffin, galloping left.

No reverse legend as in BMC 133.

KAINON in exergue Horse
prancing left, reins loose

365 BCE - BMC 6
360 BCE

72

Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Kamarina, Sicily
111

17 mm
3.66 g

Bronze
Tetras

Head of Gorgon facing, serpentine
hair

112

16 mm
4.30 g

“

113

14 mm
3.37 g

“

Head of Athena, wearing Athenian KAMA Owl standing left,
helmet, left
holding lizard with right claw.
Three dots below.

114

15 mm
3.18 g

“

KAMAPINAIΩN Helmeted
head of Athena left

“

KAMA Owl standing right,
grasping lizard in talons to right;
three dots below
KAM•A

“

Horse prancing left, ear of grain
below.

420 BCE - BMC 34
405 BCE
“

Similar BMC
3414

“

BMC 40

339 BCE – BMC 43
300 BCE

Katane, Sicily
115

11 mm
1.19 g

Bronze

Head of Selinos, wearing wreath
of ivy, right

KATA to left - NAIΩN to right in
retrograde Bunch of grapes

Late 3rd 1st Cent.
BCE

BMC 57

116

25 mm
10.09 g

Bronze

Janiform head of Sarapis, wearing
modius, G above H in left field
and I sideways in right field

KATA to right - NAI-ΩN to left in
retrograde Demeter, standing
left, holding grain ear and torch

“

BMC 91

Kenturipai, Sicily
117

24 mm
11.35 g

Bronze
Dekonkion

Head of Zeus, laureate, right; eagle KENTO (above) - PIΠINΩN
behind
(below) Winged thunderbolt; Δ
below

344 BCE - BMC 3
336 BCE

Leontini, Sicily
118

14 mm
2.34 g

Bronze

Laureate head of Apollo, left.

ΛEON (above) - TINΩN (in
exergue) Lion walking left.

After 210
BCE

Alternate
Sources 18

Mamertini, Sicily

14
15

119

27 mm
15.62 g

Bronze

Laureate head of Mars, right;
Campanian or Macedonian helmet
behind.

MAMEP - TI - NΩN (in exergue)
Bull butting left

120

17 mm
3.73 g

Bronze

APEOΣ to right?
of Mars, right

MAMEPTINΩN above

Laureate head

• in reverse legend is not listed in any reference. Maybe a die error.
Apparently unrecorded with unbroken legend

“

288 BCE - BMC 17
278 BCE
“

Similar BMC
2115
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Punic Sicily
Under Authority of Carthage, Zeugitana16
121

11 mm
5.99 g

Bronze
Unit?

Head of Tanit, left, wreathed.

Horse galloping right.

375BCE 350 BCE

Alternate
Sources 1917

Syracuse, Sicily
Reign of Dionysius I (r. 406/5 BCE – 367 BCE)18
122

28 mm
29.06 g

Bronze
Drachm

ΣYPA Head of Athena, wearing Starfish between two dolphins
Corinthian helmet with olive
wreath

123

18 mm
6.34 g

Bronze
Litra

ΣYPA (in retrograde) Head of
Athena, wearing Corinthian
helmet, left.

Hippocamp left, loose reigns.

“

BMC 290

124

15 mm
3.00 g

Bronze
Hemilitron

Head of Arathusa, left, wearing
amphyx and sphendone. Olive
leave behind

ΣY – PA Dolphin right, with
scallop shell below

“

BMC 301

125

16 mm
2.25 g

“

“

“

“

“

“

406 BCE - BMC 287
367 BCE

Reign of Agathokles (r. 317 BCE – 289 BCE)
126

16 mm
3.48 g

Bronze

Head of Persephone left, wreathed
with grain; dolphin to left, ear of
barely behind.

ΣYPAKOΣ (in exergue) - I (to
317 BCE – BMC 372
right) – ИΩ (above) Bull butting 289 BCE
left. a to upper left. Γ below
legend in exergue

Reign of Hiketas (r. 287 BCE – 278 BCE)

16

127

21 mm
7.07 g

Bronze
Litra

128

20 mm
6.09 g

“

ΣYPAKOΣIΩN Head of
Persephone left, wreathed with
grain; stalk of barely behind head
“

Charioteer driving biga right. Star 287 BCE - BMC 44619
of eight rays above. a or b below. 278 BCE
“

“

“

While in all fairness these coins should be sorted under the authority of Zeugitana, the dominance of Sicilian coinage in the study
and collection of ancient numismatics has given rise to the tradition of sorting them with the coinage of Sicily.
17
A similar type minted in Carthage is more common. These are mostly distinguishable by the portrait style of Tanit. This coin
matches those which are often cited as being minted in Punic Sicily, though it is debated if these too were minted in Carthage.
18
The Bronze coins of this period are heavily debated. While I have decided to put these four coins under the reign of Dionysius I,
they are often attributed to the Second Democracy (465 BCE - 405 BCE) or to the reign of Timoleon (344 BCE – 336 BCE). There is
no overwhelming consensus, and I have attributed these coins to the time of Dionysius I because this attribution is given slightly more
often. It is also possible that these coins were produced throughout the entire period, though this seems the least likely.
19
While no written records or archaeological evidence exists, there is strong numismatic evidence of a shortly lived Fourth
Democracy (289 BCE – 287 BCE) after the death Agathokles but before the reign of Hiketas. Due to its similarities to known types
from the Fourth Democracy, the above coins are occasionally attributed to that period, though it is far less common than the Hiketas
attribution. Again, it is also very possible that this type was minted both under the Fourth Democracy and under the reign of Hiketas;
“List of Tyrants of Syracuse,” in Wikipedia, February 22, 2021,
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=List_of_tyrants_of_Syracuse&oldid=1008228499.
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Reign of Pyrrhus (r. 278 BCE – 276 BCE)
129

23 mm
9.95 g

Bronze

Head of Herakles left, wearing
lionskin.

ΣYPA-KOΣIΩN Athena
278 BCE - BMC 503
Promachos standing right, holding 276 BCE
thunderbolt overhead in right
hand, shield on left arm.

Reign of Hieron II (r. 275 BCE – 215 BCE)
130

25 mm
15.75 g

Bronze

131

26 mm
13.38 g

“

132

16 mm
4.18 g

“

133

14 mm
1.86 g

“

Diademed head of Hieron II, left

“

IEPΩNOΣ in exergue
Horseman, wearing helmate,
cuirass, and chlamys, on horse
prancing right, holding lance. b
or A to lower right

275 BCE - BMC 581 or
215 BCE 582

“
Horseman, wearing
helmate, cuirass, and chlamys, on
horse prancing right, holding
lance. unclear monogram to lower
right.

“

BMC 579 or
similar

ΣYPAKOΣIΩN Head of
Persephone left, wreathed with
corn, wearing earing and necklace,
poppy head behind (?).

Bull butting left, above which, a
club left. Unclear letters or
monogram below club, maybe ΛY.
In exergue, IE

“

BMC 630 or
similar

Diademed head of Poseidon, left

IEP-ΩNOΣ Ornamented trident,
flanked by dolphins. Unclear
monogram or letters in fields.

“

Similar BMC
59820

Roman Occupation (After 212)
134

22 mm
6.03 g

Bronze

Laureate head of Zeus, right

ΣYPAK - OΣIΩN or ΣYPAKO –
ΣIΩN Eagle standing right on
thunderbolt, wings spread.

After 212
BCE

BMC 690

Tauromenion, Sicily
Authority of Campanian Mercenaries
135

11 mm
1.48 g

Bronze

Campanian helmet with cheek
guards and griffin crest

c within wreath (appears to be e) 354/3 BCE Alternate
Sources 2021
344 BCE

Local Authority
16 mm
3.97 g

Bronze
Hamiliton?

ARXAΓE-TAΣ (or maybe
ARXAΓET - A - Σ) Head of
Apollo Archagetas, laureate, left

TAYPOM-MENIT-AN
of bull butting left

137† 26 mm
12.33 g

Bronze
Hemilitron

ΑΡΧΑΓΕΤΑΣ Head of Apollo
Archagetas, laureate, left

TAYPOMENITAN (or similar)
Man-headed bull walking left

136

20

forepart 344 BCE – BMC 34 or
300 BCE similar22
339 BCE – BMC 16/17
336 BCE

No Comparable examples were found regarding diameter. This coin is 4-8mm shorter than other like examples.
This is a tentative identification. This coin has a large amount of corrosion and thick surface deposits. The appearance of e may be
a deterioration of a known die variant showing d
22
Legend breaks varied for this type, and I cannot clearly decern the breaks for this coin. I have given my best guess above.
21
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt
138

20 mm
5.33 g

Metal/
Denom
Bronze
Hemilitron

Obverse

Reverse

Laureate head of Apollo, right

TAYPOME-NITAN Kithara,
bunch of grapes above.

Date

Reference

339 BCE – BMC 28
336 BCE

Sikyonia
Sikyon, Sikyonia
139

12 mm
1.27 g

Bronze
Chalkous?

Dove flying right

Unclear monogram within wreath

4th – Early BMC 89 - 93
2rd Cent.
BCE

140

12 mm
2.32 g

Bronze
Trichalkon

ΣI // ?

Tripod within olive wreath; ties
below.

196 BCE - BMC 176 146 BCE 190

141

17 mm
4.43 g

“

Dove flying left

90 BCE 60 BCE

Dove picking right

Laureate head of Apollo, right

Alternate
Sources 21

Thrace
Byzantium, Thrace
142

16 mm
5.08 g

Silver
Siglos

ZY above cow standing left;
dolphin below

Quadripartite incuse mill-sale
pattern with granulated surface

416 BCE – BMC 1
357 BCE
(maybe
340 BCE –
320 BCE)

Maroneia, Thrace
143

13 mm
4.16 g

Bronze

Horse facing right, bucking front
legs. P monogram below

Around linear square containing
400 BCE – BMC 66
four grape vines in two columns, Y 350 BCE
monogram below

Kings of Thrace
Reign of Lysimachus (r. 306 BCE – 281 BCE)
Unclear mint in Thrace or Macedonia, maybe Lysimacheia
144

20 mm
5.71 g

Bronze
Unit

Helmeted head of Athena, right

BAΣIΛΕΩΣ (above) ΛYΣIΜΑΧΟΥ (below) Lion
charging right, spear head below

305 BCE - Alternate
281 BCE Sources 22

Troas
Abydos, Troas
145

13 mm
2.34 g

Bronze

Kithara

ABY down right Naked Apollo
seated left on rock; eagle standing
left, wings closed

120 BCE - Alternate
50 BCE
Sources 23
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Zeugitana
Carthage, Zeugitana
Mint of Carthage (maybe Punic Sicily or Cartago Nova)
146

16 mm
2.09 g

Bronze

Wreathed head of Tanit, left,
wearing earing and necklace

Horse standing right; palm tree
behind; three pellets to right

400 BCE - Alternate
350 BCE Sources 24

Unidentified Greek
147

13 mm
2.28 g

Bronze

Helmeted head of Athena, right.

L K (?) in exergue Eagle (?),
standing left, head right (?), wings
spread low.

148

19 mm
3.43 g

“

Head of Apollo (?), laureate, right

Unclear legend around

149

18 mm
5.18 g

“

Laureate head of Zeus, right

Unclear letters/monograms around
Horse galloping right.

150

13 mm
2.18 g

“

Laureate head of Apollo (?), right

Column shaped object, maybe a
Lyre.

151

10 mm
1.43 g

“

Head of Athena, helmeted, right

Unclear legend around Eagle
standing left, wings open

152

13 mm
2.08 g

“

Head of Apollo (?), laureate, right

A - Γ (?)

153

12 mm
2.02 g

“

Head of Artemis (?), hair rolled,
wearing earing and necklace, right

Animal (maybe a lion?) standing
right

154

11 mm
1.44 g

“

Unclear head right (?), laureate?

Large A

155

13 mm
3.13 g

“

Laureate head of Zeus, right

A-(OE or ΘE?) in lower fields
Eagle standing right, wings open,
on thunderbolt (?)

156

16 mm
3.82 g

“

Head or bust of women, right; A
behind

?/H?/Y//Θ or E/N

157

17 mm
3.08 g

“

Head of cow (?) facing.

Tripod

158† 26 mm
13.96 g

Lyre

Kithara

Bearded head of Herakles or Zeus. Eagle standing right on
thunderbolt, wings spread; serpent
to right.

Unidentifiable Greek
159

10 mm
0.81 g

Tripod

Bronze

Head right (?)

?

Maybe
minted in
Elis, Olympia
or Gyrton,
Thessaly.
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

160

13 mm
4.08 g

“

Male head, right

Unclear part of legend to left
Figure standing left, holding
spear/staff in right hand

161

13 mm
2.57 g

“

Head of female (?) figure, right

Head of female figure, diademed
(?), right

162

11 mm
1.49 g

“

Female head, right, hair in bun at
back of head.

Figure standing right (?) or facing
(?)

163 15 mm
3.51 g

“

Head right, wearing pointed cap

Figure standing left, left hand
reaching back to something

164

“

Wheel of 4 spokes

?

9 mm
0.78 g

Date

Reference

78

Roman Coins
From Augustus to Diocletian Pre-Reform
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Reign of Augustus (r. 27 BCE – 14 CE)
Province of Cyrenaica and Crete
Mint at Knossos, Crete
C. Petronius and M. Antonius as Magistrates
Portrait of Augustus
165

21 mm
6.44 g

Bronze

C • I – N CN Bare head of
Augustus, right.

C•PETRONIO (above) –
M•ANTONIOS (below) – II•VIR
(to right) – E•X • D • D (to left)
Square Labyrinth.

27 BCE –
14 CE

RPC I 977

C I N C (above), EX – D D (across M AIMI(LI) T FVFIVS (or
27 BCE –
fields) Bare head of Agrippa (?), FVFIO) IIVI(R)(I) Bare head of 14 CE
right; labyrinth to left.
Augustus, right.

RPC I 976

M. Aimilus and T. Fufius as Magistrates
Portrait of Augustus and Agrippa1
166

19 mm
5.53 g

Bronze
(Leaded
Bronze?)

Reign of Tiberius (r. 14 CE – 37 CE)
Province of Achaea
Mint at Corinth, Corinthia
L. Arrius Peregrinus and L. Furius Labeo as Magistrates
Portrait of Augustus
167† 21 mm
6.66 g

1

Bronze

L ARRIO PER-EGRINO IIVIR
radiate head of Augustus, left

L FVRIO LABEONE IIVIR –
COR (in exergue) – GENT IVLI
(on temple frieze) Hexastyle
Temple

32 CE –
33 CE (?)

RPC I 1151

Earlier numismatic writers describe this type as depicting Mark Antony (obv.) and Octavian (rev.), such as in BMC 72. These
authors believed that the provincial city of Knossos was established in the mid-30s BCE, leaving Antony and Octavian the likely
subjects. However, recent scholarship places the foundation of Knossos as a provincial city to 27 BCE, and it is now the belief of the
RPC and most scholars that this type likely depicts Octavian (now Augustus) and maybe Agrippa; VCoins shop online, “AUGUSTUS
& AGRIPPA AE 19mm ‘Leaded Bronze’. Knossos Mint, Crete. Labyrinth Mark behind Agrippa’s Head.,” accessed May 7, 2021,
https://www.vcoins.com/en/stores/incitatus_coins/79/product/augustus__agrippa_ae_19mm_leaded_bronze_knossos_mint
_crete_labyrinth_mark_behind_agrippas_head/167713/Default.aspx.
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Reign of Caligula (r. 37 CE – 41 CE)
Province of Cyrenaica and Crete
Mint at Gortyn, Crete
Augurinus as Magistrate
Portrait of Caligula and Germanicus
168

23 mm
6.79 g

Bronze

ΓΑΙΟΝ ΚΑΙΣΑΡΑ
ΓΕΡΜΑΝΙΚΟΝ ΣΕΒΑΣΤΟΝ
Laureate head of Caligula, left.

ΓΕΡΜΑΝΙΚΟΝ ΚΑΙΣΑΡΑ ΕΠΙ
ΑΥΓΟΥΡΕΙΝΩ ΓΟΡΤ(Υ)
Laureate head of Germanicus,
right.

37 CE –
41 CE

RPC I 1022

L-IΓ = yr.
13

RPC I 5194,
Milne 127,
Emmett 103

Reign of Claudius (r. 41 CE – 54 CE)
Province of Egypt
Mint at Alexandria, Egypt
Portrait of Agrippina the Younger
169

23 mm
11.19 g

Bronze
Diobol

ΑΓΡΙΠΠΙΝΑ ϹⲈΒΑϹΤΗ
Draped bust of Agrippina with
ears of corn, right.

EΥΘΗ/ΝΙΑ // L/ΙΓ
Euthenia, right.

Bust of

52 CE –
53 CE

Province of Cyrenaica and Crete
Mint at Gortyn, Crete
Portrait of Claudius, Antonia Minor, and Nero Drusus
170

24 mm
9.48 g

Bronze

ΤΙ ΚΛΑΥΔΙΟΣ ΚΑΙΣΑΡ ΓΕΡΜ
ΣΕΒΑΣΤΟΣ Laureate head of
Claudius, right.

ΔΡΟΥ ΚΛΑΥ ΓΕΡ(Μ) (above),
41 CE –
ΑΝΤΩΝΙΑ (below) Veiled head 43 CE
of Antonia, left, facing bare head
of Nero Drusus, right.

RPC I 1031

Portrait of Claudius and Agrippina the Younger
Exact Legend Unclear2
Bare head of Claudius, left.

ΑΓΡΙΠΠΙΝΗ ΓΥ(Ν) ΤΙ
ΚΛΑΥΔΙΟΥ ΚΑΙ(ΣΑ) (in
retrograde) Draped bust of
Agippina, right.

50 CE

RPC I 1034 –
1036

171

18 mm
4.07 g

Bronze

172

17 mm
3.65 g

“

“

“

“

“

173

19 mm
4.79 g

“

“

“

“

“

174

19 mm
5.42 g

“

“

“

“

“

Three possible obverse legends are listed for this type: ΤΙ ΚΛΑΥΔΙΟΣ ΚΑΙΣΑΡ ΣΕ ΓΕΡΜΑΝΙΚ (RPC I 1034), ΤΙ ΚΛΑΥΔΙΟΣ
ΚΑΙ ΣΕ ΓΕΡΜΑΝΙ (in retrograde) (RPC I 1035), or ΤΙ ΚΛΑΥΔΙΟΣ ΚΑΙ ΣΕΡ ΣΕΒΑΣ (RPC I 1036).
2
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Reign of Nero (r. 54 CE – 68 CE)
Mint of Lugdunum, Gallia
Portrait of Nero
175

30 mm
14.64 g

Bronze
Dupondius

IMP NERO CAESAR AVG P
MAX TR P P P Head of Nero,
laureate, left; small globe at point
of neck.

VICTORIA AVGVSTI S C
Victory walking left, holding
wreath in right hand and palm in
left.

62 CE –
68 CE

RIC I (2nd
Ed.) Nero
5233

Province of Cyrenaica and Crete
Mint at Knossos, Crete
Lupinus and Volumnius as Magistrates
Portrait of Nero and Octavia
176

24 mm
9.25 g

Bronze

NERO CLAV CAES AVG IMP
LVPINO VOLVMNIO II Bare
head of Nero, right, with drapery
on left shoulder and sceptre.

NERO CLAVD CAES AVG IMP 55 CE –
ET OCTAVIA AVGVSTI Bare 60 CE
heads face to face of Octavia, to
the right, and Nero, to the left; a
crescent over Octavia's head and a
star over Nero's.

RPC I 1006

Province Syria
Mint at Caesarea Paneas, Judaea
177† 18 mm
5.05 g

Bronze

DIVA POPPAEA AVG distyle
temple, female figure seated left
within

DIVA CLAVD NER F round
hexastyle temple, female figure
standed left within, holding
cornucopia

65 CE or
later

RPC I 4846

69 CE –
79 CE

RPC II 4

“

“

Reign of Vespasian (r. 69 CE – 79 CE)
Province of Crete
Mint at Koinon of Crete
Silo as Magistrate
Portrait of Domitian

3

178

25 mm
9.76 g

Bronze

179

23 mm
7.36 g

“

ΑΥΤΟΚΡΑΤΩΡ
ΟΥΕΣΠΑΣΙΑΝΟΣ ΣΕ laureate
head of Vespasian, right
“

“

ΕΠΙ ΑΝΘΥΠΑΤΟΥ ΣΙΛΩΝΟΣ
Zeus seated, left, holding
thunderbolt and sceptre
“

“

This type, grouped as part of Issue IV, is nearly indistinguishable from the following type (RIC I Nero 601-604) in Issue V. Coins of
that type are only distinguished by comparing its obverse dies to those of the Securitas dupondii type in Issue V. As I (and most
numismatists) do not have access to these die studies, it is common practice to catalogue these coins with the earlier type.
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

81 CE –
83 CE

RPC II 20214

Reign of Domitian (r. 81 CE – 96 CE)
Province of Syria
Mint at Antich, Syria
Portrait of Domitian
180

26 mm
11.83 g

Bronze

CAES AVG – IMP
DOMITIANVS Laureate head
of Domitian, right.

S C within laurel wreath.

Reign of Nerva (r. 96 CE – 98 CE)
Mint of Rome
Portrait of Nerva
181† 32 mm
19.32 g

Bronze
Sestertius

IMP NERVA CAES AVG – P M
TR P COS III P P (Maybe …COS
II P P) Head of Nerva, laureate,
right

FISCI IVDAICI CALVMNIA
SVBLATA S C Palm-tree

97 CE
RIC II Nerva
(Maybe 96 82 (Maybe
CE)
58)

Reign of Trajan (r. 98 CE – 117 CE)
Mint of Rome
Portrait of Trajan
182† 33 mm
22.25 g

Bronze
Sestertius

IMP CAES NERVAE TRAIANO
AVG GER DAC P M TR P COS
V P P Bust of Trajan, laureate,
draped on left shoulder, right

S P Q R OPTIMO PRINCIPI S C 103 CE –
Trajan, bare-headed, in military
11 CE
dress, standing left, holding
thunderbolt in right hand and
vertical spear reversed in left,
being crowned by Victory, draped,
standing left, holding palm upright
in left hand

RIC II Trajan
549

Province of Syria
Antioch, Syria (Struck in Rome for use in Syria)
Portrait of Trajan
183

4

25 mm
11.87 g

Orichalcum

ΑΥΤΟΚΡ ΚΑΙϹ ΝΕΡ
ΤΡΑΙΑΝΟϹ ϹΕΒ ΓΕΡΜ
Laureate head of Trajan, right.

ΔΗΜΑΡΧ // ΕΞ ΥΠΑΤ ̅𝛣 within
wreath.

98 CE –
99 CE

RPC III
36535

The obverse legend is incorrectly listed on RPC Online. The RPC Online lists the obverse legend as IMP DOMITIANVS CAES
AVG, while the examples within agree that the legend is CAES AVG - IMP DOMITIANVS.
5
This type was previously attributed to Caesarea in Cappadocia, another Roman provincial city. See BMC 91–99 (Caesarea).
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Province of Thrace
Mint at Philippopolis, Thrace
Portrait of Trajan
184

16 mm
2.71 g

Bronze

IMP CAE NER TRA AVG GER
DAC P M TR P COS V P P
Laureate head of Trajan, right.

ΦΙΛΙΠΠΟΠΟΛΕΙΤΩΝ Artemis 103 CE –
advancing r., drawing arrow from 111 CE
quiver with her right hand and
holding bow in her left hand.

RPC III 745

Reign of Hadrian (r. 117 CE – 138 CE)
Mint of Rome, Italy
Portrait of Hadrian
185

32 mm
23.14 g

Orichalcum
Sestertius

IMP CAESAR TRAIANVS
HADRIANVS AVG Bust of
Hadrian, laureate, bare chest,
traces of drapery on far shoulder
usually visible, right.

PONT MAX TR POT COS II //
117 CE
ANNONA AVG (in exergue) // S
C (in field) Annona standing
left, holding corn ears and
cornucopia; at feet to left, modius,
corn ears, and poppy; behind right,
prow of ship.

RIC II, Part 3
(2nd Ed.)
Hadrian 160

186† 31 mm
23.58 g

“

HADRIANVS AVGVSTVS P P
Head of Hadrian, laureate, right

HILARITAS P R // COS III (in
128 CE –
exergue) // S C (in field)
129 CE
Hilaritas, rarely naked to waist,
standing left, holding palm and
cornucopia; flanking her, male and
female children grasping her palm
and dress respectively

RIC II, Part 3
(2nd Ed.)
Hadrian 988

187

“

HADRIANVS AVG COS III P P
Head of Hadrian, laureate, right.

SALVS AVG // S C (in field)
Salus standing right, holding
patera; to right, altar with snake
coiled around.

133 CE –
135 CE

RIC II, Part 3
(2nd Ed.)
Hadrian 2168

136 CE –
138 CE

RIC II, Part 3
(2nd Ed.)
Hadrian 2584

L ΚΑ = yr
21
136 CE –
137 CE

RPC III
6244, Milne
1559,
Emmett 1166

30 mm
26.11 g

Portrait of Sabina
188† 31 mm
23.52

Orichalcum
Sestertius

SABINA AVGVSTA HADRIANI
AVG P P Bust of Sabina,
wearing double stephane with hair
braided and piled, draped, right

CONCORDIA AVG // S C (in
field) Concordia standing left,
resting on column, holding patera
and cornucopia

Province of Egypt
Mint at Alexandria, Egypt
Portrait of Hadrian
189† 12 mm
3.58 g

Bronze
Obol

ΑΥΤ ΚΑΙϹ ΤΡΑ ΑΔΡΙΑΝΟϹ
ϹⲈΒ Laureate head of Hadrian,
right, drapery on left shoulder

L ΚΑ (in exergue) Kalathos
between two torches.
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt
190

18 mm
5.10 g

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Bronze
Obol

ΑΥΤ ΚΑΙϹ ΤΡΑ ΑΔΡΙΑΝΟϹ
ϹⲈΒ Laureate head of Hadrian,
right

Reverse

Date

Reference

L ΚΑ = yr
21
136 CE –
137 CE

RPC III
6246, Milne
1557,
Emmett 1166

ZΚΣ = yr
227
117 CE

RPC 3870

FELICITAS AVG S C Felicitas, 145 CE –
draped, standing, left, holding
161 CE
Capricorn in extended right hand
and long caduceus, nearly vertical,
in left.

RIC III
Antoninus
Pius 770

L ΚΑ (in exergue) Kalathos
between two torches.

Province of Syria
Mint at Sidon, Phoenicia
Portrait of Hadrian
191† 23 mm
10.60 g

ΑΥΤΟ ΤΡΑΙ ΚΑΙ ΑΔΡΙΑΝΩ ΣΕΒ ΣΙΔΩΝΟΣ ΘΕΑΣ – ZΚΣ (in
laureate head of Hadrian, right
exergue) car of Astarte on two
wheels

Bronze

Reign of Antoninus Pius (r. 138 CE – 161 CE)
Mint of Rome, Italy
Portrait of Antininous Pius
192

30 mm
22.07 g

Bronze
Sestertius

ANTONINVS AVG PIVS P P TR
P COS IIII Head of Antoninus
Pius, laureate, right.

Portrait of Marcus Aurelius
193† 30 mm
20.88

Bronze
Sestertius

AVRELIVS CAES ANTON AVG TR POT X COS II S C or TR POT
PII F Head of Marcus Aurelius, XI COS II S C Fortuna,
bare, right
standing left, holding rudder and
raising skirt

155 CE –
156 CE or
156 CE –
157 CE

RIC III
Antoninus
Pius 1328 or
1338A

Reign of Marcus Aurelius (r. 161 CE – 180 CE)
Mint of Rome, Italy
Portrait of Marcus Aurelius
194

31 mm
23.84 g

Bronze
Sestertius

195

31 mm
21.03 g

“

ANTONINVS AVG PIVS [...?]
Head of Antoninus Pius, laureate,
right

[LIBERTAS COS III?] S C
(Libertas ?), draped, standing
right, holding pelius in extended
right hand and extending her left
hand

153 CE 156 CE (?)

IMP CAES M AVREL
SALVTI AVGVSTOR TR P
162 CE –
ANTONINVS AVG P M Head (XVII?) COS III S C Salus,
163 CE
of Marcus Aurelius, laureate, right. draped, standing left, feeding out
of patera in right hand snake coiled
round altar.

RIC III
Marcus
Aurelius
843?
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

196† 30 mm
21.41 g

“

197† 20 mm
11.18 g

Bronze
Dupondius

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

M ANTONINVS AVG TR P
XXIIII Head of Marcus
Aurelius, laureate, right

SALVTI AVG COS III S C
Salus, draped, standing left,
feeding out of patera in right hand
snake coiled round altar and
holding sceptre in left hand

169 CE –
170 CE

RIC III
Marcus
Aurelius 979

M ANTONINVS AVG TR P
XXV Head of Marcus Aurelius,
radiate, right

SALVTI AVG COS III S C
Salus, draped, standing left,
feeding out of patera in right hand
snake coiled round altar and
holding sceptre in left hand

170 CE –
171 CE

RIC III
Marcus
Aurelius
1010

Portrait of Faustina II
198

24 mm
9.04 g

Bronze
As

FAVSTINA AVGVSTA Bust
of Faustina II, draped, hair
elaborately waved in nearly
vertical lines and fastened in a low
chignon at back of head, down
cheek, curls, right.

DIANA LVCIF S C Diana,
161 CE –
draped, standing front, head left,
176 CE
holding transverse lighted torch in
both hands.

RIC III
Marcus
Aurelius
1629

199

25 mm
11.56 g

Bronze
As

“ Bust of Faustina II, draped,
diademed, hair elaborately waved
in nearly vertical lines and
fastened in a low chignon at back
of head round head, down cheek,
curls, right.

SALVTI AVGVSTAE S C
Salus, draped, seated left on low
seat, feeding from patera in right
hand snake coiled round altar.

161 CE –
176 CE

RIC III
Marcus
Aurelius
1671

Portrait of Lucilla
200

29 mm
21.14 g

Bronze
Sestertius

LVCILLAE AVGVSTAE Bust
of Lucilla, hair waved and fastened
in a low chignon at back of head,
draped, right.

FECVNDITAS S C Fecunditas, 164 CE –
draped, seated right on low seat,
169 CE
nursing infant; before and behind
her, a child standing.

RIC III
Marcus
Aurelius
1736 (Maybe
1738)

201

29 mm
21.66 g

Bronze
Sestertius

“

“ Fecunditas, draped, seated
right on low seat, nursing infant;
before her, a girl standing; behind
her, a boy standing.

RIC III
Marcus
Aurelius
1738

“

164 CE –
169 CE

Reign of Commodus (r. 180 CE – 192 CE)
Mint of Rome, Italy
Portrait of Commodus
202†

22 mm
19.93 g

Bronze
Sestertius

L AEL AVREL CO-MM AVG P
FEL Head of Commodus,
laureate, right

LIB AVG P M TR P XVII IMP
192 CE
VIII COS VII P P S C or LIB
AVG P M TR P XVII COS VII P
P S C Libertas, draped, standing
left, holding pileus in extended
right hand and rod in left hand; in
lower left field, star

RIC III
Commodus
617a or 619a
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt
203

23 mm
8.83 g

Metal/
Denom
Bronze
As

Obverse
L AEL AVREL COMM AVG P
FEL Head of Commodus,
wearing lion-skin, right.

Reverse

Date

HER/CVL//RO/MAN//AV/GV//S/ 192 CE
C Legend flanking upright club,
all within laurel-wreath.

Reference
RIC III
Commodus
644

Reign of Severus Alexander (r. 222 CE – 235 CE)
Mint of Rome, Italy
Portrait of Severus Alexander
204

26 mm
12.05 g

Bronze
As

IMP ALEXANDER PIVS AVG
Bust of Severus Alexander,
laureate, draped over left shoulder,
right.

PROVIDENTIA AVG S C
231 CE –
Providentia, draped, standing
235 CE
front, head left, holding two cornears in right hand over modius and
cornucopiae in left hand.

RIC IV
Severus
Alexander
644b

Portrait of Julia Mamaea
205† 30 mm
19.09 g

Bronze
Sestertius

IVLIA MAMAEA AVGVSTA
Bust of Julia Mamaea, diademed,
draped, right

FELICITAS PVBLICA S C
222 BCE –
Felicitas, draped, standing front,
235 BCE
head left, legs crossed, holding
caduceus in right hand and leaning
on column with left arm

RIC IV
Severus
Alexander
676

Reign of Maximinus Thrax (r. 235 CE – 238 CE)
Mint of Rome, Italy
Portrait of Maximinus Thrax
206

26 mm
16.89

Bronze
Sestertius

IMP MAXIMINVS PIVS AVG or
MAXIMINVS PIVS GERM
Bust of Maximianus Thrax,
laureate, draped, cuirassed, right.

FIDES MVLTVM S C Fides,
draped, standing front, head left,
holding military standard in each
hand.

235 CE – RIC IV
236 CE or Maximinus
236 CE – Thrax 43/78
238 CE

Reign of Gordian III (r. 238 CE – 244 CE)
Mint of Rome, Italy
Portrait of Gordian III
207† 29 mm
15.83 g

Bronze
Sestertius

IMP GORDIANVS PIVS FEL
AVG Bust of Gordian III,
radiate, draped, cuirassed, right |
Bust of Gordian III, laureate,
draped, cuirassed, right

AETERNITATI AVG S C Sol, 241 CE –
nude except for cloak around
244 CE
shoulders, standing front, head
left, raising right hand and holding
globe in left hand

RIC IV
Gordian III
297

87

Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Province of Egypt
Mint at Alexandria, Egypt
Portrait of Gordian III
208† 22 mm
Potin
Α Κ Μ ΑΝΤ Γ-ΟΡΔΙΑΝΟϹ ⲈΥ
11.08 g Tetradrachm bust of Gordian III, laureate,
draped and cuirassed, right, seen
from rear

Z in upper left field.

Dikaiosyne LZ = yr 7
243 CE –
standing left, holding scales and
244 CE
cornucopia.

RPC VII.2
Unassigned,
Milne 3470

Reign of Philip I (the Arab) (r. 244 CE – 249 CE)
Mint of Rome, Italy
Portrait of Philip I (the Arab)
209

28 mm
15.15 g

Bronze
Sestertius

IMP M IVL PHILIPPVS AVG
Bust of Philip the Arab, laureate,
draped, cuirassed, right.

ANNONA AVGG S C Annona, 244 CE –
draped, standing left, holding corn- 249 CE
ears in right hand over modius and
cornucopiae in left hand.

RIC IV
Philip I 168,
subtype
168A

Portrait of Octacilia Severa
210† 28 mm
12.41 g

Bronze
Sestertius

OTACIL SEVERA AVG Bust
of Octacilia Severa, diademed,
draped, right

CONCORDIA AVGG S
Concordia, draped, seated left,
holding patera in right hand and
double cornucopiae in left hand

244 CE –
249 CE

RIC IV
Philip I 203E

Portrait of Philip II
211

29 mm
15.04 g

Bronze
Sestertius

212

28 mm
15.07 g

“

M IVL PHILIPPVS CAES Bust PRINCIPI IVVENT S C Philip 244 CE –
of Philip II, bare headed, draped,
II, standing left, holding globe in
249 CE
right.
right hand and vertical spear in left
hand.

RIC IV
Philip I 256,
Subtype
256A

“

“

“

“

“

“

Trebonianus Gallus (r. 251 CE – 253 CE)
Mint of Rome, Italy
Portrait of Trebonianus Gallus
213† 29 mm
14.21 g

6

Bronze
Sestertius

IMP CAES C VIBIVS
TREBONIANVS GALLVS AVG
Bust of Trebonianus Gallus,
laureate, draped, cuirassed, right

Double struck at offset angle. Legend indiscernible.

IVNONI MARTIALI S C Juno, 51 CE –
draped, seated left, holding corn- 53 CE
ears in right hand and globe in left
hand

RIC IV
Trebonianus
Gallus 1096
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Claudius Gothicus (r. 268 CE – 270 CE)
Province of Egypt
Mint at Alexandria, Egypt
Portrait of Claudius Gothicus
214† 21 mm
Potin
AVT K KΛA-VΔIOC CⲈB Bust B across fields. Eagle standing LB = yr 2
10.50 g Tetradrachm of Claudius Gothicus, laureate,
268 CE –
left, head turned back, wreath in
269 CE
cuirassed, right
beak
215† 20 mm
11.21 g

“

216† 21 mm
10.40 g

“

217† 21 mm
8.85 g

“

AVT K KΛAV-ΔIOC CⲈB Bust L-B across fields Eagle standing
right, wreath in beak. Palm
of Claudius Gothicus, laureate,
transversely behind.
draped, cuirassed, right, wreath
ties turned back, seen from behind
“

“

“

“
Bust of Claudius
Gothicus, laureate, draped,
cuirassed, right, seen from behind

“

G across fields

“

“

Milne 4248

Milne 4275

“

“

LΓ = yr 3
269 CE –
270 CE

Milne 4291

An altar.
-//-

270 CE

RIC V
Claudius
Gothicus 261

Quintillus (r. 270 CE)
Mint of Mediolanum, Italy
Portrait of Claudius Gothicus
218

14 mm
Silver
DIVO CLAVDIO Bust of
CONSECRATIO
2.44 g Antoninianus Claudius Gothicus, radiate, draped,
right.

Aurelian (r. 270 CE – 275 CE)
Mint of Siscia, Pannonia
Portrait of Aurelian
219

23 mm
Silver
IMP C AVRELIANVS AVG
3.61 g Antoninianus Bust of Aurelian, radiate,
cuirassed, right.

CONCORDIA MILITVM
Aurelian, standing right, clasping
hand of Concordia, standing left.
-//Q*

270 CE –
275 CE

RIC V
Aurelian 244

220

22 mm
Silver
IMP C AVRELIANVS AVG
3.34 g Antoninianus Bust of Aurelian, radiate,
cuirassed, right.

ORIENS AVG Sol, radiate,
walking left, between two
captives, raising right hand and
holding whip in left hand.
-//XXIP

270 CE –
275 CE

RIC V
Aurelian 255
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Victorinus, Tetricus, or similar
Barbarous Issue
221

14 mm7
1.03 g

Bronze

Radiate (maybe laureate?) head of
Tetricus(?) or Victorinus(?) right

Salus (?) holding rudder (?) or
similar.

Late 3rd –
5th Cent.
CE

8

276 CE –
282 CE

RIC V
Probus 490

LB = yr
210
283 CE –
284 CE

Milne 4711

Probus (r. 276 CE – 282 CE)
Mint of Ticinum, Gallia
Portrait of Probus
222

22 mm
Silver
IMP C PROBVS AVG Bust of
3.72 g Antoninianus Probus, radiate, cuirassed, right or
bust of Probus, radiate, wearing
imperial mantle, left, holding
sceptre surmounted by eagle in
right hand.

PROVIDENT AVG
Providentia, draped, standing left,
holding globe in right hand and
sceptre in left hand.

Reign of Carus (r. 282 CE – 283 CE)
Province of Egypt
Mint at Alexandria, Egypt
Portrait of Numerian
223

7

18 mm
Potin9
A K MA NOVM-EPIANOC CⲈB L B above Eagle standing left,
6.86 g Tetradrachm Bust of Numerian, laureate, draped head right, wreath in beak,
between two standards.
and cuirassed, right. Wreath-ties
turned back.

Flan fractured in two pieces along natural break in metal.
Non-Latin legend and portrait style suggest barbarous issue.
9
Sometimes referred to as Billon (Bi) Tetradrachms. Both potin and billon are names for debased silver coinage which mostly
consists of a base metal. Billon normally refers to coinage which shows some evidence silvering and potin refers to coinage which
does not. The line between these two is not clearly defined and they are often used interchangeably. I have preferred potin for this type
due to the coloration of the coinage and due to personal preference.
10
Carus died in the first regnal year of his reign by the Alexandrian calendar. However, coins continued to be produced in his name
and his regnal years continued to be used for the coins of his sons, Numerian and Carinus. Therefore I have followed in Milne’s stead
and listed the coin of Numerian under the authority of Carus, even though Numerian himself was emperor at this time, as it seems that
that his how Numerian himself wanted the coins to be presented.
8
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Reign of Diocletian (r. 284 CE – 294 CE) – Pre-Reform
Mint of Antioch, Syria
Authority of Diocletian
224

23 mm
Silver
IMP C M A MAXIMIANVS P F
2.58 g Antoninianus AVG Bust of Maximian,
radiate, cuirassed, right.

CONCORDIA MI-LITVM
Maximian, draped, cuirassed,
standing right, holding sceptre in
right hand and receiving Victory
on globe from Jupiter; Jupiter,
standing left, holding sceptre.
?/?

293 CE

RIC V
Diocletian
62111

Province of Egypt
Mint at Alexandria, Egypt
Portrait of Diocletian
225† 20 mm
Potin
Α Κ Γ ΟVΑΛ ΔΙΟΚΛΗΤΙΑΝΟC
7.15 g Tetradrachm CⲈΒ Bust of Diocletian,
laureate, cuirassed, right

“

LB = yr 2
Zeus, nude except
285 CE –
himation over left shoulder,
286 CE
standing left, holding patera in
right hand, and resting left hand on
scepter; at his feet, eagle standing
left with head turned back.

226† 20 mm
7.27 g

“

227† 21 mm
6.71 g

“

Α Κ Γ ΟVΑ ΔΙΟΚΛΗΤΙΑΝΟC
CⲈΒ Bust of Diocletian,
laureate, cuirassed, right

ⲈTOVC, Γ to right

228

“

Α Κ Γ ΟVΑ ΔΙΟΚΛΗΤΙΑΝΟC
CⲈΒ Diocletian, laureate,
draped, and cuirassed, right.

G in lower right Tyche, standing
left, kalathos on head, holding
rudder in right hand and a
cornucopiae in left hand.

21 mm
6.63 g

“

C to left

“

“

“

Nike flying LΓ = yr 3
286 CE –
right, wearing ling chiton with
diplois, holding wreath out in right 287 CE
hand, and palm over left shoulder
in left hand.
“

Milne 4762

“
Milne 4816,

Milne 4823,
Emmett 4082

Portrait of Maximian
229

11

19 mm
Potin
A K MA OVA MAΞIMIANOC
7.34 g Tetradrachm CⲈB Bust of Maximian,
laureate, draped, right, wreath-ties
back.

A across fields Eirene standing LA = yr 1
left, holding sceptre in right hand 285 CE –
and olive branch in left hand.
286 CE

Milne 4778,
Emmett 4113

Mint mark unclear. Based on style of obverse legend I believe this to be minted in Antioch. However, this may be a coin of the same
type minted from 292 CE to 295 CE in Heraclea, Thrace (RIC V Diocletian 621).
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

230† 18 mm
Potin
A K MA OVA MAΞIMIANOC
7.51 g Tetradrachm CⲈB Bust of Maximian,
laureate, draped and cuirassed,
wreath ties straight down, right

Date

Reference

L – Δ across fields Alexandria
LΔ = yr 4
standing left, wearing close-fitting 288 CE –
cap surmounted by three turrets,
299 CE
long chiton, and peplos, resting on
long sceptre, holding out on right
hand bust of Sarapis crowned with
modius and wearing himation,
facing towards her

Milne 4905,
Emmett 4093

231

17 mm
6.79 g

“

A K MA OVA MAΞIMIANOC
CⲈB Bust of Maximian,
laureate, draped and cuirassed,
right.

E at upper left Dikaiosyne
L∈ = yr 5
standing left wearing chiton and
290 CE –
peplos, holding scale in right hand 291 CE
and cornucopiae in left hand.

Milne 4922,
Emmett 4103

232

20 mm
6.75 g

”

MAΞIMIAN[OC CⲈB?]
Maximian, laureate, draped and
cuirassed, right.

L – Δ across fields Elpis,
standing left, holding flower, and
raising hem of skirt. Start to upper
right.

Apparently
Unrecorded
Type.12
Similar to
Alternate
Source 25

“

Portrait of Galerius
233

18 mm
Potin
ΓAΛ MAΞIMIANOC K Bust of L – (Γ?)13 across fields Nike
6.76 g Tetradrachm Galerius, laureate, draped and
flying right, holding palm branch
cuirassed, right.
and wreath.

LΓ = yr 3
294 CE –
295 CE

Milne 5185,
Emmett 4230

Unclear Imperial or Provincial Issue (c. 27 BCE – 294 CE)
Unclear Mint
Unclear Portrait

12

234

12 mm
3.72 g

Bronze

Bust or head of Emperor, right

Dove or other Bird (?), standing
right, wings closed

c. 27 BCE –
294 CE

235

21 mm
6.01 g

Bronze

Head of Emperor or male, right

Forepart of bull (?), walking right

c. 27 BCE –
294 CE

Elpis in year 4 is attested by Emmett (4114), but this description does not include a star. While the obverse legend is obscured by
wear, it clearly begins MAΞIMIAN, and given the letter spacing and comparing it to other Maximian types, we can infer the entire
legend. However, MAΞIMIANOC CEB is unattested by Milne or Emmett for year 4. However, with the confirmation of the reverse
type existing from Alternate Source 25 I feel comfortable dating this to the 4th year of Maximian’s reign under Diocletian.
13
Date obscured by metal deposit on surface of coin.
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Roman Coins
From Diocletian (Post-Reform) to Arcadius
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Portrait of Diocletian – Post-Reform
(r. 294 CE – 305 CE)
Mint of Alexandria, Egypt
Authority of Diocletian
236

20 mm
2.74 g

Bronze
Fraction

IMP C C VAL DIOCLETIANVS P CONCORDIA MI-LITVM
F AVG Bust of Diocletian,
Diocletian, draped, cuirassed,
radiate, draped, cuirassed, right.
standing right, receiving small
Victory on globe from Jupiter;
Jupiter, standing left, leaning on
sceptre.
B//ALE

296 CE –
297 CE

RIC VI
Alexandria
47

Mint of Antioch, Syria
Authority of Diocletian
237

27 mm
10.98 g

Bronze
AE 1

IMP C DIOCLETIANVS P F
AVG Head of Diocletian,
laureate, right.

GENIO POPV-LI ROMANI
294 CE –
Genius, wearing modius, nude,
305 CE
chlamys draped over left shoulder,
standing left, pouring liquid from
patera in right hand and holding
cornucopiae in left hand.
(Δ/U over Λ?)//ANT

Similar RIC
VI Antioch
50A14

Portrait of Maximian
(r. 285 CE – 286 CE as Caesar,
286 CE – 305 CE and 306 CE – 308 CE as Augustus)
Mint of Lugdunum, Gallia
Authority of Maximian
238

14

29 mm
10.89 g

Bronze
AE 1

IMP C MAXIMIANVS AVG
Bust of Maximian, laureate, left,
holding club over right shoulder
and lion's skin on left shoulder.

GENIO POP-VLI ROMANI
301 CE –
Genius, wearing modius, nude,
303 CE
chlamys draped over left shoulder,
standing left, holding patera in
right hand and cornucopiae in left
hand.
(altar)/B//PLC

RIC VI
Lugdunum
85

Unrecorded officina. Likely unknown officina from a die error and/or breaking die. Exact nature of markings unclear due to
deterioration of fields, though clearly unrecorded.
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Portrait of Constantius Chlores
(r. 293 CE – 305 CE as Caesar, 305 CE – 306 CE as Augustus)
Mint of Cyzicus, Mysia
Authority of Galerius
239

29 mm
7.61 g

Bronze
AE 1

IMP C FL VAL CONSTANTIVS
P F AVG Head of Constantius
Chlorus, laureate, right.

GENIO POPV-LI ROMANI
305 CE –
Genius, wearing modius, nude,
306 CE
chlamys draped over left shoulder,
standing left, pouring liquid from
patera in right hand and holding
cornucopiae in left hand.

RIC VI
Cyzicus 21a

-//K(B?)

Portrait of Galerius
(r. 293 CE – 305 CE as Caesar, 305 CE – 311 CE as Augustus)
Mint of Alexandria, Egypt
Authority of Maximinus Daia
240

23 mm
5.69 g

Bronze
AE 2

IMP C GAL VAL
MAXIMIANVS P F AVG Head
of Galerius, laureate, right; ties
parallel, with rounded truncation.

GENIO IMP-ERATORIS
308CE –
Genius, wearing modius, nude,
310 CE
chlamys draped over left shoulder,
standing left, holding patera in
right hand and holding
cornucopiae in left hand.
K/(∈ on P)//ALE

RIC VI
Alexandria
107a

Portrait of Licinius I
(r. 308 CE – 324 CE as Augustus)
Mint of Arelate, Gallia
Authority of Constantine I
241

15

18 mm
Bronze
IMP LICI-NIVS AVG Bust of
2.90 g AE 2 or AE 3 Licinius I, laureate, cuirassed,
right.

IOVI CONSERVATORI AVG
319 CE
Licinius, holding thunderbolt in
right hand and sceptre in left hand,
reclining on back of eagle, head
reverted; eagle standing right,
pointing wing down.
-//PARL

Error in reverse description on OCRE. Edits have been made accordingly.

RIC VII
Arelate 19715
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Portrait of Licinius II
(r. 317 CE – 324 CE as Caesar)
Mint of Antioch, Syria
Authority of Licinius I
242

18 mm
Bronze
D N VAL LICIN LICINIVS NOB
2.81 g AE 2 or AE 3 C Bust of Licinius II, helmeted,
cuirassed, left, holding spear
across right shoulder and shield on
left arm.

IOVI CONS-ERVATORI
Jupiter, nude, chlamys draped
across left shoulder, standing left,
holding Victory on globe in right
hand and leaning on sceptre with
left hand; to left, eagle with
wreath; to right, captive.
-/(X on MII)//SMANT(∈?)

321 CE –
323 CE

RIC VII
Antioch 36

Portrait of Constantine I
(r. 306 CE – 307 CE and 308 CE – 310 CE as Caesar,
307 CE – 308 CE and 310 CE – 337 as Augustus)
Mint of Antioch, Syria
Authority of Constantine I
243

16 mm
Bronze
CONSTANTI-NVS MAX AVG
GLOR-IA EXERC-ITVS Two 330 CE –
2.18 g AE 2 or AE 3 Bust of Constantine I, rosettesoldiers, helmeted, draped,
335 CE
diademed, draped, cuirassed, right. cuirassed, standing facing each
other, each holding reversed spear
in outer hand and resting inner
hand on shield; between them, two
standards.
-//SMANB

RIC VII
Antioch 86

Mint of Arelate, Gallia
Authority of Constantine I
244

18 mm
Bronze
IMP CONSTA-NTINVS AVG
2.75 g AE 2 or AE 3 Bust of Constantine I, laureate,
helmeted, cuirassed, right.

VICTORIAE LAETAE PRINC
PERP Two Victories, winged,
draped, facing each other, holding
a shield inscribed VOT//PR
supported by a column.
-//SARL

319 CE

RIC VII
Arelate 191

Mint of Cyzicus, Mysia
Authority of Constantine I
245

17 mm
Bronze
CONSTAN-TINVS AVG Head
2.42 g AE 2 or AE 3 of Constantine I, diademed, right.

PROVIDEN-TIAE AVGG
328 CE –
Camp gate with two turrets,
329 CE
without doors, with varying
number of stone layers; star above.
-/-//SMKA•

RIC VII
Cyzicus 55
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt
246

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

17 mm
Bronze
CONSTANTI-NVS MAX AVG
GLOR-IA EXERC-ITVS Two
1.81 g AE 2 or AE 3 Bust of Constantine I, rosettesoldiers, helmeted, draped,
diademed, draped, cuirassed, right. cuirassed, standing facing each
other, each holding spear in outer
hand and resting inner hand on
shield; between them, two
standards.
-//SMK∈

Date

Reference

331 CE –
334 CE

RIC VII
Cyzicus 78

333 CE –
336 CE

RIC VII
Heraclea 136

336 CE –
337 CE

RIC VII
Nicomedia
199

Mint of Heraclea, Thrace
Authority of Constantine I
247

17 mm
Bronze
CONSTANTI-NVS MAX AVG
GLOR-IA EXERC-ITVS Two
2.61 g AE 2 or AE 3 Bust of Constantine I, rosettesoldiers, helmeted, draped,
diademed, draped, cuirassed, right. cuirassed, standing facing each
other, each holding spear in outer
hand and resting inner hand on
shield; between them, two
standards.
-//SMHΔ*

Mint of Nicomedia, Bithynia
Authority of Constantine I
248

15 mm
Bronze
CONSTANTI-NVS MAX AVG
GLOR-IA EXERC-ITVS Two
2.14 g AE 2 or AE 3 Bust of Constantine I, rosettesoldiers, helmeted, draped,
diademed, draped, cuirassed, right. cuirassed, standing facing each
other, each holding reversed spear
in outer hand and resting inner
hand on shield; between them, a
standard.
-//SMNB

Mint of Rome, Italy
Authority of Licinius I
249

18 mm
Bronze
IMP CONSTANTINVS P F AVG
3.01 g AE 2 or AE 3 Bust of Constantine I, laureate,
draped, cuirassed, right.

SOLI INV-I-CTO COMITI Sol, 314 CE
radiate, chlamys draped across left
shoulder, standing left, raising
right hand and holding globe in
left hand.
R/F//R*P

RIC VII
Rome 19
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Mint of Siscia, Pannonia
Authority of Constantine I
250

19 mm
Bronze
IMP CONSTANTINVS P F AVG
2.59 g AE 2 or AE 3 Bust of Constantine I, laureate,
helmeted, cuirassed, right.

VICTORIAE LAETAE PRINC
PERP Two Victories, winged,
draped, facing each other, holding
a shield inscribed VOT//PR
supported by altar.
-//ΔSIS

318 CE –
319 CE

RIC VII
Siscia 53

Mint of Thessalonica, Macedonia
Authority of Constantine I
251

18 mm
Bronze
CONSTAN-TINVS AVG Bust PROVIDEN-TIAE AVGG
326 CE –
2.55 g AE 2 or AE 3 of Constantine I, rosette-diademed, Camp gate with two turrets,
328 CE
draped, cuirassed, right.
without doors, with varying
number of stone layers; star above.
-/•//SMTSA

RIC VII
Thessalonica
154

252

19 mm
Bronze
CONSTANTI-NVS MAX AVG
GLOR-IA EXERC-ITVS Two 330 CE –
1.63 g AE 2 or AE 3 Bust of Constantine I, rosettesoldiers, helmeted, draped,
333 CE
diademed, draped, cuirassed, right. cuirassed, standing facing each
other, each holding reversed spear
in outer hand and resting inner
hand on shield; between them, two
standards.
-//SMTSA

RIC VII
Thessalonica
183

Mint of Ticinum, Italy
Authority of Constantine I
253

18 mm
Bronze
CONST-ANTINVS AVG Bust
3.08 g AE 2 or AE 3 of Constantine I, helmeted,
cuirassed, right.

VIRTVS – EXERCIT Standard
with VOT//XX inscribed on
drapery, flanked by two seated
captives.
-/-/S(crescent)T

319 CE –
320 CE

RIC VII
Ticinum 122

254

18 mm
Bronze
CONSTAN-TINVS AVG Head
2.67 g AE 2 or AE 3 of Constantine I, laureate, right.

D N CONSTANTINI MAX AVG
VOT//XX within a laurel wreath.
(crescent)//ST

322 CE –
325 CE

RIC VII
Ticinum 167

313 CE 317 CE

RIC VII
Cyzicus 3 or
RIC VII
Nicomedia 12
respectively

Mint of Cyzicus, Mysia or Nicomedia, Bithynia
Authority of Licinius I
255

21 mm
Bronze
IMP C FL VAL
3.05 g AE 2 or AE 3 CONSTANTINVS P F AVG
Head of Constantine I, laureate,
right

IOVI CONS-ERVATORI
Jupiter, nude, chlamys draped
across left shoulder, standing left,
holding Victory on globe in right
hand and sceptre in left hand; to
left, eagle with wreath
-/Γ//SMK
or -/Γ//SMN
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Unclear Mint
Authority of Constantine I
256

17 mm
Bronze
CONSTANTI-NVS MAX AVG
2.34 g AE 2 or AE 3 Constantine I, rosette-diademed,
draped, cuirassed, right.

257

18 mm
2.12 g

“

“

“

GLOR-IA EXERC-ITVS Two 330 CE soldiers, helmeted, draped,
337 CE
cuirassed, standing facing each
other, each holding inverted spear
in outer hand and resting inner
hand on shield, between them, two
standards.
-//?
“

“

“

She-wolf, standing left, suckling
twins; above, two stars.
-//SMH∈

330 CE –
333 CE

RIC VII
Heraclea 114

Portrait of Roma
Mint of Heraclea, Thrace
Authority of Constantine I
258

18 mm
Bronze
VRBS – ROMA Bust of Roma,
2.11 g AE 2 or AE 3 helmeted, wearing imperial cloak,
left.

Mint of Nicomedia, Bithynia
Authority of Constantine I
259

16 mm
Bronze
VRBS – ROMA Bust of Roma,
1.80 g AE 2 or AE 3 helmeted, wearing imperial cloak,
left.

She-wolf, standing left, suckling
twins; above, two stars.
(• on • on •)//SMNA

330 CE –
335 CE

RIC VII
Nicomedia
195

260

19 mm
Bronze
VRBS – ROMA Bust of Roma,
2.23 g AE 2 or AE 3 helmeted, wearing imperial cloak,
left.

She-wolf, standing left, suckling
twins; above, two stars.
(• on • on •)//SMNΓ

330 CE –
335 CE

RIC VII
Nicomedia
195

330 CE –
333 CE
or
336 CE –
337 CE

RIC VII
Thessalonica
187/22916

Mint of Thessalonica, Macedonia
Authority of Constantine I
261

16

17 mm
Bronze
VRBS – ROMA Bust of Roma,
2.92 g AE 2 or AE 3 helmeted, wearing imperial cloak,
left.

She-wolf, standing left, suckling
twins; above, two stars.
-//SMT(S∈?)

The two types are differentiated by flan diameter and weight, but only at extreme ends of the flan range for each type.
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Portrait of Dalmatius
(r. 335 CE – 337 CE as Caesar)
Mint of Cyzicus, Mysia
Authority of Constantine I
262

16 mm
Bronze
FL IVL DELMATIVS NOB C
1.43 g AE 2 or AE 3 Bust of Dalmatius, laureate,
draped, cuirassed, right.

GLOR-IA EXERC-ITVS Two
soldiers, helmeted, draped,
cuirassed, standing facing each
other, each holding spear in outer
hand and resting inner hand on
shield; between them, a standard.
-//SMKS

336 CE –
337 CE

RIC VII
Cyzicus
13117

Portrait of Constantine II
(r. 317 CE – 337 CE as Caesar, 337 CE – 340 CE as Augustus)
Mint of Antioch, Syria
Authority of Constantine I
263

17 mm
Bronze
CONSTANTINVS IVN NOB C
1.10 g AE 2 or AE 3 Bust of Constantine II, laureate,
cuirassed, right.

GLOR-IA EXERC-ITVS Two
soldiers, helmeted, draped,
cuirassed, standing facing each
other, each holding reversed spear
in outer hand and resting inner
hand on shield; between them, a
standard.
-//SMANΘ

335 CE –
337 CE

RIC VII
Antioch 109

321 CE

Similar RIC
VII Aquileia
9618

Mint of Aquileia, Italy
Authority of Constantine I
264

17 mm
Bronze
CONSTANTINVS IVN NOB C
3.06 g AE 2 or AE 3 Bust of Constantine II, laureate,
cuirassed, right.

CAESARVM NOSTRORVM
VOT//V within a laurel wreath.
-//•AQT•

Mint of Cyzicus, Mysia
Authority of Constantine I
265

17 mm
Bronze
CONSTANTINVS IVN NOB C
2.32 g AE 2 or AE 3 Bust of Constantine II, laureate,
draped, cuirassed, left.

PROVIDEN-TIAE CAESS
325 CE –
Camp gate with two turrets,
326 CE
without doors, with varying
number of stone layers; star above.
-//SMKA•

RIC VII
Cyzicus 37

Unlisted Officina. Only B and Γ listed for this type.
RIC lists obverse legend ending in CAES, not C. The notes say that the variant ending in C was reported but that it could not be
confirmed by the editors.
17
18
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Mint of Thessalonica, Macedonia
Authority of Constantine I
266

18 mm
Bronze
CONSTANTINVS IVN NOB C
3.23 g AE 2 or AE 3 Bust of Constantine II, laureate,
draped, cuirassed, left.

CAESARVM NOSTRORVM
VOT//X within a laurel wreath.
-//TSBVI

324 CE

RIC VII
Thessalonica
128

Portrait of Constans
(r. 333 CE – 337 CE as Caesar, 337 CE – 350 CE as Augustus)
Mint of Alexandria, Egypt
Authority of Constantius II
267

16 mm
2.09 g

Bronze
AE 3

D N CONST-ANS P F AVG
VOT//XX//MVLT//XXX within a
Head of Constans, pearl-diademed, wreath.
right.
-//SMALA

347 CE –
348 CE

RIC VIII
Alexandria
34

347 CE –
348 CE

RIC VIII
Antioch 116

337 CE –
340 CE

RIC VIII
Nicomedia
14

Mint of Antioch, Syria
Authority of Constantius II
268

13 mm
1.80 g

Bronze
AE 3

D N CONSTA-NS P F AVG
VOT//XV//MVLT//XX within a
Head of Constans, pearl-diademed, wreath.
right.
-//SMANθ

Mint of Nicomedia, Bithynia
Authority of Constantius II
269

15 mm
1.87 g

Bronze
AE 3

D N CONSTA-NS P F AVG
Head of Constans, rosettediademed, right.

GLOR-IA EXERC-ITVS Two
soldiers, helmeted, draped,
cuirassed, facing front, heads
toward each other, each holding
inverted spear in outer hand and
resting inner hand on shield;
between them, a standard.
-//SMNS

Mint of Rome, Italy
Authority of Constantine I
270

17 mm
Bronze
FL CONSTANS NOB CAES
GLOR-IA EXERC-ITVS Two
2.32 g AE 2 or AE 3 Bust of Constans, laureate, draped, soldiers, helmeted, draped,
cuirassed, right.
cuirassed, standing facing each
other, each holding spear in outer
hand and resting inner hand on
shield; between them, two
standards
-//?

333 CE 337 CE
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Authority of Constantine II
271

14 mm
1.30 g

Bronze
AE 3

D N FL CONSTANS AVG
SECVRITAS REI P Securitas,
Bust of Constans, laureate, rosette- draped, standing front, head right,
diademed, draped, cuirassed, right. legs crossed, holding sceptre in
right hand and leaning left elbow
on column.
-//R☙S

337 CE –
340 CE

RIC VIII
Rome 1619

Mint of Thessalonica, Macedonia
Authority of Constantius II
272

18 mm
2.53 g

Bronze
AE 3

D N CONSTA-NS P F AVG
Bust of Constans, pearl-diademed,
draped, cuirassed, right.

FEL TEMP – REPARATIO
348 CE –
Constans, draped, cuirassed,
350 CE
standing left on galley, holding
phoenix on globe in right hand and
standard with Chi-Rho on banner
in left hand; steering the ship,
seated Victory.
-//TESΓ

RIC VIII
Thessalonica
120

Portrait of Constantius II
(r. 324 CE – 337 CE as Caesar, 337 CE – 361 CE as Augustus)
Mint of Antioch, Syria
Authority of Constantius II

19

273

14 mm
1.41 g

Bronze
AE 3

D N CONSTAN-TIVS P F AVG
Head of Constantius II, pearldiademed, right.

VOT//XX//MVLT//XXX within a
wreath.
-//SMAN(A?)

347 CE –
348 CE

RIC VIII
Antioch 113

274

13 mm
1.72 g

Bronze
AE 3

D N CONSTAN-TIVS P F AVG
Head of Constantius II, pearldiademed, right.

VOT//XX//MVLT//XXX within a
wreath.
-//SMANS

347 CE –
348 CE

RIC VIII
Antioch 113

275

16 mm
2.52 g

Bronze
D N CONSTAN-TIVS P F AVG?
AE 3 or
Bust of Constantius II, pearlReduced AE 2 diademed, draped, cuirassed, right

FEL TEMP RE-PARATIO
350 CE Soldier, helmeted, draped,
361 CE
cuirassed, advancing left, spearing
fallen horseman with right hand
and wearing shield on left arm;
shield on ground to right;
horseman details unclear
-//ANBI

Maybe RIC VIII Rome 17. Spacing on obverse legend suggests Rome 16.
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Mint of Constantinople, Thrace
Authority of Constantius II
276

15 mm
1.21 g

Bronze
AE 3

D N CONSTAN-TIVS P F AVG
Head of Constantius II, rosettediademed, right.

GLOR-IA EXERC-ITVS Two
soldiers, helmeted, draped,
cuirassed, facing front, heads
toward each other, each holding
inverted spear in outer hand and
resting inner hand on shield;
between them, a standard.
-//CONSB

337 CE –
340 CE

RIC VIII
Constantinop
le 43

Mint of Cyzicus, Mysia
Authority of Constantius II
277

22 mm
5.63 g

Bronze
Large AE 2

D N CONSTAN-TIVS P F AVG
FEL TEMP RE-PARATIO
351 CE –
Bust of Constantius II, pearlSoldier, helmeted, draped,
354 CE
diademed, draped, cuirassed, right. cuirassed, advancing left, spearing
fallen horseman with right hand
and wearing shield on left arm;
shield on ground to right;
horseman bearded, facing soldier,
raising right arm.
Γ/-//SMKΔ

RIC VIII
Cyzicus 92

Mint of Heraclea, Thrace
Authority of Constantius II
278

23 mm
Bronze
D N CONSTAN-TIVS P F AVG
FEL TEMP RE-PARATIO
351 CE –
5.34 g Reduced AE 2 Bust of Constantius II, pearlSoldier, helmeted, draped,
355 CE
diademed, draped, cuirassed, right. cuirassed, advancing left, spearing
fallen horseman with right hand
and wearing shield on left arm;
shield on ground to right;
horseman diademed, facing
soldier, extending left arm; Γ in
left field.
-//SMH(Γ?)

Unclear Mint
Authority of Constantius II
279

15 mm
0.81 g

Bronze
AE 3

D N CONSTAN-TIVS P F AVG
Head of Constantius II, pearldiademed, right.

VOT//XX//MVLT//XXX within a
wreath
-//?

347 CE 348 CE

RIC VIII
Heraclea 82
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt
280

19 mm
3.08 g

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Bronze
Large AE 2
or AE 2

D N CONSTAN-TIVS P F AVG
Bust of Constantius II, pearldiademed, draped, cuirassed, right

Date

Reference

FEL TEMP RE-PARATIO
348 CE Soldier, helmeted, draped,
355 CE
cuirassed, advancing left, spearing
fallen horseman with right hand
and wearing a shield on left arm.
Shield on ground to right.
Horseman turning to face soldier,
raising left arm.
-//?

Portrait of Divus Constantine
Mint of Alexandria, Egypt
Authority of Constantius II
281

16 mm
1.29 g

Bronze
AE 3

DV CONSTANTI-NVS PT
AVGG Head of Constantine I,
veiled, right.

337 CE –
340 CE

RIC VIII
Alexandria 4

337 CE –
347 CE

RIC VIII
Antioch 39

VN – MR Constantine I, veiled, 347 CE –
draped, standing right, raising left 348 CE
hand.
-//SMNΔ

RIC VIII
Nicomedia
48

Constantine I, veiled, draped,
riding right in quadriga; Hand of
God reaches down to him.
S/R//SMALA, or maybe
S/R//SMALΔ

Mint of Antioch, Syria
Authority of Constantius II
282

13 mm
1.40 g

Bronze
AE 3

DV CONSTANTI-NVS PT
AVGG Bust of Constantine I,
veiled, draped, cuirassed, right.

Constantine I, veiled, draped,
riding right in quadriga; Hand of
God reaches down to him.
-//SMAN(?)

Mint of Nicomedia, Bithynia
Authority of Constantius II
283

15 mm
1.34 g

Bronze
AE 3

DV CONSTANTI-NVS PT
AVGG Bust of Constantine I,
veiled, draped, cuirassed, right.

Unclear Emperor
Unclear Mint
284

14 mm
Bronze
Unclear Legend Bust of
1.88 g AE 2 or AE 3 emperor, pearl-diademed, draped,
(cuirassed?), right

FEL TEMP RE-PARATIO
348 CE Soldier, helmeted, draped,
361 CE
cuirassed, advancing left, spearing
fallen horseman with right hand
and wearing shield on left arm;
Shield on ground to right;
horseman on ground to left with
both hands raised
-//?
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Portrait of Valens
(r. 364 CE – 378 CE as Augustus)
Unclear Mint
Authority of Valentinian I
285

17 mm
2.42 g

Bronze
AE 3

D N VALEN-S P F AVG Bust
GLORIA RO-MANORVM
of Valens, pearl-diademed, draped, Emperor, advancing right,
cuirassed, right
dragging captive with right hand
and holding standard in left hand
-//?

364 CE 375 CE

Portrait of Gratian
(r. 367 CE – 383 CE as Augustus)
Mint of Antioch, Syria
Authority of Theodosius I
286

17 mm
2.33 g

Bronze
AE 3

D N GRATIA-NVS P F AVG
Bust of Gratian, pearl-diademed,
draped and cuirassed, right.

VIRTVS RO-MANORVM
378 CE –
Roma, head left, seated facing, on 383 CE
throne, holding globe and reversed
spear.
Θ/Φ//ANTA

RIC IX
Antioch 50A,
Subtype 220

Portrait of Valentinian II
(r. 375 CE – 392 CE as Augustus)
Mint of Antioch, Syria
Authority of Theodosius I
287

21 mm
4.35 g

Bronze
AE 2

D N VALENTINIANVS P F AVG
Bust of Valentinian II, helmeted
(with pearl-diadem), draped and
cuirassed, right, holding spear and
shield in front.

GLORIA RO-MANORVM
378 CE –
Emperor, head right, standing
383 CE
facing, on ship, raising right hand;
Victory seated at helm.
(wreath)/-//ANTԐ

RIC IX
Antioch 40B,
Subtype 221

Mint of Cyzicus, Mysia
Authority of Theodosius I
288

20

12 mm
1.01 g

Bronze
AE 4

D N VALENTINIANVS P F AVG
Bust of Valentinian II, pearldiademed, draped and cuirassed,
right.

SALVS REI-PVBLICAE
Victory advancing left, carrying
trophy over shoulder with right
hand, and dragging captive with
left In left field, ☧.
-//SMK(?)

388 CE –
392 CE

RIC IX
Cyzicus 26A,
subtype
unclear

Obverse legend error on OCRE, correct in RIC.
Die oddities for this issue make the mint mark occasionally appear, as on this coin, to have a dot at the beginning of the exergue. It
is not, however, part of the mint mark.
21
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Mint of Nicomedia, Bithynia
Authority of Theodosius I
289

11 mm
1.08 g

Bronze
AE 4

D N VALENTINIANVS P F AVG
Bust of Valentinian II, pearldiademed, draped and cuirassed,
right.

SALVS REI-PVBLICAE
Victory advancing left, with right
hand carrying trophy on shoulder
and dragging captive with left.
+/-//SNMA

388 CE –
392 CE

RIC IX
Nicomedia
45A, Subtype
322

378 CE –
383 CE

RIC IX
Rome 43C,
subtype
unclear

383 CE –
388 CE

RIC IX
Thessalonica
61A, Subtype
2

388 CE –
393 CE

RIC IX
Constantinop
le 86B,
Subtype 1

Mint of Rome, Italy
Authority of Gratian
290

22 mm
5.20 g

Bronze
AE 2

D N VALENTINIANVS P F AVG
Bust of Valentinian II, pearldiademed, draped and cuirassed,
right.

REPARATIO – REIPVB
Emperor, head left, standing
facing, with right hand raising
kneeling turreted woman, and
holding Victory on globe in left.
-//SMR(?)

Mint of Thessalonica, Macedonia
Authority of Valentinian II
291

15 mm
2.46 g

Bronze
AE 3

D N VALENTINI-ANVS P F
AVG Bust of Valentinian II,
pearl-diademed, draped and
cuirassed, right.

VIRTVS-AVGGG Emperor,
head right, standing left, on ship,
holding Phoenix on globe and
standard, his right foot on captive;
Victory at helm to right.
A/-//TES

Portrait of Theodosius I
(r. 379 CE – 395 CE as Augustus)
Mint of Constantinople, Thrace
Authority of Theodosius I
292

22

13 mm
1.22 g

Bronze
AE 4

D N THEODO-SIVS P F AVG
Bust of Theodosius I, pearldiademed, draped and cuirassed,
right.

Unlisted officina, Cella B listed, but Cella A is unlisted.

SALVS REI-PVBLICAE
Victory advancing left, carrying
trophy over shoulder with right
hand, and dragging captive with
left In left field, ☧.
-//CONSA
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Mint of Siscia, Panonnia
Authority of Valentinian II
293

12 mm
0.99 g

Bronze
AE 4

D N THEODO-SIVS P F AVG
VICTOR-IA AVGGG Victory 384 CE –
Bust of Theodosius I, pearladvancing left, holding wreath and 387 CE
diademed, draped, cuirassed, right. palm.
-//ASIS•

RIC IX
Siscia 39B,
subtype 3

Mint of Thessalonica, Macedonia
Authority of Valentinian II
294

17 mm
2.03 g

Bronze
AE 3

D N THEODO-SIVS P F AVG
Bust of Theodosius I, pearldiademed, draped in imperial
mantle, left, holding mappa and
short sceptre.

GLORIA REI-PVBLICAE Gate 383 CE –
388 CE
of camp; above ☧.
-/-//TES

RIC IX
Thessalonica
59B, Unlisted
subtype23

Unclear Mint
Authority of Theodosius I or Theodosius I with Valentinian
295

14 mm
1.12 g

Bronze
AE 4

D N THEODO-SIVS P F AVG
Bust of Theodosius I, pearldiademed, draped, cuirassed, right

VOT//X//MVLT//XX within a
wreath
-//?

378 CE 388 CE

296

11 mm
1.46 g

Bronze
AE 4

D N THEODO-SIVS P F AVG
Bust of Theodosius I, pearldiademed, draped, cuirassed, right

SALVS REI-PVBLICAE
Victory, advancing left with right
hand carrying trophy on shoulder,
and dragging captive with left
hand.
+/-//?

383 CE 395 CE

297

12 mm
0.81 g

“

“

“

“

“

“

Portrait of Arcadius
(r. 383 CE – 408 CE as Augustus)
Mint of Thessalonica, Macedonia
Authority of Valentinian II
298

23

15 mm
2.08 g

No officina mark.

Bronze
AE 3

D N ARCADIVS P F AVG
Bust of Arcadius, pearl-diademed,
draped in imperial mantle, left,
holding mappa and short sceptre.

GLORIA REI-PVBLICAE Gate 383 CE –
388 CE
of camp; above ☧.
Γ/-//TES

RIC IX
Thessalonica
59C, Subtype
2
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Unclear Mint
Authority of Theodosius I
299

300

13 mm
0.81 g

Bronze
AE 3

D N ARCADIVS P F AVG?
Bust of Arcadius, pearl-diademed,
draped and cuirassed, right

VOT//V within a wreath

14 mm
0.81 g

Bronze
AE 4

D N ARCADIVS P F AVG
Bust of Arcadius, pearl-diademed,
draped and cuirassed, right

SALVS REI-PVBLICA
Victory advancing left, with right
hand carrying trophy on shoulder
and dragging captive with left
-//?

-//?

378 CE 388 CE
388 CE 393 CE

Barbarous Issue
301

12 mm
0.94 g

Bronze

D N ARCADIVS P F AVG? or
similar imitation Head or bust,
pear-diademed, right

SALVS REI-PUBLICAE? or
similar imitation Victory
advancing left, carrying trophy on
shoulder with right hand, and
dragging captive with left hand.

5th Cent.
CE

24

Portrait of Honorius
(r. 393 CE – 423 CE as Augustus)
Mint of Constantinople, Thrace
Authority of Theodosius I
302

19 mm
4.51 g

Bronze
AE 2

D N HONORIVS P F AVG
GLORIA – ROMANORVM
392 CE –
Bust of Honorius, pearl-diademed, Emperor, head right, standing
395 CE
draped and cuirassed, right.
facing, holding standard and globe.

RIC IX
Constantinople
88C, Subtype
1 or 3

Authority of Arcadius
303

24

16 mm
3.23 g

Bronze
AE 3

D N HONORI-VS P F AVG
VIRTVS – EXERCITI
395 CE –
Bust of Honorius, pearl-diademed, Honorius, standing left, head right, 401 CE
draped, cuirassed, right.
holding spear in right hand and
resting left hand on shield;
crowned by Victory, holding palm
in left hand.
-//CONSB or
-//CONSΓ

The irregular and illegible legend and bust style suggest a barbarous imitation.

RIC X
Arcadius 61
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Unclear Emperor
Barbarous Issue
Imitation of unclear type. Maybe
the GLOR-IA ROMA-NORVM
type with 3 emperors or FEL
TEMP REPARATIO type with
soldier pulling small figure from
hut under tree.
•IIΓ (?)25

4th - 5th
Cent. CE

26

Unclear or no legend Bust of
Emperor, pearl diademed (?),
draped (?), right

Imitation of GLORIA ROMANORVM reverse. Emperor,
standing facing, holding captive
with left hand and standard or
labarum with right hand.

5th Cent.
CE

27

Unclear or no legend Bust of
Emperor, laureate (?), cuirassed
(?), draped, right.

Imitation of GLORIA ROMANORVM reverse. Emperor,
standing facing, holding captive
with left hand and standard or
labarum with right hand.

5th Cent.
CE

28

304

10 mm
0.61 g

Bronze

Unclear or no legend
Emperor, right

305

12 mm
1.77 g

Bronze

306

10 mm
1.32 g

Bronze

Head of

Appears to be •IIΓ, maybe an imitation of the Alexandrian mint mark ALE(A – officina mark) which can appear as AIIA in some
late imperial types.
26
Portrait and reverse styles incorrect, suggesting barbarous issue.
27
Portrait style is questionable, but reverse style and sizing clearly suggests barbarous issue.
28
Portrait is entirely non-Roman in style and reverse style is also incorrect, strongly suggesting barbarous issue.
25
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Byzantine Empire
Reign of Justin I (r. 518 CE – 527 CE)
Mint at Constantinople, Thrace
307

14 mm
Bronze
DN IVSTI-NVS P P AVG Bust
2.22 g Pentanummium of Justin I, beardless, right,
wearing diadem, paludamentum,
and cuirass

Large ☧ with A, the officina mark, 518 CE 527 CE
to left and E, the value mark, to
right

BMC 40

Nikephorus III, Botaniates (r. 1078 CE – 1081 CE)
Mint at Constantinople, Thrace
308

22 mm
4.45 g

Bronze
Follis

IC – XC Christ, bearded,
C/Φ//N/Δ in corners Cross with 1078 CE - BMC 12
standing facing; wears tunic,
a large • at end of each arm, circle 1081 CE
mantle, and nimbus cross with • in at center, containing star of 8 rays.
each limb of cross; right hand in
blessing; left hand holds book of
Gospels with ⁙ on cover. A start in
lower left and right field.

Isaac II, Angelus (r. 1085 CE – 1095 CE)
Mint at Constantinople, Thrace
309

25 mm Billon/Bronze Exact legend unclear Isaac II,
2.49 g
Trachy
bearded, standing facing, holding
cross in right hand and sword in
sheath in left; wears crown, tunic,
and scarf with ⁙ in center. Above,
manus Dei crowning him; Two
borders of dots.

m–o
The Virgin, in usual
1185 CE - BMC 19-31
dress, seated facing on throne with 1195 CE
or similar
back; holding Infant Christ.

310

30 mm Billon/Bronze Exact legend unclear Isaac II,
2.78 g
Trachy
bearded, standing facing, holding
cross in right hand and sword in
sheath in left; wears crown, tunic,
and scarf with X in center. Above,
manus Dei crowning him; Two
borders of dots.

m–o
The Virgin, in usual
1185 CE - BMC 25 or
dress, seated facing on throne with 1195 CE
similar
back; holding Infant Christ.

Norman Kings of Sicily
Reign of William II (r. 1166 CE – 1189 CE)
Mint at Messina, Sicily
311

24 mm
9.86

Bronze
Trifollaro

Lion mask, three quarters facing

Palm tree

1166 CE - Alternate
1189 CE
Source 26
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Coin Diam/
No. Wt

Metal/
Denom

Obverse

Reverse

Date

Reference

Artuqids of Mardin
Reign of Nasir al-Din Artuq Arslan (r. 1203 CE – 1239 CE)
Mint at Mardin, Turkey
312

21 mm
5.29 g

Bronze
Dirham

Kufic legend1 Male bust threeFive-line Kufic legend.2
quarters right, pronounced Turkish
features, bare headed.

1221 CE - Spengler &
1222 CE
Sayles 42.2
(AH 618)

Cilician Armenia
Reign of Smpad (r. 1277 CE – 1310 CE)
Mint at Sis, Cilicia
313

18 mm
2.32 g

Copper
Pogh

+ ՍՄԲԱՏ ԹԱԳԱՒH ՀԱ
(Smpad, King of the Armenians)
King on horseback riding right. He
holds reins with left hand and
mace with his right hand, extended
over his right shoulder

+ ՇԻՆԵԼ Ի ՔԱԴԱՔ ՍԻ
(Struck in the city of Sis)
Cross with four doves in flight in
four quadrants

1296 CE - AC 412
1298 CE

Unclear Medieval?
Unclear Ruler
Unclear Mint
314

1
2

16 mm
1.30 g

Bronze

Unclear

See Spengler & Sayles for legend
See Spengler & Sayles for legend

Four dots in corners (2 visible),
unknown in center.

5th Cent.
BCE – 17th
Cent. BCE
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Alternate Sources
All auction dates are listed in European order, as this is the order in which they appear in the
major auction databases. Further, all auction records are listed in reverse chronological order.
See Sources and Citations.

Alternate Sources 1:
•
•
•

Fritz Rudolf Künker GmbH & Co. KG, Auction 318 Lot 266, 11.03.2019
Sovoca Numismatik, Live Online Auction 4 Lot 98, 30.08.2015
Classical Numismatic Group, Inc., Electronic Auction 130 Lot 79, 04.01.2006

Alternate Sources 2:
•
•
•

Agora Auctions, Sale 97 Lot 87, 29.09.2020
Gorny & Mosch Giessener Münzhandlung, Auction 247 Lot 4023, 10.03.2017
Gorny & Mosch Giessener Münzhandlung, Auction 247 Lot 4027, 10.03.2017

Alternate Sources 3:
•
•

Agora Auctions, Sale 68 Lot 54, 15.08.2017
VAuctions, Auction 217 Lot 30, 04.12.2008

Alternate Sources 4:
•
•

ANS ANS 1944.100.37177, American Numismatic Society, accessed December 19,
2020, http://numismatics.org/collection/1944.100.37177.
ANS ANS 1944.100.371, American Numismatic Society, accessed December 19, 2020,
http://numismatics.org/collection/1944.100.37186.

Alternate Sources 5:
•
•

Numismatik Naumann, Auction 80 Lot 117, 04.08.2019
Classical Numismatic Group, Inc., Electronic Auction 345 Lot 35, 25.02.2015

Alternate Sources 6:
•
•

Dutch Numismatic Auction, Auction 3 Lot 267, 28.04.2019
Classical Numismatic Group, Inc., Electronic Auction 345 Lot 40, 25.02.2015

Alternate Sources 7:
•
•
•

Classical Numismatic Group, Inc., Electronic Auction 345 Lot 47, 25.02.2015
Classical Numismatic Group, Inc., Electronic Auction 315 Lot 46, 20.11.2013
Classical Numismatic Group, Inc., Electronic Auction 267 Lot 171, 02.11.2011

Alternate Sources 8:
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•
•

Classical Numismatic Group, Inc., Electronic Auction 345 Lot 84, 25.02.2015
Classical Numismatic Group, Inc., Electronic Auction 250 Lot 90, 23.02.2011

Alternate Sources 9:
•

Fritz Rudolf Künker GmbH & Co. KG, Auction 136 Lot 355, 10.03.2008

Alternate Sources 10:
•

Fritz Rudolf Künker GmbH & Co. KG, Auction 136 Lot 276, 10.03.2008

Alternate Sources 11:
•

Numismatik Naumann, Auction 91 Lot 765, 05.07.2020

Alternate Sources 12:
•

Agora Auctions, Sale 78 Lot 35, 30.10.2018

Alternate Sources 13:
•
•
•

Nomos, Obolos Web Auction 13 Lot 215, 02.07.2019
Nomos, Obolos Web Auction 9 Lot 566, 25.03.2018
Gorny & Mosch Giessener Münzhandlung, Auction 232 Lot 151, 05.10.2015

Alternate Sources 14:
•
•

TimeLine Auctions, February 2019 Antiquities & Coins Auction Lot 3161, 26.02.2019
Numismatik Naumann, Auction 34 Lot 117, 09.08.2015

Alternate Sources 15:
•
•

Münz Zentrum Rheinland, Auction 186 Lot 77, 17.10.2018
Agora Auctions, Sale 73 Lot 27, 27.03.2018

Alternate Sources 16:
•
•

Agora Auctions, Sale 74 Lot 14, 05.06.2018
Münz Zentrum Rheinland, Auction 183 Lot 184, 17.01.2018

Alternate Sources 17:
•
•

Agora Auctions, Sale 57 Lot 35, 14.06.2016
Numismatik Naumann, Auction 35 Lot 302, 06.09.2015

Alternate Sources 18:
•

Classical Numismatic Group, Inc., Feature Auction 61 Lot 126, 25.9.2002

Alternate Sources 19:
•

Bertolami Fine Arts, E-Auction 92 Lot 453, 02.10.2020
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•

Kölner Münzkabinett Tyll Kroha Nachfolger UG, Auction 103 Lot 249, 30.06.2015

Alternate Sources 20:
•
•

Ira & Larry Goldberg Coins & Collectables, Inc., Auction 106 Lot 1026, 04.09.2018
Roma Numismatics Limited, Auction 4 Lot 1127, 30.09.2012

Alternate Sources 21:
•

Pegasi Numismatics, Buy or Bid 154 Lot 89, 21.08.2018

Alternate Sources 22:
•
•

Numismatik Naumann, Auction 64 Lot 49, 01.04.2018
Classical Numismatic Group, Inc., Electronic Auction 345 Lot 147, 25.02.2015

Alternate Sources 23:
•

Münzkabinett Berlin, Berlin, Germany, Inventory No. 18268317

Alternate Sources 24:
•
•
•

Agora Auctions, Sale 87 Lot 12, 25.06.2019
Auktionen Münzhandlung Sonntag, Auction 23 Lot 160, 01.06.2016
Numismatik Naumann, Auction 24 Lot 257, 02.11.2014

Alternate Sources 25:
•
•
•

Savoca Numismatik, 3rd Blue Auction Lot 682, 25.11.2017
London Ancient Coins Ltd, Auction 42 Lot 296, 01.04.2015
London Ancient Coins Ltd, Auction 32 Lot 74, 08.01.2014

Alternate Sources 26:
•
•

Agora Auctions, Sale 70 Lot 335, 21.11.2017
Agora Auctions, Sale 8 Lot 234, 22.04.2014
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Discussion: What Does the Hendricks Collection Have Left to Give?
Rhoda A. Hendricks’s December 10, 1983 letter to Sandra Davidson suggesting that her
collection may be sold to raise funds for “use elsewhere in the field of classical art”1 introduces a
simple decision that Wheaton College must make: keep or sell the coins. On its face, this is a
rather simple matter to decide. If the coins can generate more value being sold than by being
maintained by the Permanent Collection, then they should be sold. If the coins generate more
value being maintained by the Permanent Collection than being sold, then they should be kept.
Determining the value of each option, however, is not such a straightforward dichotomous
decision. Certainly, we can approximate the cash value of the coins, but this would not determine
the funds generated by their sale, as the actual sale value could vary quite widely at auction.
Such a metric will only tell us the immediate expected monetary value of their sale.
In this section, I examine what the Hendricks Bequest can do for the Permanent
Collection, investigate its value to Wheaton College, and use that discussion as a model for how
we look at similar collections around the world. I will do this by breaking our central question—
Should the coins be sold?—into three smaller inquiries. First, what is the purpose of the
Permanent Collection and how does an object generate value with such a collection? Second,
what are current trends in the relationship of numismatics to each of the fields of Art History,
Classics, and Archaeology? Can we extrapolate from these observations and determine what the
value of numismatics will be to each of these three fields in the future? The majority of the
following discussion will concentrate on this second point. Finally, what potential value might

1

Rhoda A. Hendricks to Sandra Davidson, December 10, 1983, Hendricks File, Donor Files, Wheaton College
Permanent Collection Records.
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the Hendricks Collection have? Will its value be increase or decrease in in the future? While I
have no say in what will eventually become of the Hendricks Collection, I hope that by
addressing these questions I can offer some advice to those who do.
We must first acknowledge that value, or worth, of an item is relative. Not only does it
change based on when and where you, the owner, are, but it also changes based on your needs,
desires, and directives. It is easy to understand that the monetary value of an item changes over
space and time. Consider evidence at a crime scene before the discovery of DNA. Countless
pieces of evidence that could have solved a murder were thrown out by the very people trying to
solve the murder because those items had no use, no value, to the people running the
investigation. Now imagine a crime scene today, one with DNA and ballistic evidence present.
On that site, although the DNA evidence will likely be crucial to solving the investigation, blood
spatter has less value to a ballistic specialist than a shell casing. Just in this way, the same item in
the same place and at the same time can have a different value to different people and that value
can extend beyond monetary value. As in the above example, the contexts (cultural, social,
physical, economic) of the item also determines value, as a bullet casing would have little to no
value outside a crime scene.
Our item in question, the Hendricks Collection, exists within multiple contexts. First and
foremost is its placement within the Permanent Collection at Wheaton College. Therefore, a
discussion of permanent collections and what is value to them is pertinent. “Permanent
Collection” is a term that is often used for academic collections. Traditional encyclopedic
museums and collections are very similar, though these can serve many functions and therefore
may determine value very differently. However, it can still be useful to look at how traditional
museums also determine value.
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But what then is the function a permanent collection or university museum? Kozak notes
that the function of a university museum is “guided by their purpose: to provide a service to the
university.”2 While this purpose is described intentionally vague, I think it may be the most
accurate description possible. Maintaining collections is expensive and colleges and universities
expect a service in return for the cost. But just as colleges and universities diverge widely in their
structures, areas of study, and educational models, so too do the services they expect of their
collections and museums. It seems clear that this includes an educational and research aspect
performed by both faculty and students for all collections.3 Excluding the modern idea of digital
collections, this often means education and research using physical objects that are stored and
preserved by the institution.4 Recently this purpose has expanded much more intentionally to
include encouraging and pioneering interdisciplinary study and offering community engagement.
While these services are offered by all university museums and collections, the method of
producing this service varies widely.
Add to this that as the landscape of higher education is changing, so too are the services
required of university collections.5 The Hunterian Museum at the University of Glasgow was
fortunate enough to receive a significant funding and a new larger location to enable it to adapt
to these changes. There the university’s collection will be both physically and metaphorically at
the center of education. Storage will be easily accessible to the state-of-the-art research rooms,
study laboratories, conservation, and digitization studios, allowing students to actively engage

Zenobia Kozak, “Promoting the Past,” 55.
David Gaimster, “The Hunterian, Glasgow: Enlightenment Foundations and Continuing Mission,” The Antioch
Review 74, no. 2 (2016): 373-376; Zenobia Kozak, “Promoting the Past,” 54-58; Zenobia Kozak, “The Role of
University Museums,” 1-2.
4
Zenobia Kozak, “Promoting the Past,” 55-56.
5
Zenobia Kozak, “The Role of University Museums,” 2.
2
3
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with objects in optimized learning environments.6 Additionally, due to the nature of the
university’s collection, they have been able to integrate the sciences, art, numismatics, museum
studies, and digital curation in the hopes of fostering interdisciplinary work naturally.
Community outreach and programming have also been increased, both in terms of the number of
programs and by allowing direct community access to collections.7 These changes are practical,
organizational, and pedagogical, but all require a great deal of funding as well as vision.
With the priorities of colleges and universities changing over recent decades, funding
available for the care, curation, and displays of their collections has not risen with increasing
costs.8 Kozak advocates looking to where the money is being redirected—administration and
student recruitment—as a guiding light for how collections need to change to serve the needs of
their universities.9 She suggests publicly displaying objects while telling a narrative of how the
use of the objects at the university or college has changed over time. This does a few things.
First, it displays objects, normally those of great interest or value, that can attract new students
while embedding the collection as part of the visual identity of an institution. Second, it presents
objects as part of the identity and history of the institution. The collection, then, serves as the
vessel for preserving this identity, while the public, by using these shared spaces, participates in
the creation of this narrative. At a cost far less than the full-scale remodel of the Hunterian, this
utilitarian model provides students with the interdisciplinary research and education goals
required of modern education collections, all while presenting the university collection as
essential to the mission and current aims of entire higher education industry.

David Gaimster, “The Hunterian,” 375-378.
David Gaimster, “The Hunterian,” 376-377.
8
Zenobia Kozak, “The Role of University Museums,” 2.
9
Ibid.
6
7
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Additionally, just like most other fields, university museums and collections are making a
big push toward the free and public presentation of their holdings online. This not only makes
their items more accessible to the community and researchers, but it also allows students to
develop skills that apply to 21st century work requirements. The Pitt Rivers Museum at the
University of Oxford in England views the digital publication of its collection as part of its
community outreach while transitioning the museum in a modern direction.10 Many large
museums have taken up this approach — with some farther along in digitizing their collections
than others — but it seems that university museums have taken notice. The Hunterian’s inclusion
of digitization studios and its introduction of a new Digital Curation Master’s program both seem
to indicate plans well beyond simple photographic documentation for internal records.11 Indeed,
given the other ancillary changes The Hunterian is making, it looks like a push toward
revolutionary redefinitions on museum curation and use of the digital space in the modern era.
Finally, not to be lost within all this talk of change are the students, who serve as the
foundation of academic collections and museums and the services they provide and of the parent
institution. In my opinion, the active participation of students, their involvement in the
evaluation, care, curation, research, and display of objects is the fundamental essence of
academic collections, setting them apart from other collections and museums. Gamester reminds
us that “students represent one of the single greatest assets of the university museum,” because
they bring with them diverse backgrounds, new and innovative ways to view objects in
interdisciplinary contexts, and fantastic advertisement of career experience for university

Laura N. K. Van Broekhoven, “Calibrating Relevance at the Pitt Rivers Museum,” in Dethroning Historical
Reputations: Universities, Museums and the Commemoration of Benefactors, ed. Jill Pellew and Lawrence Goldman
(University of London Press, 2018), 69-70.
11
David Gaimster, “The Hunterian,” 376-377.
10
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admissions.12 Enabling more students to engage directly with objects as active participants in
their education should always be the central goal of academic collections.
Although Wheaton College is in the process of updating its Collections Management
Policy for the Permanent Collection, a draft of its mission statement shows that the college is
already committed to achieving many of these services as possible.
The Wheaton College Permanent Collection strengthens and supports teaching
and research across a wide range of disciplines. Through innovative class use,
campus display, and thought-provoking exhibitions, collection objects reinforce
connections between the arts, humanities, sciences, and social sciences and
among people and cultures across time and geography, and enhance the aesthetic
environment at Wheaton. The collection provides students with practical
experience in collections care and management and exhibition design and inspires
their work as artists and scholars.13
To accomplish this mission and to best serve Wheaton College, the collection and its
curator must look forward and predict not only the future needs of individual
departments, but also the interdisciplinary needs between departments and the
community. This need to look forward, to predict the future, to train the next generation
of scholars, is what generates value for the Permanent Collection. Certainly, some objects
have a stable value to the collection, often being special and valuable enough that they
market themselves, as it were, therefore benefiting the host institution. Most objects,
however, generate value based on how they can serve the curriculum now and in the
future, thereby serving the institution and the purpose of the collection. If they do not and
will not serve the needs of the institution, objects can have, at best, a monetary value to
the institution.

12
13

David Gaimster, “The Hunterian,” 375.
“Draft: Wheaton College Permanent Collection Collections Management Policy” (May 2014), 1.
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Therefore, what value the Hendricks Collection might hold for the Permanent
Collection depends on how a numismatic collection can serve Wheaton College. Coins,
by their very nature, small and double-faced, are very difficult to display.14 Traditionally,
this means that they hold minimal value to the institution as a form of public display.
Therefore, its primary value often comes from how it can serve the institution
pedagogically, which in the 21st century will mostly be centered around how it can serve
interdisciplinary studies. For this reason, the most logical way to evaluate the Hendricks
Collection’s value to the Parament Collection is to view how numismatics, now and in
the future, may provoke interdisciplinary relationships with the usual suspects: Art
History, Classics, and Archaeology.
In a 2011 paper Kemmers and Myrberg (now Myrberg Burström) note that coins
are both historical and archaeological objects that can be defined and analyzed by their
textual, visual, and material aspects.15 While this observation is not new, Kemmers and
Myrberg further state that coins are therefore “multi-disciplinary sources” that require an
“interdisciplinary approach.”16 That is, they argue that an approach that does not
incorporate these various aspects is too narrow, and other fields must work to use coins
more holistically. Art historians have long viewed coins as historical objects and focused
on their visual aspect. Older publications by both art historians and numismatists use
coins as examples of imperial portraiture, period-specific style, as well as artistic

Mike Markowitz, “Why Museums Hate Ancient Coins,” CoinWeek (blog), August 10, 2016,
https://coinweek.com/opinion/commentary/museums-hate-ancient-coins/.
15
Fleur Kemmers and Nanouschka Myrberg, “Rethinking Numismatics. The Archaeology of Coins,”
Archaeological Dialogues 18, no. 1 (June 2011): 89.
16
Ibid.
14
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preference among the ruling class.17 These are, no doubt, important and worth-while
studies. Many times, the only known portrait of an emperor is on his coins, and this can
serve as valuable information when identifying other imperial art. The long-term
numismatic exhibit at the Museum of Fine Art, Boston, for example, displays two marble
heads of unidentified figures.18 Using coins in their collection, they have tentatively
identified the figures, comparing both the facial details but also portrait style.
This use of coins, however, only utilizes them as visual historical objects. Worse
yet, it only conceptualizes them as primarily existing in an imperial elite setting.19 This
only explores how the emperor wanted to present himself and how the preferences of the
powerful affect a coin’s visual language. Kemmers and Myrberg Burström, on the other
hand, suggest viewing coins in a series of successive contexts, each relating to a different
phase in a coin’s lifecycle.20 The primary context is the production phase, which is
broken into two parts: conception and design by imperial interests, and the actual
production by artisans and mint workers. The second context, they suggest, is the primary
use context of the coin, looking at how it circulated economically throughout different
social strata and at how coins were received, understood, and interpreted within these
strata. The tertiary context is the loss or deposit of the coin. This context might also
include continued use of coins by groups outside the original culture, such as when
ancient coins were reused in medieval jewelry. The quaternary context then might be
viewed as the rediscovery of the coin, archaeological or otherwise, and the reception and
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use of the coin in Renaissance, antiquarian, and later contexts. They even suggest that
additional contexts might be worthy of discussion, looking at the use of ancient coins in
the modern era. This includes everything from evaluations of collection practices (both
public and private), modern ideas of contemporary and ancient coinage, and presentation
of ancient coins in a digital medium.
This is where I see the most potential for growth and interdisciplinary research
between numismatics and art history. Art historians have so much more to offer than tired
evaluations of the primary context of coins. For example, without leaving the primary
context, there has been a resurgence in studying the production of ancient coins.
Numismatists know, in theory, how ancient coins were minted, but most modern
experimental ancient mints attempting to reproduce ancient methods have discovered
complications and new questions.21 Additionally, very little is known about the artisans
who produced coins and how they interacted as part of the artisan class within ancient
societies. Moreover, little consideration has been given to how artisans identity and how
their role within the production of coinage changed from the early local production of
electrum coinage in Lydia to the Hellenistic kingdoms after Alexander the Great to the
imperial system of coinage production under the Romans. All of these are discussions
that require the input of art historians, who seem ever more eager to answer such
questions.22 The current push in art history to not only understand how and why certain
objects were made but also to understand systems of production seems like a natural
bridge to interdisciplinary research with numismatists.
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But moving out of the primary context and into the secondary, art history seems
to have all but ignored the use of coins in the ancient world. Frankly, it seems that more
relevant research has been done on how ancient coins were reworked by medieval
peoples into new objects than on how cultures interacted with their own coins as works of
art. Some examples, however, show how the context of use might be better utilized in art
history. Since the 1970s, classical art history has focused heavily on plebeian art, the art
of non-elites in the Roman empire, and how it stands in contrast to imperial art.23
Petersen’s 2003 analysis of the Monument of Eurysaces, a wealthy Roman baker, moves
beyond this to consider how the visual language of the monument establishes a cultural
and class identity for Eurysaces.24 Not only that, but Petersen suggests that definition of
plebeian art must be better defined than simply “non-elite.” Instead, he shows that the
Monument of Eurysaces was in a cultural negotiation with elite art, mirroring some
aspects but diverting from others.
Elkins’ 2013 article attempts to understand why the late Roman Empire
experiences a sudden shift in the style of elite art by looking at the iconography of certain
late imperial bronze coins.25 The shift has been described as a movement toward plebeian
style, having simplified and exaggerated characteristics that were distinct from earlier
periods. Scholars have previously contended that this was evidence of a declining empire
that could no longer acquire or afford better artists, thus leading to a rise in plebeian art as
the prominent style.
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Elkins, taking Petersen’s approach to plebeian art, instead looks to how recent
structural changes in the empire and the mint system forced cultural negotiation between
elite art and art from the provinces. Elkins looks at the development of the Camp Gate
reverse type (as in Figure 13), one of the most heavily minted of all late imperial bronzes;
and he shows that the designs of the camp gates reflect local art styles and iconography.26
Elkins suggests that as local artisans and die carvers became more active members of the
imperial mint system, they began to interpret earlier Roman imperial styles and coins
within their own cultural setting.27 In this same way, as the imperial government became
decentralized from Rome, elite art entered a complex negotiation with local and
traditional styles found commonly at other major imperial centers. This highlights the
benefits of the secondary context of coinage since the individuals who create the shift in
style were not imperial elites, but previous consumers of imperial coinage reimagining it
in their own image.

Figure 13: AE 2 or AE 3 of Constantine I, Camp Gate (VIRTV-S AVGG) type. Mint of Arelate, Gallia. 325 CE - 326 CE. ANS
1944.100.11364 American Numismatic Society
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Finally, I think art history can better utilize the most recent context of ancient
coins, particularly numismatics in the museum setting. While this is not the sole
responsibility of art historians, their overarching control of art museum spaces makes
their participation essential if numismatics in museums is to evolve. Museums have long
recognized the value in their coins, both monetarily and as display pieces. Their
multitude and diversity of imagery have long encouraged museum curators to use them as
complements for a wide range of exhibitions. Their striking high-relief portraits and gold
or silver luster should make them fantastic items for display. Yet, in the words of Mike
Markowitz, a numismatic hobbyist and writer for Coinweek, “museums hate ancient
coins.”28 Though Markowitz has a distinct bias, he clearly illustrates his experience with
museums and the reasons why they struggle to use coins effectively.
The first struggle museums have is in physically displaying these small objects.
Coins have two sides, both of which are important, but it is not easy or efficient to
suspend coins in a case so that both sides are visible.29 Instead, if a museum is fortunate
enough to have two examples of the same coin, they will display both, each facing a
different direction. If, on the other hand, they lack two identical coins, they will
sometimes resort to using a mirror, which is an effective but rather clunky and
unsatisfying solution. Some museums like Palazzo Massimo in Rome and the Museum of
Fine Arts, Boston have begun to use small computer monitors that display high resolution
photographs of the coins; but this requires the viewer to walk away from the coin and
look at the screen, something they could do from home.
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But the struggles in display do not end there. Coins require much more complex
descriptions than most other objects, having at least ten necessary data fields not counting
a description of the coin’s context.30 Some museums have forgone this complication
entirely and simply listed incomplete descriptions. Other museums who attempt to give
full descriptions often struggle to do so in a compact manner, lest the coin be dwarfed by
an accompanying wall of text. Additionally, coins require clear white light and some
means of magnification for accurate viewing, and installing such features can be an
expensive renovation for many museums. Even if coins could easily be displayed so that
all relevant information was listed and both sides were easily visible, most are still
incredibly diminutive in size, which makes for a poor viewing experience for the
audience.
Finally, and most damning for coins, is that they are hard to discuss. Museums
rarely employ numismatists, and art historians and archaeologists often struggle to create
satisfying and compelling narratives that guide the museum exhibiting coins. A museum
visitor might well understand the value and importance of the coins, they may even
admire a few cases laden with gold coins; but a clear narrative is needed to hold their
interest. For all these reasons, museums, which hold some of the greatest collections of
coins in the world, are also some of the worst curators of them.
Numismatists are rarely included in the creation of exhibits, their interests and
experience crafting narratives around coins is often unutilized. This largely comes from
the fact that numismatists are rarely academics. Most research done in numismatics is
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done by collectors and hobbyists, not by museum curators, archaeologists, or professors.
This education distinction has made it difficult for numismatists to have their voice heard
over others in the museum world. I think that art historians and museum curators have a
lot to gain by entering into interdisciplinary discussions and research with numismatists,
a chance to revive dying exhibits with the alternative being the wholesale deaccessioning
of coin collections as some museums have already done. Necessity and changing ideas
about curation may well find a future where museums do not “hate” coins.
Classicists, just as art historians, have long used coins as evidence in their
research. However, they have often restricted themselves to use coins only for their
textual aspect as historical objects. Because ancient coins, even bronze ones, have
survived more consistently than ancient texts, their legends supplement the study of
classical texts in the same way that epigraphy has.31 As contemporary sources that record
everything from emperors to battles, coins can be used to prove or disprove the
chronology and events recorded by ancient authors. For example, the historian Zosimus
(460 CE – 520 CE) records that two rebellions, led by the usurpers Uranius and
Antoninus respectively, occurred around the province of Syria during the reigns of
Severus Alexander (222 CE – 235 CE) and Gallienus (259 CE – 268 CE).32 However, the
numismatic record reveals only a single individual, Uranius Antoninus, who minted coins
at Emesa in Syria.33 Further, these coins, based on stylistic analysis, cannot date earlier
than 253 CE, which would place them in the reign of Valerian. While this does not
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directly disprove Zosimus, it strongly suggests that he or his sources have confused the
name and misplaced the event chronologically.
This check on historical sources represents the most common use of numismatics
within Classics. It has been and will remain to be an important tool when evaluating
ancient sources, but coins tell us more than who did what and when. This use of
numismatic evidence is part of what is sometimes called “big history,”34 the study of big
events in history and how powerful and important people made them happen. While
questions of “big history” are still debated in Classics, the field has shifted to question the
implications of “big history” on everyday life for average citizens. This study of “little
histories” looks not only at how everyday people lived in the context of big historical
events, but how different cross sections of society were affected differently.
Though it is currently under renovation, the George D. and Margo Behrakis Wing
for Art of the Ancient World at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston exemplified this shift in
thinking.35 This side gallery featured individual cases, each of which told stories from the
daily lives of different cross sections of ancient society. Some cases were about different
groups of people, titled “Women,” “Gladiators,” and “Warriors,” while other were topical
such as “Beautification,” “Mediterranean Diet,” and “Medicine.” Just as we saw in art
history, coins do not only belong in their primary context, the production phase, but also
in the context of their use. Not only were coins used across different strata of society, but
they were used differently between these strata. This gives us something to study. Current
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studies generally look at two aspects of the use context of a coin: reception and
economics. These both are worthy of further discussion.
Kemmers and Myrberg Burström note that the “relationship between coins and
identity,” that being the construction of self-image and belonging, “[is] well-investigated”
but that the “focus is usually placed on the authority issuing the coins, who is assumed to
make certain claims or statements, not on the effects this aspect of coinage would have
had on the users.”36 They contend that coins not only reflexively convey information
about the issuer, but that they are tools actively used by systems of authority to be
interacted with by individuals for the purpose of shaping identities and communities. For
example, Papadopoulos suggests that the early silver coinage of the Greek colonies in
southern Italy project a shared fictitious history to reinforce a collective identity37. This
evidence does not suggest that coins directly created this collective identity; instead, it
suggests that they were part of a large cultural mechanism in which one stratum of the
population, Greek colonists, came to view themselves separately from another stratum,
that of mainland Greeks.
A Recent study by Hannah Cornwell, a professor of Ancient History and
Archaeology at the University of Birmingham, looks at how the messaging of Roman
republican coinage under Julius Caesar in 44 BCE shifted to project peace and how this
imagery was eventually continued by Augustus.38 She suggests that this was part of a
larger program to display stability and harmony at a time when conflict was still very
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likely. While previous scholars have viewed these coins as Caesar proclaiming that there
is peace, Cornwell believes that we should instead view these coins as part of an active
cultural dialog between Caesar, the senate/aristocracy, and the Roman people.
Additionally, there is archaeological evidence of othering and cultural rejection in
some numismatic finds. The battlefield of Kalkriese (modern-day Bramsche, Germany),
the supposed location of a battle in which three Roman Legions were defeated by
Germanic troops in 9 CE, is scattered with stray Roman coins, a large number of which
show intentional cuts and piercings.39 It has been proposed that this was done by soldiers
who were unhappy with the authorities above them, that they were rejecting the authority
who issued their pay. It has also been suggested that this was done by the Germanic
victors since many of the coins which were defaced depicted the Lugdunum Altar, a
symbol of Germanic subjugation. Either way, an identity of authority is being rejected to
create a sense of self that is opposed to that authority.
Unlike the study of contemporary reception, the study of economics has long been
a subfield of numismatics.40 The shift from of large-scale economic considerations to
individual and local economics in classics and archaeology, however, is quite recent.
Numismatics serve as one of the most important resources. Archaeological find evidence
shows us how money was moving about the various trade routes and empires of the
ancient world. Die studies can project mint output which then determines the size of
economies, both micro and macro. We can even find evidence of how individuals
interacted with the economic system.
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For example, 1,385 coins were found in the thermopolium (a fast food restaurant)
of Lucius Vetudius Placidus at Pompeii.41 Most of the coins were bronze and located in
the large dolia set into the counter. It is unclear if these were the owner’s profits from
recent days, weeks, or months, or if this was the bar’s “till float,” used to make change
for customers. Regardless, the total value of the coins was about 585 sestertii, a sizable
sum; and to a modern viewer it might have seemed obvious to exchange this large
number of bronze coins for a smaller number of gold or silver coins.42 If we view this as
the “till float” then there would have been no need for almost 1400 coins. And if this is
the thermopolium’s long- or short-term savings, we might expect that a smaller number
of high denomination coins would be easier to hide and keep safe, though no one could
easily walk with the entire dolia of coins. Either way, Lucius Vetudius Placidus has a
relationship with his economic system that has told him it was better to keep his coins in
bronze. That relationship, and others like it, are avenues for future research centered on
the lives of everyday Romans.
The focus of “small history” is not the only noticeable shift in classics, however.
Recently, the field has moved beyond the ancient world to look at how other time periods
and peoples perceived the ancient world and its stories. This approach is called reception
history. At a time when the field was trying to be more inclusive, it entered into dialogue
with communities rarely studied in classics at the college level. This, in turn, refocused
the field to ask how people of color, women, and other oppressed groups perceive the
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classics today and how people in the past understood the classical world. The two most
noticeable branches of modern study are classics in popular culture43 and “black
classicism.”44 Both look at how non-contemporary audiences have interpreted,
recontextualized, and conceived of the ancient world.
This has also led to a resurgence in the study Renaissance reception history and
the birth of Classics. While numismatics does not have much to offer “black classicism”
and other modern studies of reception history, it may be integral to understanding how
the people of the Renaissance thought about antiquity. Petrarch’s discovery of Cicero’s
letters marks a drastic shift in European history, so greatly changing how people thought
of the ancient world that his discovery is sometimes given to mark the beginning of the
Renaissance.45 Humanists had just begun collecting and sharing ancient manuscripts
when Petrarch’s 1345 discovery reinvigorated a general interest in classical works and
classical thought. Overtime, a desire to collect manuscripts and develop a classical library
became common among Italian elites. Discussions of ancient texts and the philosophy
within began to flourish and soon scholars were looking at how ancient works
communicated and interacted with each other. To aid this venture, many lists of known
works were created to assist scholars as they searched for yet unfound works or sections
of works.46
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At this same time, the same groups of humanists, including Petrarch, began not
only collecting ancient coins, but attempting to exhaustively catalog them and place them
chronologically within the known past.47 This is already similar enough to the hunt for
ancient texts, but just as the humanists began to debate newfound texts, so too did they
interrogate their coins. In the beginning, it was unclear whether these coins were even
forms of money at all, or possibly medals instead, gifts from an emperor to commemorate
his virtues and accomplishments.48 Roman coins were so common in 14th-century Italy
that Italians struggled to conceive of them as money because they had lacked monetary
value for so long.
Moreover, there is a very good record of what meaning Italian elites places on
ancient coins. While many serious collectors were cataloging known reverse types, others
had their focus solely set on the obverse portraits. Many believed that the portrait itself,
the visage of the emperor, was imbued with the character of that emperor.49 This power
was thought to be so great, that just the image of the coin was enough to understand the
quality of an emperor’s virtue. With that came the rise of works like Andrea Fulvio’s
Illustrium imagines (Rome, 1517), which paired portraits of different ancient leaders with short
biographies of their lives and virtues.50 The portraits were in the form of medallions in likeness of
Roman coins, but the coins were not always accurate.51 Medallions designed from actual coins
are easy to spot because they are accompanied by accurate legends; even then, they were often
misattributed. Caracalla is mistaken for Marcus Aurelius and Trajan for Nerva, because
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Caracalla’s actual name was Marcus Aurelius Antoninus and Trajan adopted the name Nerva.52 A
coin depicting Bacchus and minted under the authority of Cato is even believed to depict Cato
himself, a rather ironic mistake. Other portraits seem to be based on late antique bronze medals
known as contorniates (as from Figure 14), although these, too, were inaccurate portraits when
they were produced.53 Many portraits, however, were outright the invention of the plate carver.

Figure 14: Plates of Alexander the Great from Andrea Fulvio's Illustrium Imagines (Rome, 1517)

Yet no matter the portrait, no matter the source, Cunnally observes they all share the
same “mixture of willfulness and self-satisfaction that seems to reflect this [plate carver]’s
particular interpretation of classical virtus and gravitas.”54 Not only have Fulvio and the
unidentified plate carver interpreted the coins, but they have clearly interpreted ancient texts as
well, both to create the portraits and the narratives. The coins have left their original contexts and
been newly reimagined within the context of a 16th-century Italian narrative. This work itself is
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worthy of study within classical reception history, but the portraits of emperors hold one last
power for Italian elites.
Not only were coins commonly used to demonstrate the narrative of an ancient figure’s
life, not only was the entire character of an ancient ruler to be understood by the nature of their
portrait, but some Italians believed that the very sight of those portraits could imbue the viewer
with those virtues. It is recorded that King Alfonso of Naples carried “his collection with him
whenever he traveled… stored in an ivory casket like precious relics. The site of these
coins…inflamed him to virtue and glory.”55 Knowing this, how might the interpretation of
Renaissance reception history change? If this was the power a collection of coins might offer the
owner, what then were the motivations of elites who had built up massive libraries of ancient
manuscripts, themselves believed to hold the keys to virtus and gravitas. In this way, the birth of
numismatics not only provides evidence in support of the studies of Renaissance reception
history, but it also provides another lens through which to view many of the actions at that time.
Finally, the interdisciplinary possibilities of archaeology and numismatics must be
considered. Archaeology already utilizes numismatic evidence more actively than art history and
classics, but it is also the field with the worst relationship with numismatics. Both fields have a
lot to gain from working together, but they must enter these academic discussions without
animosity to reap the mutual gain. Therefore, I think it is worthy to not only discussing how
archaeology currently uses numismatic evidence, but also why the fields are in opposition.
At one time a numismatist was an essential part of an archaeological dig in the
Mediterranean.56 Both fields begin to develop scientific and academic methods during the
antiquarian period, and the sorting of coins was instrumental in the development of typology and
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seriation in archaeology.57 However, since the rise of processual and then post-processual
archaeology, the field was heavily influenced by the social and natural sciences.58 This shift has
allowed archaeology to develop its own theoretical frameworks, enabling us to better understand
the complex relationships between objects, cultures, and the past. Numismatics did not develop
this same theoretical backing. The connection between archaeology and numismatics broke down
and numismatists became just another specialist to call when items outside the expertise of onsite
archaeologists are found.
Additionally, as archaeologists rightfully become advocates for the protection of cultural
heritage, their attention turns to protecting items from ending up on the black market. The
greatest measure against the black market is the emphasis on and normalization of provenanced
acquisition for both academic institutions and collectors.59 Provenance shows the detailed history
of the ownership of an object since its creation or discovery. By acquiring only objects with
strong provenance, buyers know that they are not purchasing items which have entered the
market illegally or in such a way that archaeological evidence was lost. Unfortunately, this is
where archaeologists turned on numismatists.
Most academic collections of coins, from museums to university collections, are
unprovenanced.60 In some cases, the donor is known, but rarely is anything else known about the
history of a coin. With the active collection of unprovenanced objects being now seen as
unethical, the existence of collections which are unprovenanced is also now seen in a negative
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light. Further, the public display of unprovenanced coins is seen as encouraging the continued
purchase of such coins by collectors. Since most of numismatic research is done by studying sale
records and academic collections, and since most of these records are unprovenanced, it makes
sense that many numismatists would therefore be accustomed to—and see no issue with—
purchasing unprovenanced coins. There continued purchasing of unprovenanced works is viewed
as fueling the black market and encouraging looting.
Elkins, in another article, goes further, claiming that numismatists, when presented with
the issue of coins being smuggled into the United States, “have been more reticent to condemn
the effects of looting and the unregulated trade.”61 While a harsh criticism, Elkins is speaking
from personal experience. He works on a late Roman site in Israel and has seen firsthand the
extent of looting caused by the demand from religious believers in the United States who think
that they are buying relic coins. And numismatists do appear reticent, especially as multiple
numismatic lobbying groups are fighting to end various Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs)
that restrict the import of certain protected coins from entering the United States without proper
proof of provenance. Such actions against MOUs have further strained relationships between
numismatists and archaeologists.
To some extent, these criticisms are valid. The numismatic trade likely does encourage
looting and smuggling. In fact, many wealthy collectors from the older generations of
numismatists actively and knowingly purchased looted coins. I have no doubt, sadly, that some
collectors today still feel this way. That said, numismatists as a whole have, contrary to Elkins,
denounced and condemned the effects of looting and black-market sales. As a field, we rely on
sound archaeological evidence to more accurately date and identify coins. We have as much
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incentive to stop looting as archaeologists. Where many numismatists and archaeologists differ,
however, is on MOU policies and the sale of unprovenanced coins.
Just as an art historian would not keep the same detailed provenance records for a corner
store picture like they might for a Monet, da Vinci, or Warhol, numismatists have generally not
recorded the provenance of coins which were viewed as low value. The provenance of many
high-value coins stretches back hundreds of years, but it was not considered worthwhile to
document and maintain such detailed provenance records for most coins. The provenance of most
late imperial bronzes will only go back as far as the coin has been publicly auctioned, as that is
the only record that is ever taken.62 While I agree that numismatists need to start taking
provenance more seriously, records that never existed cannot be willed into existence. If
numismatists start keeping careful provenance records now, within say 50 years, most coins on
the market will have an established provenance. But until then, whether archaeologists like it or
not, unprovenanced coins are unavoidable.
As for MOUs, the numismatic community is more divided. Some individuals do not think
that there should be any restrictions on coins which can be imported. Others, like myself, think
that certain series that are tied closely to certain regional heritages should and have to be
protected. Lobbyists, however, should not be considered to represent all numismatists. The
lobbyists against MOUs represent coin dealers here and in other major coin-exporting countries
such as Italy, and in that compacity these lobbyists generally push for as few MOUs as possible.63
While this is an extreme view, it stands juxtaposed to proposals by various cultural protection
advocates who ask that categories such as all Roman imperial coins be placed on MOUs. Just as
numismatic lobbyist would see many coins under-protected, such requests are not in accordance
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with any international laws for cultural protection. Instead, these positions seem like bargaining
positions, each hoping to meet somewhere in the middle.
Markowitz notes that, “to some archaeologists, the numismatist is a selfish collaborator
with tomb robbers. To some numismatists, archaeologists are arrogant snobs, trying to outlaw
private ownership of antiquities.”64 Looking at the lobbyists and advocacy groups, one might get
that impression. But he also reminds us that these “extremes are caricatures.” At the end of the
day, numismatists need to be able to work with archaeologists. Numismatists must do a better job
keeping track of provenance for coins of any value, but archaeologists need to understand that
such records are not currently a viable method for protecting heritage sites from looting. Further,
the arguments of lobbying groups do not represent the views of either field en masse. But most
importantly, the system right now is not protecting coins or archaeological sites, and both fields
need to do better to find ways to protect them. Numismatics and archaeology need to act like a
team on this issue; it is the only way that we all benefit.
Although significant tension between the two fields still exists, things have gotten better
in recent years. Some archaeologists have begun to rethink the way coins are handled on dig sites,
but for now, most archaeologists only use coins for a single purpose: dating. Even though
archaeology has many more methods of dating than a century years ago, coins still represent the
most common datable objects across the Mediterranean.65 But archaeologists, most having had at
most one semester of ancient numismatics, rarely date coins themselves, but instead use
numismatists as specialists who work on coins as needed. This has posed two problems for
archaeology. First, by treating numismatists as outside specialists, it reinforces the idea that
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numismatists do not belong on site, and that their work is not the work of the archaeologists.66 It
places them in the same category as dendrochronologists, chemists, and physicists. While it is
correct to consult numismatists, they should be looked upon as active partners on dig sites.
Second, coins are treated differently from other objects found on archaeological sites. They are
viewed as objects that, when sequestered from other objects and sent to a numismatist, provide
dates. Coins are not viewed as cultural objects, they are not viewed as interacting with culture;
instead, culture happens to them. The result of these two issues is that archaeologists have,
somewhat accidentally, tricked themselves into ignoring every aspect of a coin other than its date.
Moreover, when some sites do look beyond dating, it is normally because large numbers
of coins have been found. Then numerical and statistical methodologies are used to analyze the
coins en masse, revealing important patterns. However, Haselgrove and Krmnicek note that these
methods have reinforced the “division between coins and the rest of the archaeological record by
analyzing them in the aggregated assemblages effectively divorcing them of their contexts.”67
Again, these methods are useful, but they need to be used in concert with other methods which
take context into account. Unfortunately, these coins normally stay aggregated until the
publication of stratigraphic find location. Currently no archaeological standard exists for
publishing coin finds, though it normally makes up one of the end chapters in a findings report;
most publish coins in groupings.68 While this is useful to understand an individual site, it is
entirely useless to any other related fields that want to use that data. Even if someone were
interested in the aggregated or categorized data, that lack of consistency makes such a project
currently impossible.
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What then, is the future for numismatics and archaeology? On the practical side of things,
archaeologists need to get better about the way they share numismatic data. Right now, once
coins are reported in aggregate for find reports, they enter storage where they go untouched.69
Numismatists are generally not given access to them, but even if they were, it is not worthwhile
for numismatists to travel to every site across the Mediterranean to gather data. Instead, the
process needs to be more streamlined and detailed from the beginning. Archaeology is a field that
over-records everything because archaeologists cannot predict what information will be useful in
the future, yet they drop the ball with coins. Either archaeologists or numismatists on site need
start recording full descriptions for each coin and photographing each and every one, as
individual coins are rarely photographed. This data must be standardized and shared. Optimally,
this data would be shared in large networked database, so that coins across many sites can be
viewed together while not losing individual stratigraphic data.
This change is so important not only because it makes the official find reports more
academically useful and honest, but also because the dynamic between coins, archaeology, and
dating has changed. Through their sheer prevalence, coins remain the most important artefacts for
dating stratigraphic units; however, other objects can now date stratigraphic units with great
accuracy.70 This has the potential to allow us to redate coins that have proved difficult to pinpoint
in the past. In fact, this relationship between coins and dating has, at times, been entirely inverted,
with other dating methods now providing us with new dates for coins when for the hundred years
it has been the other way around. For such benefits to be yielded, archaeologists would likely
have to work very closely with numismatists, but if find data were more widely shared,
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numismatists could, as they always have, do the laborious work of reattributing the dates on the
basis of fresh data.
This could be particularly revolutionary for Greek bronzes. Bronze coins make up the
majority of all finds on archaeological sites, but Greek bronzes are some of the worst understood
coins in classical numismatics.71 They have proven incredibly difficult to catalog and date, and
they have denominations that are nearly impossible to determine. These changes in
archaeological dating may finally allow us to better understand Greek bronzes, which, in turn,
would allow Greek bronzes to better help archaeologists on future sites. It creates an infinite
positive feedback loop that benefits both fields equally, but it requires significant cooperation.
Similarly, if archaeologists better shared their data, numismatists would be able to put together
better and more exhaustive database and catalogs, which then would allow archaeologists to
better identify coins. Just by sharing data at a higher standard, both fields could be benefit greatly.
In that same vein, archaeologists must not willfully ignore data because it is incomplete.
Archaeologists have long turned up their noses at academic and private collections because their
coins are almost always unprovenienced.72 An article by the Archaeological Institute of America
quips that “a late Roman bronze… auctioned on the Internet adds essentially no new knowledge
to our understanding of the ancient world.”73 It is true that a fully provenienced coin is far more
valuable to all interested fields, but we cannot avoid the fact that some coins, either by
happenstance or by bad practice, do not have provenience. This refusal of perfectly good data is
also somewhat ironic, given that archaeologists have left their own coins so poorly processed that
they know little beyond the provenience of a coin. Elkins, mindful of this tendency in
archaeologists, says that “it would be impossible and intellectually dishonest to pretend that
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[unprovenienced and unprovenanced coins], many of which are unique, do not exist.”74 He
acknowledges that they are still valuable pieces of data, even if they are imperfect.
In part because archaeologists have generally been treating coins unlike other objects,
analyzing them outside of their wider context, many coin finds are only viewed within their
monetary and economic contexts. This is not so much true, however, for medieval archaeology,
and so it is worth looking at the way that some scholars have begun to think about coins in those
finds. For example, in one Gotlandic church, a large number of fragmentary and damaged coins
were found at the north wall of the nave under an impressive fresco.75 Traditional readings would
have seen the accumulation of coins as religious offerings made in fractional amounts. However,
given that coins were heavily worn, it seems likely that these coins were part of a larger religious
practice performed in front of the fresco, and the coins became fragmentary due to regular wear
and trampling. This ritual process, however, does not eliminate the monetary value of the coins;
instead, it is the monetary value of the coin that allows it to become the vessel for the symbolic
meaning and connotations of the ritual.76 Similar analyses, though in different contexts such as
various foundational deposits, are now common among medieval archaeology, fully exploring
how coins could serve multiple functions in one ritual action.
Some scholars have taken such ideas too far and argued that coins, once having been used
in a ritualistic setting, lose their monetary context or meaning. Kemmers and Myrberg

Burström, on the other hand, argue that the symbolic and social functions of coins are
closely related to their monetary function.77 They look to the many classical metaphors
which use coinage, such as, “Render unto Caesar the things which are Caesar’s,” because
they imbue coinage with symbolic and metaphoric meaning while not eliminating the
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monetary aspect of coinage. Going even further, they claim that, “the function of the coin
as money… thus loads the object-coin with symbolic meanings and connotations, though
the secondary uses… may not be of monetary or economic nature.”78 In some sense, the
small metal disc can only take on such diverse symbolic meaning because it holds
monetary value. As seen in the examples above, it seems very difficult for a coin to shed
its monetary connotation, but I believe that there are some instances, particularly true
when no monetary connotation was ever understood for a coin, where it must be viewed
in a solely symbolic function.
Though typically referred to as “heirlooms,” coins are regularly found in early AngloSaxon graves. Heirloom conveys a sense of long-held tradition and family ownership, objects
with a story, but we have no evidence that Anglo-Saxons had any knowledge of who made these
coins or where they were from. It has been recently argued that these were likely dug up in
abandoned Roman settlements in the early medieval period, and so the coins would have had no
“biography for the people who found them.”79 This would stand in stark contrast to the earlier
theory that these were heirlooms. Instead, it is suggested that these, being stripped of their
monetary meaning, were apotropaic objects (the unknown letters and complex pictures may have
been seen as magical) which were then primarily used in the graves of women and children.
While it is not entirely clear why these coins gained symbolic significance in the graves of this
stratum of society, it does seem likely that it was a reason void of monetary connotation.
Coins are versatile objects. By the classical period, every level of society interacted with
them, but these interactions were not uniform. Their ubiquity makes them ingrained in the daily
lives of ancient peoples, and their monetary value charges them with symbolic and social
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potential. This ever-present cultural interplay makes them rich for interdisciplinary study. But
how does that create nature create value for the Wheaton College Permanent Collection or any
academic collection, for that matter. Not all potential interdisciplinary studies will happen within
our Permanent Collection, even if it serves to facilitate such interactions elsewhere. Many of the
examples above exist in the archaeological sphere, but others certainly have a future in academic
collections.
For example, such collections are well positioned to help art historians develop better
models of presenting coins in a museum space. Experimentation is often a core part of studentcurated exhibits. Unlike in a museum, there is no expectation of what an “exhibition” must be.
Students bring fresh perspectives that will be necessary for telling compelling stories about coins
and for finding new ways to present them. Importantly for the Permanent Collection, because the
students to who help create exhibits at Wheaton come from different academic and cultural
backgrounds, they are already enter the curation and storytelling process from an interdisciplinary
perspective. This is not to say that students will miraculously solve the fundamental issues in
displaying coinage—after all, coins will still be small and double-sided—but instead that students
have fewer preconceived notions than a museum director regarding how coins must be presented.
Similarly, I think that academic collections will help redefine which coins are considered
important. Both Art History and Classics have seen their own movements refocusing the field
away from the elite and the powerful and instead asking questions about normal people.
Numismatics, however, still overemphasizes elite coinage over base metal coinage. The Newell
Bequest, Norris donation, and other smaller donations to the Wheaton College Permanent
Collection have all overrepresented silver and gold coinage, despite the fact that the majority of
all coinage ever used was bronze and that the majority of coins found on archaeological sites is
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low-denomination bronze coinage.80 It seems obvious that as the focus of these fields changes,
their interest in bronze and low denomination coinage should grow, not to replace silver and gold
coinage but to complement it and create a cohesive narrative around class, money, art, and the
economics of the ancient world. By encouraging the representation of bronze coinage, academic
collections enable researchers to recontextualize coins as part of “small histories” in a way that
traditional recourse have struggled or fail to.
The greatest interdisciplinary action, however, that academic collections are well
positioned to initiate is the sharing of numismatic data. This not only benefits numismatists and
archaeologists, but it helps bring in new voices. The great barrier to entry for numismatics has
always been the cost of reference books, but with new internet databases and resources, ancient
coinage has become accessible to anyone with an internet connection. This not only is more
egalitarian, but someday, when those newly minted numismatists enter the academic dialog, they
bring with them a whole new set of perspectives which have largely been unrepresented. This
helps all fields touched by numismatics by making the way we all talk about the ancient world
more interconnected and interdisciplinary.
But why are academic collections so well positioned to help accelerate this digital shift?
Museum collections already keep meticulous item records and are practiced in specific language
to describe these objects. If, instead of using just their own internal cataloging systems, museum
collections make sure that their data are compatible with the larger databases such as OCRE,
RPC, and CRRO (Coinage of the Roman Republican Online), then we would see digital
numismatics transform. These systems are pre-built and ready for such data sharing, but currently
they only accept data from a small number of elite sources, e.g., the ANS, British Museum,
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Münzkabinett, etc.81 Certainly, there needs to be some processes to ensure accuracy from those
contributing, but I hardly think it needs to be such an exclusive club. This would change the
entire structure of how such resources are assembled and utilize the power of as many
numismatists, students, and museum workers as possible. It would also enable the gaps in those
databases to much more quickly be filled. While the included institutions are some of the largest
in the world, their combined holdings are only a fraction of what is held by all academic
collections worldwide.
In fact, the integration of an academic collection into a major database has already
happened. The University College of Dublin (hereafter UCD), eager to explore how its collection
could be shared with the widest audience possible, is a pioneer in the publication of university
collections. As a pilot program, the selected their Roman republican coinage, because it was a
manageable number of coins, 262, and because a major database already existed, the CRRO.82
Coin descriptions were cataloged following the standard used by the CRRO, set according to the
Numismatic Description Standard (hereafter NUDS).83 The catalog was then made accessible
online in a Linked Open Data format, allowing other sources to pull from it.84 These data were
able to be processed by the CRRO because all UCD’s data already conformed to the NUDS. In
May 2013, UCD met with representatives from the ANS and British Museum (who co-curate the
CRRO) and finalized their inclusion.85 Though multiple universities have since followed suit, this
practice has still not yet been fully adopted by American colleges and universities.
Moreover, academic collections have the potential to revolutionize this space, especially
with Greek coinage. While a number of online databases exist for Greek coinage, none attempt to
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exhaustively cover all of Greek coinage, instead covering only single locations or periods. For
example, the Hellenistic Royal Coinage database (hereafter HRC) collects data from earlier
databases such as PELLA, Seleucid Coins Online, Ptolemaic Coins Online, etc.86 A separate site,
Online Greek Coinage, hopes to someday encyclopedically cover Greek Coinage, but this project
is in its early stages.87 In truth, no one really knows how to tackle the earliest Greek coinage and
later civic (mostly bronze) coinage. There is no central work exhaustive enough to use as a
foundation, and too many types, particularly bronze types, are unrecorded. However, as academic
collections continue to become partners in the digitization numismatics, I think that they, with
their massive holdings of unrecorded and uncatalogued Greek coins, will be the pioneers in this
field. Finally, it would pre-train the next generation of numismatists and museum specialists for
the digital requirements that are increasingly common in a variety of related fields.88
What then does all of this mean for the Hendricks Bequest and it potential
deaccessioning? What part does it have to play in the future of numismatics in academic
collections and how will it generate value for the Wheaton College Permanent Collection?
Traditionally its greatest value would have been as a pedagogical tool for learning to identify
coins; in completing this work, I have removed one type of value from the collection. The
opportunity to use these coins to learn how to identify ancient coins is no longer available. These
coins, however, can still serve as a useful pedagogical tool for other classroom uses, especially as
they are far less valuable than the other coins at in the Permanent Collection, making their
handling by students less risky. While the active use of objects by students is the cornerstone of
an academic collection, it is still a risk that must be weighed. The Hendricks Collection is
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particularly good for any potential community engagement, as anyone with any level of training
and experience can handle these coins with minimal financial risk to the Permanent Collection.
The Hendricks Collection is almost entirely bronze coinage. This makes it a valuable tool
for discussions of coins in various social strata and contexts. When utilized well, the collection
should encourage interdisciplinary discussion with both Classics and Art History. Moreover, it
complements the other major collections, not only showing other types of coins, but beginning to
rebalance the ratio of base metal coinage to precious metal coinage held at Wheaton. It will also
represent the lowest grade coinage of the collection. Oddly, this too serves a purpose. First, it
represents coinage throughout its life cycle, including the processes of corrosion. Most bronze
coinage from antiquity has not survived due to natural corrosion.89 Much of what does survive,
however, is in similar or worse condition to what is seen in the Hendricks Collection.
Additionally, it helps remind us that the ancient world was not a perfect and pristine place. Not all
coins that were used in the ancient world were in perfect condition, just as most coins that
circulate today are worn. The spectacular gold and silver coins found on display in museums do
not represent coinage as it was experienced in daily life throughout the ancient worlds.90
Finally, the digitization and sharing of the Hendricks Collection and all others at
Wheaton College would be a fantastic project for future students. The Newell Bequest most
importantly, but all of the collections deserve to be shared. By following the model set forth by
UCD, a handful of students could have Wheaton College well on its way to the list of
contributors, gaining many transferable and marketable skills in the process. Although the
Hendricks Collection is far from the most important collection at Wheaton, it does have
something to offer the larger community in its widespread publication. Though many of the
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bronze coins are rather common and well recorded, the Hendricks Collection boasts several
extremely rare coins that are almost entirely absent from numismatic literature. Making sure that
the identification of these coins is widely shared and added to the small number of other know
examples is essential for archaeology and future numismatic research.
All these possibilities generate value for the Permanent Collection, but they must be
weighed against the value of selling the coins. Monetarily, the coins were appraised at $5,980.00
in July 1982, approximately $17,305.30 today.91 This assumes no additional growth in the value
of the coins beyond inflation. In general, a great deal of that monetary value comes from the rare
coins, the Nero Dupondius, and the Roman sestertii. If the coins were to be deaccessioned, the
Permanent Collection would likely choose to keep these coins because they are the most
publishable and most likely to attract an audience when on display. Unfortunately, that would
greatly reduce the potential value from the sale of the coins. Even if all of the coins were to be
sold, and raise more than the $17,305.30, what would be done with the money to generate value
for the Permanent Collection? The deaccessioning of ancient glass and books from the Newell
Bequest established an endowment that is now used to care for the Permanent Collection and
acquire new objects. By providing this funding, the two sales have now generated many times
their monetary value in worth for the collection.
The Hendricks Bequest, by contrast, even if it were to get $30,000 at auction, would not
be able to establish a sufficient endowment to generate long-term funding for the Permanent
Collection. Adding it to another existing fund, as an alternative, does not seem to be within the
bounds of the offer for sale made by Rhoda Hendricks. Instead, its use would be in the one-time
expense of the funds, for either the care of the collection or for the acquisition of new objects. For
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a sale to make sense, these objects would have to offer more use and value to the Permanent
Collection than the Hendricks Bequest possibly can over the same period. The coins of the
Hendricks Bequest offer a lot of potential and practical use for Wheaton College, and it seems
unlikely that another purchase could generate more value, though equal is certainly possible, for
the Permanent Collection. Regardless, this is the complex calculation that must made by the
Curator of the Permanent Collection going forward.
I have dedicated over three years of my life to the Hendricks Bequest, dedicated hundreds
of hours and too many nights of too little sleep. These have been my costs for an experience the
likes of which most students will never have. Working in the Permanent Collection was the
foundation of my undergraduate education, not because I got to work with the best coins, but
specifically because I did not. The Hendricks Bequest, a collection of coins that many collectors
would scoff at, has shown me that coins tell such richer stories that what their looks might
present. It is my hope that this thesis will inspire others seek out these richer stories, and to find
the fuller interpretation of any coin, no matter its context.
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Coin Number Tables
The coin number tables, presented in the following pages, show two things. First, they serve to record
the original arbitrary numbers of each coin that were used during the identification process. While I do not
expect this to be largely beneficial to the general reader, if ever notes from the early portion of my work would
be in question, I feel that a record of the original coin numbers is necessary. Second, these tables serve to
inform the reader to which bag each coin belonged (See History of the Hendricks Collection). This is shown in
the Old Coin No. column by the first number before the forward-slash. While this original bag sorting was often
not accurate to the labels, it is still an intrinsic part of the history of the collection, and therefore is worthy of
preservation herein. Coins found in tray R8 are labeled as such along with the corresponding names found on
the coin holders within. Coins found in tray R8 are colored in blue along with the original names found on their
respective coin holders.

Coins by Bag/Tray Location:

1
2

Bag No: Name

No. of Coins

Original Count by
Leah Niederstadt

Difference

1: Nero
2: Roman Coins
3: Late Roman Bronzes
4: Italy Sicily
5: Alexandrian and
Imperial Roman Bronzes
6: Elymais1
7: Mixed
Tray R8
Total:

1
137
60
26
11

1
137
61
26
11

0
0
+1
0
0

10
38
31
314

10
37
NA
2832

0
-1
NA
283

Mistaken Identification. Actually from Characene, not Elymais.
Coins found in Tray R8 were not counted by Leah Niederstadt. Professor Niederstadt first counted the coins in June 2013.
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Coin No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Old Coin No.
2/44
2/32
2/97
7/245
7/275
2/78
2/76
3/127
2/65
2/81
2/70
2/103
2/62
7/261
4/200
4/197
4/187
2/79
2/27
2/88
2/49
2/25
6/238
6/237
6/236
6/235
6/242
6/240
6/239
6/244

Coin No.
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

Old Coin No.
6/243
6/241
B92.334A
B92.334B
B92.334C
2/50
7/248
2/67
2/82
2/36
2/72
7/246
7/269
7/273
7/268
7/256
2/39
2/66
2/29
2/31
2/33
2/61
2/91
2/75
2/53
7/251
2/71
2/118
2/90
2/98

Coin No.
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

Old Coin No.
2/46
2/64
2/120
7/276
2/125
2/109
4/198
7/266
2/80
7/278
7/272
7/265
2/48
5/220
C92.160
2/85
2/89
2/58
2/28
7/282
2/110
2/47
2/86
2/41
2/106
2/60
2/45
2/54
7/260
7/280
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Coin No.
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120

Old Coin No.
2/69
2/34
4/210
2/30
2/63
2/87
4/201
7/249
4/195
2/51
7/253
2/113
7/264
4/209
4/202
2/37
4/199
2/26
7/259
4/186
4/206
2/55
2/68
7/250
2/57
2/56
4/188
7/281
4/191
2/43

Coin No.
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150

Old Coin No.
4/208
4/204
4/189
4/192
4/190
2/74
4/196
4/205
4/193
4/207
4/194
2/35
2/77
7/258
2/111
2/83
C92.159
7/267
2/38
2/42
7/277
7/270
2/73
2/40
2/116
7/271
2/100
7/274
2/117
2/126

Coin No.
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180

Old Coin No.
2/92
2/124
2/112
2/93
2/108
2/115
2/123
C92.162
2/99
7/279
2/104
2/96
2/119
7/247
2/52
2/121
C92.171
2/224
2/231
5/215
2/233
2/230
2/232
7/257
1/1
2/2
C92.170
10.5/222
2/114

184

Coin No.
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210

Old Coin No.
2/5
C92.157
C92.165
2/229
2/107
5/213
C92.167
5/216
C92.161
2/8
"faustina"
5/219
C92.166
2/9
2/218
C92.168
4.2/13
2/10.1
2/21
5/217
C92.163
7/262
4/185
C92.164
5/221
14.6.2/18
C92.169

Coin No.
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240

Old Coin No.
5/214
2/3
C92.158
Blank
5.2.11.2/17
3/161
3/169
2/234
3/151
2/228
3/136
7.1.8.2/4
2/226
12.2/227
2/24
2/225
2/122
2/223
2/7
3/128
3/142
3/150
2/16

Coin No.
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270

Old Coin No.
3/176
3/140
3/157
3/175
3/179
3/147
3/174
3/211
3/170
3/143
3/149
3/168
3/152
3/153
3/130
3/162
3/158
3/131
2/11
3/212
3/144
3/159
3/138
3/129
3/172
3/171
3/184
3/133
2/15
3/167
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Coin No.
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285

Old Coin No.
3/141
3/164
3/180
3/135
3/173
3/137
3/181
3/156
3/148
3/145
3/178
3/177
2/12
7/263
3/146

Coin No.
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300

Old Coin No.
3/139
3/183
3/155
3/182
3/154
3/163
2/19
3/132
3/160
2/10.2
2/6
2/102
3/134
2/14
2/20

Coin No.
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314

Old Coin No.
2/22
3/166
3/165
2/105
2/94
2/95
2/23
4/203
7/254
7/252
7/255
2/59
2/84
2/101

Coins by Bag/Tray Location:

3
4

Bag No: Name

No. of Coins

Original Count by
Leah Niederstadt

Difference

1: Nero
2: Roman Coins
3: Late Roman Bronzes
4: Italy Sicily
5: Alexandrian and
Imperial Roman Bronzes
6: Elymais3
7: Mixed
Tray R8
Total:

1
137
60
26
11

1
137
61
26
11

0
0
+1
0
0

10
38
31
314

10
37
NA
2834

0
-1
NA
283

Mistaken Identification. Actually from Characene, not Elymais.
Coins found in Tray R8 were not counted by Leah Niederstadt. Professor Niederstadt first counted the coins in June 2013.
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Appraisal Transcriptions:

Transcription of appraisal given by Ariadne Galleries Inc. to Rhoda A. Hendricks on
July 1, 1982:

Quantity
26
1
140
37
63
13
38

Description
South Italian and Sicilian bronzes
Bronze of emperor Nero
Roman bronzes
Alexandrian and Imperial Roman
bronzes
Late Roman bronzes
Elymais Bronzes1
Bronzes of mixed description

Value per piece
$40.00
200.00
15.00
30.00

Total
$1,040.00
200.00
2,100.00
1,110.0

10.00
30.00
15.00

630.00
390.00
570.00

TOTAL

$6,040.00

Transcription of appraisal as returned to Rhoda A. Hendricks on August 28, 1984 after coins
arrived at Wheaton:

Quantity
36 26
1
140
36 37
60 63
13
38

Description
South Italian and Sicilian
bronzes
Bronze of emperor Nero
Roman bronzes
Alexandrian and Imperial Roman
bronzes
Late Roman bronzes
Elymais Bronzes
Bronzes of mixed description

Value per piece
$40.00

Total
$1,040.00 1,440.00

200.00
15.00
30.00

200.00
2,100.00
1,110.00 1,070.00

10.00
30.00
15.00

630.00 600.00
390.00
570.00

TOTAL

1

Mistaken Identification. Actually from Characene, not Elymais.

$6,040.00
$6,370.00
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Transcription of appraisal as it should have been returned to Rhoda A. Hendricks on August 28,
1984 after coins arrived at Wheaton:

Quantity
26
1
140
36 37
60 63
13
38

Description
South Italian and Sicilian
bronzes
Bronze of emperor Nero
Roman bronzes
Alexandrian and Imperial Roman
bronzes
Late Roman bronzes
Elymais Bronzes
Bronzes of mixed description

Value per piece
$40.00

Total
$1,040.00

200.00
15.00
30.00

200.00
2,100.00
1,110.00 1,080.00

10.00
30.00
15.00

630.00 600.00
390.00
570.00

TOTAL

$6,040.00
$5,980.00
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